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Merchants and Others Are

Subscriptions $3 00 per year payable in
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established
In 1846 In 1874 the Courier was estab-'
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THREE CENTS A COPY

THE

At the Following Merchants' Expense:
Perry’s Market
Senter Crane Company
Burpee A Lamb
Fuller-Cobb-Davis
Central Maine Power Co.
Vesper A. Leach
J. F. Gregory Sons Co.
Berman’s
Clarence Dorman
R. E. Nutt Shoe Store
Samuel Rubenstein
W. H. Glover A Co.
H. H. Crie A Co.
Crie Hardware Co.
House-Sherman, Inc.
Highland Square Filling
Station, Rockport
Sea View Garage Filling
Station, Camden

Sea View Garage
Veazie Hardware Co.
Stonington Furniture Co.
G. W. Palmer A Son
I. Leslie Cross
United Motor Fuel
Nye's Garage
Chisholm Brothers
Willow Street Market
Knight Brothers
Trainer’s Bake Shop
Corner Drug Store
Rockland Pharmacy
Newbert's Restaurant
Park Street Cale A Sea Grill
Eastern Furniture Co.
Orange and Black
Bay View Garage, Camden
Sea View Garage Filling Sta.
North Main Street

Collect Your Pound Tickets and Ride Freel

THEY SAW IT THROUGH
WHO SAW IT THROUGH?

Why, your friends, Annie, Bert Mary, Edith, Sam, Ed. and a
lot more of them.
WHAT WAS IT THEY SAW THROUGH, WHAT'S THE JOKE?
They saw their payments through on the 104 shares of the
ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING ASSOCIATION which they took
out in October, 1918, and the joke is on you that you didn't come
along with them. See if it isn’t.
In the twelve years they saved by easy monthly payments
*14,976.00, and during all that time the Association gave them semi
annual dividends, at the very liberal rate of 514% per annum,
amounting tc 66,168.88, thus increasing their savings to 611,134.88,
and this week they are receiving neat checks for that very comfort
able sum. Wouldn't you like to be one of that thrifty bunch? Well,
it isn't too late; October shares are now being issued. Come in at
once, for as much as you can save monthly: as little as 61.00, or as
much as $50.00, or any sum between, and in twelve years (which is
but a short time to look back) you will be receiving one of those neat
checks. Of course if circumstances arise, so that you cannot con
tinue payments for the whole period, you may withdraw all that
you have paid in, plus all dividends to date. There are no forfeit
ures for withdrawals.
We will be pleased to talk over this proposition with you at any
time. Come and see us.

Rockland Loan & Building Association
ROCKLAND, MAINE

18 SCHOOL STREET

the Documents
____________
Postmaster

—Will Probably Reach Here Tomorrow

______
___
Veazie
has received

Armistice Ball

TUESDAY, NOV. 11 .

TEMPLE HALL

Kirk’s Orchestra

NOW ON

The question of when to draw money out
of a savings account and invest it in securi
ties is one that puzzles many people. It is
a question thfct cannot be answered the
same way in every case. The individual
circumstances of the investor must always
be considered. In some cases it is the wise
thing to do and in others just the reverse.
The safe thing" to do before investing
money in securities of any kind is to con
sult your banker. He will tell you what is
the most sensible course to pursue in your
particular case.

ROCKLAND NATIONAL
BANK
Safety

North National Bank

Huston-Tuttle Co.

Ready When Needed

MONEY for
AN EMERGP'P

Service

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK

A Member of the 680,000,000 Financial Institutions Group

GRAND JURY REPORTS TODAY
‘Slander”

Suit Draws Full House

When Supreme Court adjourns of facts and the cases were, thereStanley Boynton left Chicago ■ smoke and haze, which made landthis noon it will be until Wednes-1 f°re tried together. The Delano
bright and early this morning and i marks almost impossible to see.
brothers of Vinalhaven lobster fish
at last account was winging his He arrived in Moline at 3 o'clock,! day morning, in order that the ermen for 40 years sold and de
way back to the home port. He may which was one hour and 55 minutes jurors and other court officials may livered to Mr. Ayres at his lobster
— The notice dated Nov. 6 reads:
*■*"** ♦ — ......... ♦ ♦ ......w Yesterday a person giving the name arrive here late this afternoon, but from Kansas City. It took almost i have the advantage of the Tuesday car in Camden some 900 pounds of
Ignorance never settles a ques- •••
Dodge, Pittsfield, Maine, ap- more likely will descend on the Rock five minutes at Moline to locate the holiday (Armistice Day). The grand, lobsters. The following day the car
♦ tion.—Disraeli
... Plied for the issuance of three money land flying field tomorrow.
airport because it was so smoky.
I Jury *s expected to report around who found 76 short lobsters for
... orders at Skowhegan, Maine. They
Boynton left Amarillo yesterday Leaving there for Chicago at 3.35 ! noontime and interest naturally which Mr. Ayer paid a fine of $380
........... g, were issued as follows:
Number of order, 306854; payee, morning at 7.15 Central Standard, Boynton encountered the same visa- centers upon its finding in the Port and costs. Mr. Ayres immediately
John H. Casson, Waterville, Maine; for Wichita, landing at Wichita at bility problems, which made it even clyde "drowning" case in which so stopped payment on th checks given
JUDGE MILLER ILL
amount, $66.50. 386855; A. R. Smith, 9.17 at the Cessna factory, where the more difficult to find the airport than many witnesses are said to have tes to the Delanos for the lobsters.
The Delanos brought suit for the
Frank B. Miller, judge of the Rock- Augusta, Maine; $100. 386856; A. R.
plane was made. Mr. Cessna was ta Moline. He arrived in Chicago at t'hed.
amount of lobsters sold. The bone
land Municipal Cpurt, and former Smith, Augusta, Maine; $100.
4.30.
....
of contention was whether the Dela
register of deeds for Knox County,
Before paying for the orders, Dodge pleased to see him and to have his
,, , ,
| Harry Carr vs. Joseph Dondis, no lobsters contained any "shorts”
was stricken in Superior Court yes- seized them and escaped. His tenta- plane make it possible to win the
suit. occupied
the Court's at- or whether there were some shorts
terday forenoon while waiting to be tive description as follows: He is ah
Thursday's Flight
, slander
.
..
.
...
called as a witness in the Carr- American, about 28 to 30 years of age, record.
Boynton left Mesa, Ariz., ta the I tentlon yesterday and the arguments in the car when the Delano lobsters
Left
there
for
Kansas
City
at
10.15.
Dondis case. He was removed to his 5 feet 11 inches in height, and weighs
early afternoon, and arrived in Al and charge were being made as were put in. Testimony on the part
nearby home on School street, where about 160 pounds; a brunette, but not On the trip it was very rough and buquerque. N. M.. in 2 hours and 50 this paper went to press. Tlie plain of the defendant indicated that the
Dr. C. D. North pronounced it a case I unusually so; appeared to be a man bumpy but as it was a tail wind, it minutes. This flight was over a haz tiff's case was based upon the state car had been cleaned before the
of cerebral hemorrhage.
His left accustomed to manual labor.
ardous country, and as Boynton ex ment alleged to have been made by Delano lobsters were put in. The
Please notify business houses; and was very easy to put up with. Landed pressed it in his daily despatch "I Mr. Dondis to Frank A. Winslow, presiding justice instructed the jury
side is affected, and though in a par
tially conscious condition appears to should any of the orders be presented in Kansas City in one hour and 10 was never so glad to get anywhere city editor of The Courier-Gazette, that if they found that the Delano
have but little cognizance of what is at your office, payment should be re minutes. Leaving there for Moline ta my life."
in the course of a conversation con shipment contained any short lob
going on around him. He spent an fused and unless the person present at 1.05, he experienced a cross wind
At 5.36 (Central Standard Time) cerning the new Jewish synagogue. sters the contract was void and they
uncomfortable night, but along to ing them is known to you he should
Boynton arrived in Amarillo, Tex., Tl» statement, in effect was that could not recover. The Delano
ward morning was resting a little be detained and this office notified by most of the way. It became very having made that jump in 1 hour and "One day Harry Carr came into the brothers insisted that they had
telegraph, collect.
more comfortably.
bumpy and was getting thick with 46 minutes.
Willow street synagogue flourish measured their lobsters three differ
ing a revolver, and threatened to ent times. The jury was out but a
THE VIATOR CASE
THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
shoot the old man Koritzky." The short time and returned a verdict
A NEW PRESIDENT
ELECTION RESULT
examination of this witness lasted for the defendant. Roberts & Gould
The grand jury for the November Ariadne Thinks Our People Should
---! nearly an hour, and at its conclusion for plaintiffs. Miles for defendant.
term in the United States District
Pay It More Respect
Shows That Parties Are Basil H. Stinson To Lead the the plaintiff's case, represented by
Court in Bangor reported 54 indict
Kimball & Miles, and conducted in
Additional pending divorce cases
ments Thursday. 24 of these being Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Evenly Divided In the
Chamber of Commerce
court by the latter, rested.
are:
secret. Thc list of public indictments ! Are people in Rockland really in
The defense promptly took up the Sadie Lawrence Gray of Camden
House and Senate
included two against the master, Mil- too much of a hurry to pause long
Christmas Decorations
challenge Implied by the Carr side from Harland B. Gray of Rockport,
lard E Rowe of Rockland, and the enough to pay respect to our n^of the case and volunteered to prove married at Camden, March 3, 1923.
crew of the motor schooner Rita A. tional anthem? If so, let us do away
Final returns for the Senate in
that the incident actually occurred, Cause of complaint, cruel and
Viator, taken to Eangor by Coast altogether with the custom of play- Tuesday’s election gave the Repub
in February 1922.
abusive treatment. Libellant asks to
Guard patrol Oct. 13.
ing it as the final number of con- licans plurality of one and probable
The witness for the defense testi resume her maiden name of Sadie
----------------i certs and entertainments. I am told control of the organization.
fied, mainly, that the trouble in the Lawrence. Emery for libellant.
Democrats and Republicans were'
In one New York theatre, patrons that at the afternoon concert of the
Willow street synagogue arose over
Inez M. Carleton of Camden from
are provided with free coffee. There I Army Band the lack of respect was deadlocked in the House. With two
the suspension of a Mr. Alperin. Henry Carleton of Rockport, married
less
marked
than
at
the
evening
districts
still
doubtful
each
had
216
is nothing like good strong coffee lor ’
Max Finegold testified that when June 19, 1920. Cause of complaint,
members with 218 necessary for a
keeping people awake.— The Humor performance. I should hope so.
Mr. Koritzky expostulated over the cruel and abusive treatment, and
Ariadne majority.
ist.
j suspension of Alperin, “a good mem- ( gross and confirmed habits of intoxRepresentative Vestal, of Indiana,
ber" Carr drew a revolver, and said J ication. Emery for libellant.
I “You keep still; you see that.”
j
....
“Play Golf" at the Hayloft where
A meeting of the Second District Republican whip, was leading by
real putting counts. Pete Moran will Council of the American Legion Aux three votes in one of these doubtful
Other witnesses called by the de-’ The traverse jurors were impangive free Putting Lessons to our iliary will be held at 2 p. m. Thurs districts and Representative Yates,
fense were Isaac Berliawsky, Abra-, elled Thursday in this order:
afternoon patrons. Have you tried day in Legion hall, with Mrs. Agnes Republican member at large from
ham Levy, Simon Briggs. Michael I
First ,
Goldberg. Ex-City Marshal George
r.™ jury
our driving net? 18 holes for 25c.— Bradley of Rumford as presiding offi Illinois, was just ahead of a Demo
|
Foreman
crat
in
the
other.
adv.
*
cer.
E. Gillchrest, City Marshal A. P. _ . . , .
It was still possible for an even
Rockland
Richardson and Recorder Walter H. | £?tri<* ,A' MeAuliff,
division which would leave the bal
Rockland
Butler. Lew testified to having; Mrs. Elsie Allen,
ance of power in the House with the
sold a revolver to Carr; and Mr. ] Aurelius A. Calderwood. Vinalhaven
lone Farmer Labor member, Kvale,
Vinalhaven
Gillchrest testified that Carr's 11-1 L?fayetto 2. C?rver’
Camden
of Minnesota.
cense to carry a revolver was reDunbar
! Andrew V. Elmore,
The lineup ta the Senate also was
Camden
voked after the incident.
F. Graves, South Thomaston
so close that it was entirely possible
Several of the defendant's wit Albert
Haskell
Warren
that the lone Farmer-Labor mem
nesses testified that Carr had the George D.
Livingston, Jr., Owl's Head
ber. Shipstead. of Minnesota, might
reputation of being "quarrelsome" Charles
Miles G. Pitcher,
Auspices Winslow-Holbrook Post, A. L.
Washington
hold the decisions on organization
or "troublesome.” Mr. Goldberg, who
Myrtle Taylor,
there.
Col. Basil o"'
H. Chamber
Stinson, Newly
Elected was subsequently elected president I Mrs. Geneva
IMoefWCommerce
M.J Prescott, S‘' °u“tan
Re-election of Senator Schall, Re President oi inamoer oi commerce of ^e synagogue, said that Carr s;
publican, Minnesota, and the defeat
reputation among the Jewish peoSecond Jury
of Senator Robison, Republican, ln
Col. Basil H. Stinson was elected pie was "terrible."
| Foreman
Kentucky by M. M. Logan, Demo- president of the Chamber of Com
The defense was represented by (George F. Lewis
North Haven
at
Aflat, ended the Senate contests. The merce Thursday afternoon at a | Ensign Otis and Frank A. Tirrell. Jr.! Mrs. Mabel F. Brewster,
Rockland
makeup of the next Senate stands: meeting of the directors, succeeding
By way of rebuttal Mr. Miles of- George W. Butler
Rockport
Republicans. 48; Democrats, 47; Allan F. McAlary whose administra fered Isidor Gordon, Jake Smalley Carl Merrifield,
Hope
Farmer-Labor, 1.
tion has been one of marked suc- and David Shafter who said that | Joshua T. McCorrison,
Appleton
This is the same division of parties cess. The newly elected directors, they did not see a revolver ta Carr's Mrs. Susie E. Moran,
Rockland
as prevailed ta 1926 and then Sena-1 Joseph Emery, James F. Carver and possession at the time of the alleged Alfred H. Orne,
Cushing
Music By
tor Shipstead voted with the Repub- \ John M. Richardson were seated at incident.
Alphonso S. Prince,
Camden
I licans who retained control.
I this meeting.
Karl E. O'Brien,
Rockland
Senator Watson, of Indiana, the i a review of the past year’s work
Warren
The first case to receive the af Clarence B. Tolman
, Republics leader, returned to the revealed much accomplished and a tention of the jury was that of James A. Williamson,
Thomaston
capital Thursday night but he j bit of money in the treasury with all Herbert Delano vs. George H. Ayers. Carl H. Young,
Matinicus
awaited conferences and, ..recounts. Ibills
A splendid Morocco fitted
Supernumeraries
----- ■ paid. , The
— matter
, . of decora,.j
This was a*1 appealed case from the
before claiming control of the next tions for the approaching holidays , Rockland Municipal Court
The
S. Bartlett,
Rockland
traveling case will be given
Senate
came in for lively discussion and an case of Vlnal Hudson Delano vs. Albion
A. Clark,
Thomaston
“
I
will
only
say,"
he
commented,
ambitious project was outlined. The George H. Ayres was of the same Luther
away!
Rockland
"that whoever is in power in the business thoroughfares will be gay nature and covered by the same set Atwood B. Norton,
Fred Pratt,
St. George
next Congress I hope prosperous with colored lights on an extensive
ADMISSION 50 CENTS
times return to America."
scale in addition to the usual build
ing illumination. The extent of the
OH, YOU BLACK DUCKS’
134-135
street decorations was not exactly
THE FIGHT IS OFF
The boxing bouts scheduled for determined, being left in the hands
Monday night have been cancelled of a committee headed by Kennedy Fish and Game Folks Again Enjoy Tenant’s Harbor Hospi
due to information received by tele Crane.
At the.Sign of
President Stinson will have asso
graph yesterday that Duprey, the
tality—Justice Manser a Guest
!!North National
Bangor boy featured in the main ciated with him as vice presidents
P.
P.
Bicknell
and
R.
E.
Thurston.
I bout has sustained injuries which
necessitated his going to Boston for Donald C. Leach is treasurer and M.
The Knox County Fish & Game tleman from Androscoggin that the
ttreatment. The management felt it R. Pillsbury auditor.
Association held its fall meeting at members were mighty glad to have
would be fairer to the fans to cancel
Tenant’s Harbor, Thursday night, him present. Judge Manser was not
the match instead of securing a last
IT’S ALL OVER
for a speech, but in the course
minute substitute.
and it was a happy anniversary of down
of brief remarks his witticisms kept
that
first
meeting
when
a
black
duck
For the Narrow Gauge Road
the company in laughter.
supper was also served. This time
Donald Leach was appointed audi
At Wiscasset—Last Train the debonair hunters were somewhat tor of the Association.
Commander C. F. Snow told of the
Runs Nov. 20
put to find a supply adequate lor the excellent
progress which is being
membership, but Alf Hocklng's co made on the Bird Memorial in Ap
H.
P.
Crowell
of
Belfast,
president
horts
came
across
in
fine
style,
and
pleton.
This institution has purchased an addi
the spread in Odd Fellows hall was
President Butler spoke in terms of
BURT HOME LIBRARY of the Wiscasset. Waterville & all
that
could
be
desired,
with
lob

high approval of the work being done
Farmington Railway, announced
tional set of safe deposit boxes, which
ster
stew
and
other
perquisites
to
BOOKS 98c
Wednesday that the Interstate round out the menu. The supper was toward forming an organization in
Commerce Commission at Washing served by the ladies of the Baptist Waldo County.
are now ready for inspection.
75c REBINDS 69c
Zelma M. Dwinal was appointed
ton has granted the petition of that Church, who long ago proved their
a member of the Gribbel preserve
Bill Folds and other Small company and has issued a certifi competency to cope with emergen committee.
cate of convenience and necessity cies of this calibre.
President Butler commented upon
Leather Goods at Cost
permitting the abandonment of the
Because of the large membership the recommendation embodied in
line, to be effective Nov. 21.
and
limited
accommocatlons
guests
the recent Marine survey whieh
Wonderful Values in
Accordingly all tariffs have been were not bidden on this occasion, the would have two divisions of fish and
cancelled to take effect on that date solitary exception being Justice Har game department, forestry and a
Children’s Books and
and notice is being given to the pub ry Manser who is presiding over merger of the sea and shore fisheries
Games
lic that operations will cease at Supreme Court.
and inland fish and game depart
midnight on Thursday, Nov. 20.
The fish and gamers have rugged ments. President Butler would favor
Construction of this line was appetites as may be Judged from the a third-geology.
Rockland, Main©
started in 1894 by the Wiscasset Ac fact that 100 pounds of dressed duck
Present as special guests were
ROCKLAND
Quebec Railroad Company, incorpo- and 60 pounds of lobster were con these members of thc State Fish As
porated in 1854 as the Kennebec Ac sumed.
Game Department—Deputy Com
Waterville Railroad, to reach the
Hunters’ trophies adorned the missioner Archer Grover, Mrs. Ethel
timber territory. The present com walls, this time without the assist Lee. chief clerk; Mrs. Cloutier, book
pany was incorporated in 1907 ance of Ernest C. Davis, who was not keeper; Mrs. Alexander in charge of
through purchase at a judicial sale. forgotten in spite of the fact that non-resident licenses, and Miss
Five years ago it was again pur he is rusticating on the West Coast, Lynch, stenographer.
chased for $50,000 by cltiaens along afar from Anglers Farm. A tele
the line who were anxious to pre gram conveying the association's re YOUR FAVORITE POEM
vent its abandonment and under gards was ordered sent to him.
Lively music was furnished by the
this ownership it has since been
If I had to live my life again I would
operated. With the timber largely Rockland High School Orchestra have made a rule to read pome poetry
removed, the farming for some and each number was insistently and listen to some music at least once
a week. The loss of these tastes Is a
years was a source of revenue but encored
To have ready money instantly
Near the close of the feast a bear loss of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
agriculture has also declined artd
available for an emergency requires
the earnings of the company have suddenly made its appearance ta the
SEA SONG
the practice of systematic thrift. A
been materially affected by this and dining hall, and before departing re A wet sheet and a flowing sea.
And a wind that follows fast
also by thc use of the highways and ceived a genuine bear hug as Mr And
savings account started at this
Alls the white and rustling sail
their motor cars and freight trucks. Briggs could testify.
And bends the gallant mast:
sound bank will grow rapidly. Lib
President
Butler
named
as
mem

It came to a point where opera bers of thc nominating committee F. And bends the gallant mast, iny boys.
eral interest payments, added to
While like the eagle free
tion of the line in a safe manner
Winslow, chairman; Frank E. Away the good ship flies, and leaves
the amount you save, will accumu
was doubtful and in October 1929 A.
Old England on the lee
Morrow
of
Camden,
Oscar
Starrett
late an "emergency fund” to which
Mr. Crowell, president of the Bel of Warren, Clarence Leonard. Union,
O for a soft and gentle wind!
fast & Moosehead Lake Railroad, Alfred C. Hocking of St. George and
you can always turn for financial
I hear a fair one cry.
was appealed to take charge to see C. Earle Ludwick of Rockland.
But give to me the snoring breeze
aid.
And white waves heaving high;
if expenses could be reduced to
It was voted to have another tur
white waves heaving high, my lads.
enable the continuance of opera key shoot at Oakland Park on the And
The good ship tight and free—
tions. Mr Crowell became its presi forenoon of Thanksgiving Day and The world of waters is our home.
And merry men are we.
dent, but the business still further President Butler appointed on that
declined and last June the stock committee Dr. Walter P. Conley, Al There’s a tempest ln yon hom-ed moon.
And lightning In yon cloud:
holders voted to petition to the In fred C. Hocking. Harold Marshall, L.
Rockland, Me.
hark the music, mariners!
terstate Commerce Commission for C. Jackson, John A. Black, Harold And
The wind is piping loud;
permission to abandon the line.
The wind Is piping loud, my boys.
Jackson and Donald Crie.
The lightning flashes free—
SVn•< Av < »I I
I >)'I
i t>"( tv/ -. I AVI L7»V7 tV'/tV')>Y/
The last train will pass over the
The introduction of Judge Manser
the hollow oak our palace la.
rails on Nov. 20 and operation will brought forth an ovation which must While
Our heritage the sea.
cease at midnight on that date.
have assured the distinguished gen
—Allan Cunningham (X7M-1M2).

BOOK WEEK SALE

When to change

GOAL

Warned Not To Negotiate Stanley Boynton Left Chicago Far Rockland This Morning Keen Interest As To Finding In Port Clyde Case

h,h1882.
i‘iuraan The Free Presswiwas
.th the
,
from. the Postoffice. „government
,n
established
.
__ ____inIn 1855 and In 1891 changed Its name toi®P®®tor in charge at Boston notice OI
the Tribune These papers consolidated stolen money orders, and local merMarch 17, ______________________
1897
_______
chants are asked to be on their guard.

A PlAHt FOk CYCP.Y PVkPOSt

HOME
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IT IS A REAL LOG CABIN

THREE-TIMES-A-WEElt

Sinclair Oil Company Has Interesting New Home On Park
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle. |
e-iice-rho on oath declares that he Is Press
Street—A Southend Storage Station
man ln the office of The Courier-Gazette,

High School Notes

Bockiand. Me . Nov. 8. 1930

and that of the Issue of this paper of
Nov. C. 1930. there was printed a total of !
6277 copies.
FRANK B. MILLER.
Notary Public. :

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, November 8, 1930

Page Two

Flora Cole is secretary to the prin-!
cipal this week.
« * * « *

MILE-A-MINUTE MARTY

Sea View Garage, Inc., 689 Main Street

—by—

GrOSH/f » JUST FOvWD
OUT I'VE GrOT TO

Ride a horse
THE ARMISTICE I----THAT
OAY

PARAOE-

/ou&HT TO
A CI**CH

Only kind words are heard con- i The dark finish of the interior carThe boys are all to have uniform |
cerning the new Sinclair filling sta- ries out the old era idea and the par- gym suits consisting of plain colored
And, behold, I come quickly; and l tion on pal.k street, for the unique ; titions are of log slab style. One wall j
"shirts "Mothers will
my reward is with me, to give every j structure makes a distinct addition is devoted to large containers of Hie, ‘
‘,
e lessenin’
man according as his work shall be. to that Rapidly developing business several Sinclair oils and the other p ° ’ and tear Qn ular schoo]
-Rev. ...12.
section. It Is a genuine log. cabin: to the bookkeeping department and , .
hereafter
18x18 set well back from the street rest room. Heating is done by an oil1
amidst a clump of spruces and makes heater. On one walUis hung'an old
SOME LINDBERGH VIEWS
The new gym lockers have ar
a very attractive picture.
| flint lock musket about which some rived and are being installed; 192 in
A recent article bv Marlen Pew, | The lot 140x90 is between Dyer's tall tales are told to the gullible.
the boys' basement and 50 in the
"Editor and Publisher,
front are
are several
several gas
gas pumps
pumps . , Two hundred dollars of the
editor of "Editor
Publisher,"” ' Garage and Moody's
Moodys in the
me heart
neari of
oi inIn ironi
deals so interestingly with a subject | the new Rockland. The new struc- of the familiar Sinclair green and money donateq by the alumni for
We have no sales or price wars. Our Used Cars are sold at a price fair to all and with an O. K. that counts.
school equipment has been applied
which our readers have seen illustra
; to the purchase of these lockers, the
ted in this vicinity, that we bring it
balance being paid by the city.
to their attention herewith. Under
* * * «
the caption "What Lindbergh Thinks
Quarterly examinations!
Some
weather them well. Others have to
of the Press” the editor writes:
outside your window, for instance,
fall back on insurance in the form of
I would not convey the impres
WITH THE BOWLERS
MANAGING A CANARY it
"ON MY SET”
and leave it there all night. In the
daily work well and faithfully done
sion in what I report here that Col.
morning, you may witness some very
which counts for two-thirds of the
Shields went to work and rolled Hope Humorist Gives In I interesting spasmodic cramps which
Lindbergh sought my comment. He
final mark and sometimes saves the
! 113 in the last box at Carr's Wed
xM_x "T- D_ C„1
will amply repay your trouble. If the
may even resent it. We talked one
j day for those unfortunate students
nesday night and the Central Maine
structions Not lo Be rO foregoing is persevered in you will
, to whom examinations bring a kind
day for more than an hour, and in
{team was able to rescue a game
lowed Too Seriously
1 always be able to keep your pet
of-panic. However the new type of
his precise way, often going back
which the Forty Club seemed to
“Dunt.”
; until it dies.
tests become more a game to win
over the conversation to select a word
have on ice. Shields had the high
Valley Farm, Hope.
than a strain to undergo and results
Editor
of
The
Courier-Gazette:
—
which would more adequately ex
total for the match, but Freeman
are much more satisfactory,
.
Buy your canary cage of a friend; |
press his meaning, he told his story
had high string—114. The sum this
EASTERN S. S. LINES
* • * #
■
will Insure only giving double
at my solicitation.
mary:
The date of the evening session
its
value.
A
bird
fancier
next
will
Never in history has newspaper
Central Maine — Beaton, 248;
you to pick a canary at $10. New Ticket Offices Will Greatly
of high school has been changed to
publicity beaten so fiercely upon a
Maxey, 257; Freeman, 294; Jameson, allow
Convenience Its Patrons.
Pay
particular
attention to the sex, i
Thursday, Nov. 13. The regular
youth. Yet Col. Lindbergh is essen
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for
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sing,
male
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work of the first four periods of -the
tially modest, even reserved. There
Forty Club—Stinson, 243; Jack- birds are preferred before females.
Boston 18 t0 have the very latest
day will be carried on during the
is not a conceited atom in him, yet
Turning the dial idly Thurs
son,
276;
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297;
F.
Black,
272;
J.
This, however is not of vast im- in ticket offices when the Eastern
J evening. This will include manual
I have known few men possessed of
day noon I heard a very familiar
Black, 276; total, 1364.
training and gym classes. The latportance, for they are almost sure to steamship Lines, Inc., the Dominion
greater determination and calm as
voice on WNAC and found that
• • • •
surance. Naturally, this has led to The Attractive New Log Cabin Home of the United Motor Fuel Corporation -_er appearing for the first time in
old friend Gilbert Patten, thc
Burpee Furniture Co. got away to turn out to be a female, when you get Atlantic Railway and the Clydeon Park Street
complications in his public relations.
their new suits. Special printed in Camden novelist, was broad
a good start Thursday night in its
Drive six or seven nails (before Mallory and Ward and Porto Rico
He draws the line strictly between
vitations are to be issued to the par
casting. The story of how he
-4match with the Rockland Body Co. you get one to' hold) in somebody steamship lines open joint offices
the right of the press to report his ture is about mid-lot with ample white. Service is rendered by the ents of all the pupils in school. Any
took up the writing of boys'
The only bowlers to attain the hun else’s wall, and hang it up (the cagei Monday at 50 Franklin street. The
activities as they relate to air travel space for customer parking. The | capable hands of Clifford Ray and other relatives of pupils or friends cf
stories, and of his ambition to
dred class were Campbell and Beaton, being careful not to leave more than new offices are commodious and conand what he calls personal curiosity. surface is crushed rock. In one cor Chas. McMahon with Glenn A. Law the school will also be welcomed.
become a playwright were naively
but it was Nelson of the losing team two dirty footmarks on the chair.
venient and are in keeping with the
Without the slightest. hesitation ner is a regulation air lift for greas rence as manager. The company has a [ Registration of guests will be in
told. And for the first time I
who had the high total. The sum
steadily growing volume of business
Supply
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every
day
except
but w’ith no show of anger, he men ing service with a storage building storage plant of 45.000 capacity for gas charge of officers from each class,
listened to a voice which sound
mary :
handled by these companies.
when
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then
once
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tioned five New York newspapers adjoining. The lot is gay o' nights and fuel oil on Water street. These This is in the nature of a popularity ed perfectly natural over the
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with
which he said Mrs. Lindbergh and he with colored lights.
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Dummy, 240; Beaton, 272; total, 1355.
The station building is of round
of patrons in less time than here
erate with and maintain their self- spruce logs built in the A. Lincoln 17th plant in Maine of the United | interested and it is a proud class
President Hoover will make at
Rockland Body Co.—Newbert, 244; three or four times a day off the ber
tofore in individual offices. Modern
respect.” He called their practices style with all crevices caulked as in Motor Fuel Co. and it’s Park street• that can exhibit the longest list of
least two radio addresses this
Harjula, 258; Johnson, 240; Dummy, carpet. In the matter of water, all equipment
has been installed and
you don’t spill on the carpet, or it
“contemptible,” and thought them to days of old so that the interior is cabin is said to be the only one of people who care enough about them
month, one on international
240; Nelson, 286; total, 1268.
doesn’t flirt out of the cage, It may special arrangements have been made
be “a social drag," “non-construc- snug and warm.
* * * *
to spend one evening in becoming
broadcast Unking Europe and
‘ its type in the State.
for receiving telephone orders and
tive,” and “a waste of time.” He
familiar with the environment in
Australia, tonight at 8 o'clock,
Recent bowling results: At Star Al safely take.
Whenever you have a moment to 1 inquiries. Each clerk has been esminced no words in condemning
which these youngsters are spending
over WBZ; and the other Nov.
leys. Belfast 2295; Rockland 2257; At spare
appear suddenly before tha pecially trained to answer questions
newspapers which, in his view, cater
HEIGHT OF LUXURY
FIVE CHANGES MADE four critically important years.
19 at 9 p. m. from Constitution
Carr's Alleys, Five Aces 1381, Whole
• • * *
to morbid curiosity and are con
salers 1336; Street Railway 1345, cage, so as to make it flutter. If pertinent to any of the services,
Hall, Washington, over both the
In addition to the Boston-New
cerned with private gossip to the ex
The Junior class put on a charm
Pirates 1343. Reports of these games cleverly done this has a very pretty
Columbia and National Broad
elusion of matters in the realm of Seen In the New Buffet In First Coast Guard District ing Old Fashioned Social last night
will be published in Tuesday's issue. effect. Where your own time is York and Boston - Yarmouth servcasting Systems. The broadcast
much occupied a cat will do. The ices of the Eastern Steamship Lines
"things, ideas and ideals."
Lounge Cars Now In Op—Whitehead and Burns in the gymnasium. Malcolm Hask
of this evening is commemorat
latter requires no training. Spend bookings can be arranged for the
I assumed he was indignant be
ell, president of the class, was gen
ing the 61st anniversary of the
STRAND THEATRE
an hour or so each day in saying services of the Clyde-Mallory Line,
eration
Island Not Affected
cause of the conduct of certain re
eral chairman assisted by Fannie
H. J. Heinz Company of Pitts
Ken Maynard's interest in various "Weet, weet," to it, but if in the operating between New York and!
porters and photographers who had
Masalin whose committee was re
burg.
Employes of the Heinz
colorful periods of American history course of a week or two it appears Charleston S. C., Jacksonville, and’
been most persistent in pursuing him
For the still greater comfort of
Orders were sent out Thursday sponsible for the attractive decora
branches in foreign countries
takes him to old-time California In j quite indifferent, get some sharp Miami, Fla., and Galveston, Tex., and
and Mrs. Lindbergh, reporting court passengers travelling between New transferring six commanding officers tions of blue and white, and Graham
will gather in banquet halls to
his thrilling
Universal all-talking pointed Instrument and poke saV-' between Tampa, Fla., and New Orship. marriage, honeymoon, and the
Hills
who
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chairman
of
the
com

hear this unique broadcast. Cyaction
picture.
“
Song
of the Cabal- ! agely at it. Nothing is more effec-leans, La. The Ward Line operates
expectancy and arrival of their son. England and the Maritime Provinces, of United States Coast Guard sta- mittee for the ever important re
rena Van Gordon of the Chicago
lero," coming to the Strand The- ! five than one of the discarded har- similar passenger and cargo service
Col. Lindbergh admitted these ac officials of the Maine Central and tions in the first and second dis- freshments. Lucy French is be
Civic Opera Company will sing
atre Saturday.
i poons the ladies used to wear in their between New York and Havana, and
tivities had been the bane of his life, Boston and Maine Railroads an- tricts, from Maine to Cape Cod. cre- lieved to have been chairman of the
that they had been "disgusting” and nounce the addition of new buffet ating one of the biggest shakeups entertainment committee although' several solos.
"I have always been interested in ■ hats. Mind and not punch more between New York, Havana, Pro
“humiliating,’ but contended that lounge cars of improved type and new , jn Coast Guard ranks in New Eng- she was too modest to claim the po
the old West, in all its phases," said < than one eye out, or you may spoil greso and Vera Cruz, Mexico. The
King George and
Premier
his feeling was not against individual sleeping cars embodying added cornMaynard, "and I have read and | y°ur bird. A few feathers plucked Porto Rico Line operates between
sition.
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entertainment
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will
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an
land
in
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past
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reporters, though he thought they forts for night travel to be put in
studied it extensively. In my opln-1ou^’ where they won't show, has New York. San Juan, Porto Rico,
was
a
good
one.
Among
the
special
American
and
Canadian
radio
might be engaged in “some more de service immediately on "The Gull,”
No reason was given in the an features was a group of oldvfashion, California has one of the most often a beneficial waking-up effect. and Santo Domingo City, Dominican
audience Wednesday morning at
Let the bird have plenty of air; hang Republic.
cent business." His resentment was fast flyer between Boston and the nouncement of the transfers but in ioned
glamorous pasts of any region.”
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by
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in
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over
against editors and publishers who Maritime Provinces. These new cars, official circles the report was cur cluding "A Bicycle Built for Two"
In real life and in reel fife, Nancy
WNAC
and
WBZ. on the occa
"force reporters to do those unjust modern in every detail, will make rent that they foreshadowed a re and others of that period. A group
Carroll is an ex-chorine. In her
sion of the opening of the round
and intolerable things.” He said he their first trip from Boston next Fri newed effort to stem the flow of li
newest picture, "Laughter,” which
of
girls
in
old
fashioned
costumes
table
conference
in
London.
had become fairly used to indignities day and Saturday nights
quor along the New England sea danced the Virginia Reel and the
comes Monday-Tuesday, Miss Carfrom a section of the New York press,
roll is seen as an ex-Follies girl. It
The new buffet lounge cars be board.
entire
company
participated
with
and was past personal feelings in cause they are luxurious “club-rooms
From the headquarters of the First
dancing and games ’ instance 55.1% of their business in was °Bly about five years ago that
relation to them, “only I wish they on wheels,’ have been named "The District which controls 18 saving spirit in general
■
b
• towns un(jer 1QOOO whUe o
Miss Carroll actually left Broadway
would give me time to do my work," Algonquin Club" and “The Garrison stations, came announcement by The gills taking part in the Vir in cities of over 500,000. Moreover musical shows for good and all and
ginia
Reel
were:
Dorothy
Preteott.
but he felt he should as a citizen Club," after the famous Boston and Capt. Sands of the following
Lucy French, Helen Delano, Joan the country newspaper, advertising 1 started her phenomenal ascent to
“protest against such journalism in Canadian clubs.
> changes:
Moulaison. Ruth Richards, Virginia and all is much more carefully read fame in Hollywood.
behalf of other persons who are simi
The appointments of “The AlgonBoatswain Almond G. Maker from Proctor, Doris Blackman, Marion than a city daily. At home the coun
In 1923, after many performances
larly plagued and cannot defend quin Club” and “The Garrison Club” Damariscove Island inBoothbay
try newspaper may not be especially in amateur shows, she at last got
Mullen, Flora Colson.
I
themselves.”
. provide an extreme in rail comfort. Harbor. Me., to Quoddy Head sta• • » .
valued. People may even make jokes a job as a chorus girl In "The PassHe
toutraged when reporters Gray-green mohair divans
and tion, Lubec, Me..
ing
Show
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sev1
about
it
but
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until
they
are
Tuesday s assembly was enlivened
followed himandMrs.Lindbergh on I ]ounge chairs match tinted walls.Boatswain Albert F. Jones,
from
a thousand miles away! Then it be eral other "stepping stones" to sue- i«
their honeymoon and “for eight gbaded lights on end tables f.ank the Salisbury Beach to Plum Island Sta- by some snappy new music by the comes precious as a letter from home. cess on Broadway before she went I g
school
orchestra,
‘
My
Bluebird
Was
straight hours circled about our boat, divans. At one end of the car is a tion.
The speaker then gave the pupils to the west coast with a road show. I«
Caught in The Rain,” “Kiss Waltz”
at anchor in a New England harbor, card nook. Tastefully figmed rugs
Chief Boatswain's Mate Herman and "Little White Lie.” Devotional some interesting facts about The
"Laughter" deals with the fortunes z
in a noisy motorboat and occasionally* cover the floors. Ash trays for wo- A. Schwartz from Plum Island to
Courier-Gazette which is the largest of a girl who, disappointed by the ®
exercises,
conducted
by
Joan
Moulai

called across the water that if we men passengers and smoking stands Wallis Sands Station above Rye
son were followed by William Rip- country newspaper in Maine, having youth she had set her heart for,
would pose for one picture they for men are liberally distributed in Beach. N. H.
lev's introduction of the speaker, ah a circulation of 6285 yesterday as marries an unromantic but wealthy
would go away.” He thought that the lounge. A buffet with soft drink
Chief Boatswain’s Mate Jackson alumnus of the school and one time compared with its nearest competitor old man, only to find that thwarted
particularly mean and unworthy. He and light lunch facilities is also pro H. Carver from Wallis Sands to
members of the faculty, John/ M. with 4620. It is one of the oldest in love is its own retribution.
considered it absurd that he should vided.
Cranberry Island Station Ilesford. Richardson, who took for his theme Maine, dating from 1846 and has a
Frederic March, the young con
have been forced to keep a guard
Improved ventilation features in Me.
"The Country Newspaper." His pre modern home and equipmAt. Mr vert from legitimate drama who
constantly on duty at the gate of his clude a series of fans insuring a con
Chief Boatswain's Mate Eddie Gam
Richardson closed by saying that he made such fine appearances in
wife's home, and told of an incident stant flow of pure air into the car age from Cranberry Island to Dam- vious experience as a teacher was evi considered himself very fortunate in ; -garah and Son- and „Man.
denced by the pains he took to make
wherein a reporter had attempted to with powerful exhaust fans discharg- | ariscove Island,
points clear and easily remem having twice in his life had the op- , slaughter,' will play the leading feabribe a servant with $2000 to “be ing at opposite ends. The ladies' re- j The changes went into effect his
W«rkh
!nasJ»r tured r0'e opposite Miss Carroll in
bered. Although he waived any
tray the secrets of the household.” tirino mom has all the conveniences Thursday in the first district.
claim whatever to being witty and workman—on High School faculty ; "Laughter adv
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bergh's expectation last spring. On urious leather, embodies new features
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throughout a gently humorous point Mr. Fuller.
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justified. He spoke of other disagree upper and lower berth sleeping fa-j*’*• * • '-'O. IVleeting Was tion. First he emphasized the fact rational guidance topics ever men- win Open Its Doors To Club Women
able matters and while his eyes oc
the girls side of any occupation.
r t-x
.
that work on a newspaper is never tion
casionally snapped he did not raise cilities occupy one end of the lounge
Pepfu!—Fine Talks and a done.
For r-dueation Day, Dec. 3
A newspaperman is always on Yet there is an increasing problem
cars.
In
these
there
is
lighting
equiphis voice, and constantly reverted to ,
.
. _ ,,
----call like a fireman or a doctor. To for girls in adjusting themselves to '
Jolly Social Hour
his original premise, that his protest !
Mrs. John H. Huddilston of Oronft,
illustrate this point Mr. Richardson the newer industrial life. In conver.
Instead
of
the
time-honored
ceiling
was not personal but that of a citisation at the close of the assembly chairman of the department ot
“This has been the best public re humorously described his own exper
zen complaining in the public inter- dom,e h8hts and s™a11 lights inse/ted
Richardson cited several features education in the Maine Federatidn
est
! in the car wall, the new cars have lations meeting I have attended in ience of the preceding week. He left Mr.
of work on a country newspaper of Women's clubs, announces that
the
office
of
The
Courier-Gazette
The sanctity of private life is an | decorative ceiling lights of a Japan- years," said Vice President Vivian of
Saturday noon for his annual vaca which have special appeal to women, for the first time in the history of
admirable motivq in him, and I had , eEe"Jajtarl}.type' aad an mdnidua.
tion prepared to "go places and do The correspondents from outlying this organization, Colby College will
the
Mid
West
Utilities
in
the
course
to confess that most of the red- ' shaded light at each berth,
towns are more than half of them open its doors to the clubwomen for
blooded newspaper mcn T know ] The new lounge cars and the new of his remarks at the Central Maine things; but presently he found that women. Society news and many an Education Day, Wednesday, Dec. 3.
work
at
the
office
was
piling
up
to
would not have tolerated some of the sleeping cars for “The Gull will be Power
----- Co. employes'
—
— ___
get-to-gether
other special features are written
By courtesy of President Johnson
things that have been inflicted on i followed shortly, Maine Central ofnight at Temple nal] Mr such an extent that he went back largely by women. Even the office of Colby, this arrangement has been
and
worked
at
his
desk
Monday.
Then
Col. Lindbergh. It was my opinion | ficials announced by arrival of new Vivian is in cbarge of pubiic relations
set out to go places and do routine has in it more of that human made, at the suggestion of Mrs.
that he should go direct to a pub- i de luxe day coaches, providing pas- {or hjs great corporation and his talk again
things
but got only as far as Bangor interest that appeals to women than Huddilston, who had In ihind the
lisher or editor and complain of the j sengers with de luxeaccommodations proved instructive and inspirational, where he
learned that hls “cell mate" the daily grist that runs through the success of the American Home Day
actions of a reporter who had se- [ at regular fares. The day coaches, ■ Thg final raeeting o{ tbe year, spe- the city editor,
or a bank.
at Orono for the last two seasons, and
had been taken sick office of a factory
riously trespassed upon his private i ^jch^will^be. Placed in service^ on ; cial pains bad been taken to make it so back he came
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the delightful literature day at
again to help get
domain, but this he will not do be “The Flying Yankee and The Pine interesting, and they were successful. out the Tuesday issue.
At the close of the address Mr. Bates which was held for the first
cause he will not cause harm to an Tree Limited on their fast daily The C. M. P. orchestra under the He explained the three reasons why Blaisdell read a letter from the grad time in Lewiston last May.
individual. He likes to be on friendly runs between Boston, Portland and leadership of K. V. White presented The Courier-Gazette is classed as a uate manager of athletics of the
This third date in the Federationaccessible relations with newspaper other points in Maine, are expected several numbers and provided excel- country newspaper: it is not issued Camden High School complimenting college schedule will interest not only
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the
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Miss
men wlo "have a serious purpose.”
daily, it does not carry syndicate our team upon their sportsmanlike the clubwomen of the Educational de
He enjoys an illustrated press and yearGretchen Fletcher gave an exhibition news and it concerns itself with the and courteous behavior at the recent partment, but all federated clubs ln
highly praised photographers for
of tap dancing with Mrs. Leah Davis
doings of the community it game between the two schools. the State, so that it wifi take on the
Nilo's Repair Shop, Spring street, at ^be pjano and the high light of intimate
skill and daring.
serves. Up to 1910 the business Whereupon all the members of the atmosphere of a regular Federation
will
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open
Saturday
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here,
tbe
entertainment
was
a
decidedly
If I may make a suggestion, it is
standing of the country newspaper team present found themselves sesslon, though no business will be
r-r-..... — -------that ___
newspapermen
should —
see —
in after *or the special convenience of musjca] sextet in costumes of long was barely respectable. Anyone who blushing with pride and embarrass- ! Planned. The ease with which Colby
him less of the showman and more [ out-of-town patrons. Greasing, head- agQ wbicb concluded its work with happened to be out of a job seemed ment. Mr. Blaisdell also read a let- campus may be reached at Waterof the scientist. To me he seemed j light adjusting etc.________ 114-.
a Roc!{j. Mountain ode to Supt. to think he could run a newspaper. ter from the Sea View Garage in re- Vllle further ensures large attendtypical of the serious-minded stu-! ■"
Blodgett. The group comprised Mrs. Tlie caricature known as “The Bing- gard to the model coach contest ance.
dent. His temperament appeared what he regarded as courtesy, and Florence Ellis, Mrs. Beulah Rokes ville Bugle" the editor of which was which is being arranged by the manPresident Johnson and Mrs. Hudthat of the mathematician, reaching I iater towrite to a member of the Ames, Mrs. Helen Sprague Blanchard, paid in vegetables and considered ufacturers of Fisher bodies.. This diiston will have charge of the prodefinite conclusions and then stand- j
. , n ofwarm appreciation Miss Doris Sylvester, Miss Bernice anyone less than ten years behind in is more than an advertising contest, firam. and in other details Mrs. Maying firmly on them. Despite a boyish ;
»bio rPfprrpri Maloney, Miss Leola Robinson, with hls subscription up to date was based It is a real test of craftsmanship. Be- belle Brown of Waterville, district
look, his logic was that of a fifty | of «« artlcIe ln
this referred- Mrf.
at the pjanQ
on this type of paper. Then came a sides the chance of winning one of chairman for Kennebec county, will
year
experience.
Fortune has to visit was treated by that writer.
Clayton Clark read an interesting change in methods of printing, new the substantial money prizes the boys assist.
smiled on him in the air and in pri- i
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.
paper oh meter reading, stressing the and expensive machinery, and witlr have an opportunity to show whether
Individual clubs, club unions and
vate life, and has left him with sim- I The correspondent who complains importance as contact agent of the the other changes brought about br or not they possess the type of apti- district workers will reserve Dec. 3
pie manners. He is an unspoiled ! of iack of respect shown the national i man with the flashlight and the pen- tne
__ _____
World_____________________
War over half the country tude which the company is especially f°r Waterville, and education departhero. One rarely encounters a more j ,,ntbem touches a point where it cil. H. Layton Jackson, who by the newspapers went out of business. The desirous of discovering and develop- ment chairman in all the clubs Will
fearless eye or more determined |
nrpc£,Dt UDOn nrecept line upon way haE won his spurs as an orator' overhead expenses increased so rap- ing in its own workships. Colored 1 plan to attend, augmented by as
meutb. It is quite conceivable that j seems Precept p p
P,
P°i , to)d Qf the relation Of rates and cost idlv that only those which served a prints of the Napoleonic coach which many others as may be interested In
Col. Lindbergh’s greatest achieve-i line, here a little and there a little to serve L. E. Jones read a carefully ; reaj S0Cja] or economic need could forms the basis of these models are this first Federation day at Colby,
ment is yet to oome.
’ must remain the constant injunC- thought out paper on "Fundamentals survjve. Today the making of a op exhibition in the manual training
■
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County summer population. The flag and anthem, as the visible ex- | B. H. N. Belden, an associate of Mr. turned to the country newspaper and
B. H Lincoln and Earl Boynton when
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his family life and see that its news
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Lincoln
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xv, by; to stand at attention when the ardson voiced the community’s point and
hajf ^hey serve is in a much
columns printed in connec ion with
spangled Banner is played, is no | of view of the C. M. P. Co. and its better position to buv goodxS than the Merrifield of the University of A scientifically compounded ex
his visits nothing that should give
,
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Mrs. Lucius Yorke entertained at
Peace, O God, Again” (Harry Rowe
CAMDEN FAVORED
bridge at her home on Pleasant TALKED WITH OREGON
Shelley). Church school and Knick
Street Thursday, honors going to
erbocker Class at noon. Junior1 —
D
j u
Mrs. Anastasia Harmon and Mrs. Register Veazie Gets Unex
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Y.p.c.u. at 5 p. m., Frances Marsh,' t-ngineers Kecontmenu ilarFlorence
Keating.
Nov. IB—Annual fair of the Unlvers*leader; seior at 6; Chapin Class
bor
Improvements
Be
pected Letter From Former
11st Church.
Tuesday evening with Mrs. Harold
Nov. 21-22—Rockport's Big Carnival
The
Very
Reverend
Arthur
Glasier,
Marshall. The Mission Circle's first
Made—Others Listed
Rockland Sea Captain
and Food Fair.
meeting of the season, Wednesday
i’
Nov. 26—First annual ball of Rockland Dean of the Cathedral Church of St.
police department ln Temple hall
Luke, will be the special preacher at
with
Mrs.
E.
F.
Glover,
Claremont
Nine
river
and
harbor
general
im

Register
of
Probate
Charles
L.
Dec. 1—Lady Knox Chapter, D. A. R.. vespers in St. Peter's Church (5 p. m.)
street.
provement projects may be under
meets with Mrs Irene Moran.
Veazie operates a short wave radio |
• • • •
Dec. 3—Annual fair of Methodist tomorrow. Dean Glasier, who has
taken by the United States War De
SERMONETTE
Church.
won a place of esteem and affection station in Rockport, and has had ex
“Adam and Fallen Man” will be the partment in Maine as the result of
Dec. 3—Rockport—Annual Christmas among the diocesan clergy, was one ceptionally successful results.
He
Sale and Supper of the Methodist Ladles'
subject of the lesson-sermon in preliminary examination and hear
Walking Alone
Aid.
< of the most popular members of the was considerably surprised when he
Churches of Christ, Scientiest to ings this summer by the staff of
Dec. 3-4—Thomaston—Annual Fair of faculty of the summer school at Bow
Can you picture anyone walk morrow.
The citations from the Bi Col. S. A. Cheney, district engineer
the Ladles Aid at the Methodist vestry. doin College. The Dean will also be opened his mail yesterday and found
ing alone through life, missing its ble will include: "And God said, Let of the U. S. Engineer's Office, a di
Dec. 10—Fair and supper of Women’s
a
letter
from
Frank
L.
Brown,
mas

the
speaker
at
the
men
’
s
meeting
at
Auxiliary of St. Peter's Church.
major fellowships? Many do. The
ter of the Col. P. S. Michie of Em American' magazine has recently use make man in our image, after vision of the War Department.
Dec. 10—Rockport—Christmas Sale add the rectory at 7.30.
In a letter to Gov. Gardiner Wed
our likeness: • • • So God created
Supper of Baptist Sewing Circle.
pire,
Ore.,
enclosing
the
following
made a valuable contribution to man in His own image, in the image nesday, Col. Cheney said he had
Dec. 19 (7.15)—Copper Kettle poroh.
The
Grand
Voiture
of
Maine,
So

opening meeting Woman's Educational
clipping from the Coos Bay (Oregon)
contemporary religion discussion of God created He him; male and made favorable reports on improve
Club.
ciety of 40 and 8 will meet at Pythian Times:
in an article "God and Two Men.” female created he them." The les ments for Kennebunk, Royal and
Temple, Portland, Tuesday, to pay
"Hears From Maine—Roy W. Cox, Both men were journalists, early son-sermon will also include passages Union Rivers. Isle au Haut thor-!
The stores in general will be closed tribute to Charles E. Perry, Chef de
church attendants, and at times
Arjnistice Day.
Chemin of Kittery, and observe son of Mr. and Mrs. William M. Cox defied God. Their statements from the Christian Science text oughfare, .and Monhegan, Newagen
"Science and Health with Key Criehaven, Camden and Corea har
Armistice Day. It will be the Na of Hemlock avenue, communicated reflect honesty. One came to book.
There will be no meeting of Troop tional chef's official visit and home with Charles Veazie, another wire- know God. The other could never to the Scriptures," (p. 548). Sun- bors. The War Department will
day morning service is at 10.30 and , submit reports to Congress for action ,
2, Boy Scouts, Monday evening.
coming after his recent election at les.-G'operator, of Rockport, Maine, find Him.
Wednesday at 7.30. Sunday School 1 Or further study,
Boston. He is the first Maine man
You
realize
the
difference
in
convenes at 11.45. The reading
Unfavorable reports were made on
Oct. 18, when they discussed current
Knox Lodge I.O.O.F. will confer ever to be chosen the national leader events and the wonders of wireless. their experience by the heading room is located at 400 Main street projects in Ogunquit Harbor, Per
the first degree Monday night on a of a patriotic organization. Comman Veazie has a 7!£ watt apparatus and of their stories—"Faith and Con and is open daily from 2 to 5.
kins Cove, South Portland water
der Perry will attend a dinner in
class of candidates.
• • * •
’ by the Christian;
front, Atkins Bay, Mount Desert,
Pythian Temple, will watch a parade works on an 80-meter wave. Young “tentment,
Doubt and Loneliness" by the
Cox has a government wireless li
Narrows, Pleasant River and Wohoa
"When
Will
Jesus
Come,
”
will
be
in
his
honor,
will
see
a
dozen
Maine
Blue Bonnet Troop Girl Scouts
cense and keeps in practice by work Agnostic. The first says, “To me the sermon subject at .the First Bap Bay.
candidates
initiated
at
a
"wreck,
”
meets in the Universalist vestry
“As to the York and Boothbay
and will be received formally at a ing his station nightly. When the God is an ever present reality. I tist Church Sunday morning at
Monday afternoon at 4 o'clock.
reception at the State Theatre prior family radio is not in commission to understand that saying of the 10.30. The quartet will sing, "Mar harbor, it is my opinion that the
to the presentation of the Ralph D. entertain the family, Roy runs his Psalmist, ‘Be still and know that velous are His Works,” Scott and present needs can be met by res
There will be a meeting of all offi Caldwell Post’s annual Victory En wireless reception through this and I am God'.” The second says, Charles Wilson will sing a-solo. The toration of the present project
cers and committees of the Rockland semble, given every Armistice Eve by makes things easier for communica “Meet one of the lonesomest un church sciy>ol will meet at 12 m. depths,” Cheney said.
“Surveys
Spiritualist Association at the Lime the Woodfords Legion Post. Knox tion. Veazie wrote from Rockport to happy individuals on earth. You and a new class for young men will looking to extension of present proj
the Marshfield operator, telling him have him right in your own town, be taught by Mr. MacDonald. Chris ects are not recommended in these
rock restaurant Sunday night at 6.30. County will be well represented.
how well he received the news from your own social set. I am talking tian Endeavor meeting is at 6.15 and two cases, but surveys will be made
about the man who does not be people's evening service at 7.15. next season with view to restoring
Mrs. Ava Lawry is having finished
The future of the Knox Arboretum across the continent.”
Capt. Brown was born in Thom lieve in God, introducing myself. Hymns for the "big sing" will be se the existing projects."
on the third floor of The Lauriette was considered yesterday at the Ro
two attractive apartments for light tary Club luncheon by Prof. Donald aston and sailed out of Rockland un Your agnostic may put on a lected by the Christian Endeavorers
housekeeping.
R. Young of University of Maine who til 1899. The last time he was here brave front, face life with heroic who will be seated in a body. The
quartet will sing, "Rest in Thee,” will also be held with the aid of the
takes a keen personal interest in the was in 1907, tfie day the schooner smiles, but he is not happy.”
Isaiah said of such an one, Scott and "Come to Me.” Scott. Mr. sereen and a special feature in ad
Mrs. Carrie Sampson of Bath was project. He brought to his listeners Myrtie B. Crowley was launched.
“Neither let the son of the MacDonald's subject will be, "One! dition will be a reading by Miss Louise
a recent guest of her niece, Mrs. a new knowledge of the fine work be
ELBRIDGE L. ORBETON
stranger speak, saying, the Lord Who? What?" The happy prayer Dolliver, “Indifference,” a remark
Myron Mank, Court street. Miss ing done by Curator Lermond which
able poem by G. A. Studdert-Kenhath
utterly separated me from and praise service on Tuesday even nedy.
Blanche Tibbetts of Jefferson was a has won wide recognition, not only
L. Orbeton, 84, a member His people;
The young people’s orchestra
ing is at 7.15.
through the Arboretum itself but of Elbridge
neither
the
eunuch
dinner guest there Wednesday.
will render a special number includ
the police force of this city for say, I am a dry tree. For unto
thorough experimentation of great
nearly 36 years, died at his home on
St. Peter’s Church (Episcopal) ing a trumpet solo by Marian Harvey
The Maine Pharmaceutical Asso value to Maine. Prof. Young outlined North Main street, Nov. 1, after an them will I give mine house, and theAtservices
for tomorrow will be ap The choir will sing "Some Blessed
a
proposition
whereby
the
Arboretum
within
my
walls
a
place,
and
a
ciation has announced that it will
illness due to advanced years. He
propriate for the twenty-first Sun Day,” Nevin.
would
be
included
in
the
U.
of
M.
pro

name
better
than
of
sons
and
hold Its annual convention June 24acted as patrolman for 11 years un-1
day after Trinity. Holy communion
25-26 at Rangeley Lake House. gram, though financed through other der City Marshal Crockett, and six daughters. An everlasting name at 7.30, church school at 9.30; matins WHY CALLED “WINDY CITY”
sources.
This
is
to
assure
its
con
that shall not be cut off The
Joseph H. Dow, Portland druggist,
years
under
Walter
J.
Felnald.
After
and sermon at 10.30; vespers and ser
has been named general chairman tinued existence. Vice President J. leaving active service he served as j Lord God which gathereth the mon at 5 o'clock. The Very Rev. Ar
Chicago is called the Windy City
A. Tolman of the Knox Academy pre special officer as late as last summer. outcasts of Israel sayeth, yet will
of the convention committee.
thur Glasier, Dean of St. Luke's Ca or the City of the Winds because of
sented the speaker. M. R. Pillsbury His was a familiar figure on the streets I gather others to Him."
thedral. will be the preacher at ves its exposed situation on the margin
was received into membership. Visit
With such declaration, God pers. The pubUc will be welcome. I of Lake Michigan and the fri
Charles S. Maxey brought \p The ing Rotarians were E. K. Leighton of and will be much missed by all who
speaks to men. It is indeed pa At 7.30 there will be a meeting lor heavy winds blowing from the equent
Courier-Gazette office yesterday a Waterville and E. A. Robbins and Dr. knew him.
direc
Funeral services were conducted thetic, tragic, to walk alone.
fine specimen of pippin apple which Harry Pettapiece of Camden. Guests
men at the rectory at which the tion of the lake. A generation or two
W. A. H.
was picked a year ago from the ■were Justice Manser who contributed Tuesday afternoon from his late
dean will be the speaker. Tuesday ago the most common nickname for
orchard of Mrs. Marion Sellers in an amusing story; Dr. H. V. Tweedie home, Rev. J. Charles MacDonald of
there will be an all day “retreat” for Chicago was the Garden City, owing
the
First
BapUst
Church
officiating.
South Thomaston. 'Twas in as and Mr. Tolman.
At the Congregational Church to the parish. It will begin with a cele to the great number extent and
Interment was in the family lot at.wu*™.
«... bration of the holy communion at 8 beauty of the public gardens and
good condition as the day it left the
morrow morning Mr. Rounds will
West Camden, the bearers being City preacj1 on
SUbject, “A Lesson In o'clock and continue until 8 p. m., parks in the city.' Chicago is also
twig.
The fair given by the auxiliary of Marshal
Richardson and members of Addition."
4ririifinn .. Thp
hnrph s
Phnni will
The p
Church
School
will meals will be served to retreatants. called Porkopolis in humorous allu
Sons of Union Veterans Wednesday
MacNell Brown, son of Major and afternoon at G.A.R. hall proved the police force. Mr. Orbeton was convene at the noon hour. Dr. C. H. Any of the public may share in the sion to its extensive pork-packing in
born
in
West
Camden
May,
1846,
the
Jameson will address the Comrades retreat by getting in touch with the dustry.—The Pathfinder.
Mrs. Ralph W. Brown, and wh,o successful, a very satisfactory sum
of William and Lucy (Ingraham) of the Way at their evening meeting. rector. Friday, holy communion at
starred in Rockland High School ath being realized despite the inclement son
Orbeton.
Besides
his
wife
who
was
j
7.30 'requiem); litany and adoration
letics, is taking a two-year course at weather. Mrs. Emma Hall was chair
Mary Wiley, he leaves two)
at 7.30 p. m.
the Game Conservation Institution man of the supper. These officers Miss
daughters,
Mrs.
Zaida
Winslow
of
|
The
Salvation
Army
weekend
meet• • • •
in Clinton, N. J. It follows naturally were installed at the evening session this city and Mrs. Eva Balloch of ings are in charge of Ensign and Mrs.
At the Pratt Memorial M. E.
that he is a member of the football with Mrs. Laura Flye of Portland Manchester, N. H. He was a mem- Arthur L. Fox. Saturday, 8 p. m.;
Church the approach to Armistice
team there.
acting as installing officer: Presi ber of Edwin Libby Post, G.A.R.
j Sunday 11 a. m. and 8 p. m. senior
anniversary will be observed in
dent, Mrs. Stella McRae; vice presi
----------------I meetings; Sunday school 2 p. m.; Day
morning sermon subject: "Is
M. E. VESTRY
The monthly meeting of the Pa dent, Mrs. Evie Perry; chaplain, Mrs.
AU the
BORN
,,young people's meeting 6.30.
Peace Possible?" The choir will sing
rent-Teacher Association takes place Anastasia Harmon; patriotic in BRYANT—At Palermo. Nov. —, to Mr. ‘ meetings are public,
“Ye that stand in the house of the
and Mrs. Forrest Bryant, a son.
Monday evening in the High School structor, Mrs. Elizabeth Murray;
Lord," Spinney, and “Ten thousand
auditorium at 7.30. The pupils of treasurer, Mrs. Mabel Beaton; sec
From 5 to 7 o’clock
card OF thanks
At the Universalist Churcn at 10.30 times ten thousand,” Sheldon. Sun
the McLain School under the direc retary, Mrs. May pross; guard, Airs
We wish to thank neighbors and Rev. George H. Welch will preach on day school convenes at 12 noon; Ep
BAKED BEANS
tion of Miss Maud Smith, principal, May Reed: assistant guard, Mrs. Fos»em^v«rnK?
F Church and “Human Nature and the Heart of the worth League at 6 p. m. will discuss
Co.en^H
and themployes,
M.taE.
CABBAGE SALAD
will present a program featuring tilla Benner; first color guard, Mrs. ^
songs, recitations, drills, class work, Josephine Lothrop; second color Baraca Class Rev.^Jesse Kenderdine. the Universe,” a sermon in keeping With “Crucial Issues—World Friendship." CAKE
PIE
COFFEE
etc. It is hoped that a goodly num- Rtiard, Mrs. Alta Blackington; press faithful nurse. Mrs. Barton, Dr. Brown., the observance of Armistice Day. The At the evening service at 7.15 “A pan
Benefit
Grade
5,
Tyler
School
orama
of
Indian
life"
will
be
shown
15®
wh
°
<tonated
quartet
will
sing
as
anthems
“
The
cars and floral tributes.
...
_
ber of members and parents will at correspondent, Mrs. Emma Hall.
♦ Fred C. Vlnal and daughter Marion
Living God (OHara) and Give on the screen. The worship service
tend.
4 The committee to be in charge of
The annual Armistice Balt under the rummage and food sale of the
the. auspices of Winslow-Holbrook Educational Club to be held about
Post, will be given Tuesday night in Nov. 18 in the former Woolworth
Temple hall with Kirkpatrick's store includes Mesdames Lena Merrill
Morton, Louise Ingraham.
music. In connection with the ball Hattie
Winslow, Caroline Page, Ida
a handsome morocco traveling case Zaida
Nettie Stewart, Priscilla
will be given away. It is now dn Simmons,
Richardson,
Risteen, Ellen
display at Fuller-Cobb-Davis. Many Dyer, Annie Leona
Flint,
Abbie
special features are planned to make Inez Crosby,. Alice Start, Connors,
Marcia
the affair exceed its successful Greene, Hattie Lord. Alice Jones,
predecessors.
Nellie Knowlton, Bertha McIntosh,
Annie V. Flint, Orissa Merritt, Win
Council Masons filled the Temple nie Horton, Mabel Wiley, Phoebe
to overflowing last night, when all Starrett, Susie Newbert, Lilia Clark,
of the degrees were conferred upqn Lil’a Williams and Gertrude Oliver.
Chester L. Black and Lloyd E. Clark Most Intriguing was the over the tea
of Rockland, and Robert McCollam, cups discussion at Lena Merrill s pic
Carl W. Hedges, Eugene B. Haynes nic on “What sort of a woman does a
and Bartlett W. Dyer of Northeast man think he wants for a wife and
Harbor. And what the brethren what sort does he get.”
said about the Eastern Star's, chicken
supper was in the highest degree
MAINE FARMERS
complimentary.
‘
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TALK OF THE TOWN

SUPPER
TONIGHT

To dispose of the bal

ance of our fall stock of
Misses’

and

three piece $10.95 and
$15.00

Knit Suits
We have placed them on

sale today.

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS
MAIL AND TELEPHONE
ORDERS FILLED
N. B. We give the Free Flight
Tickets for the Curtiss-Wright
■Travelaire in all departments.

CLARION, JR.
WITH TONE
CONTROL
CLARION, JR., the season’s
small radio sensation, has ev
ery big-radio feature . . . and
tone control . . . bringing you
music brilliant or deep at a
finger's touch . . . according
to the moment’s mood.

Maine figures prominently at Bos
ton University. For the third con
secutive year a Maine girl has been
president of the Harriet E. Rich
ards Cooperative House, the present
one being Miss Isabelle Bailey of
Wilton. No girl who did not come
from Maine has ever held the presi
dency of this house. Maine leads
in the number of out-of-state stu
dents, being represented by 230. In
almost every activity, scholastic,
athletic, or social, Maine studerftfc
figure prominently. Rockland has
three young people there—Sidney
Segal, Winona Richan and Paul Pollsner (medical).
Have you seen the new umbrellas,
16 rib, gold frame, gloria, special, (4
value at $2.98, at the Vesper A.
Leach Store, 366 Main street.-^adv.
134-lt

CAFETERIA
SUPPER
,
Congregational Church
WEDNESDAY, NOV. U

L

S50 to 7.00

: : MENU : :
Chicken Salad, Hot Yeast Rolls
Meat Balls, Mushroom Sauce
Mashed Potatoes
Peas
Toasted Lobster Sandwiches
Baked Beans, Hot Rolls
Cabbage Salad
Home Made Pies and Cakes
Coffee
Tea
Milk

1855

1930

E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
Waldoboro and Rockland
Highlands
Artistic Memorials in Stone

122S.-K

TONE CONTROL
Screed-grid circuit
Push-pull 245’s
Full dynamic speaker
AU-steel chassis
Illuminated dial
Phonograph jack

$63.30
With Tubes

Come in and put this “little
giant" through its paces . .. hear its big, resonant
tone ... check its selectivity ... tune in a distant
station . . . and take it home with you. We'll
make a small-payment plan to fit your pocket
book.

BRENNAN’S SERVICE STATION
Telephone 310
Corner Park St. and Broadway

Rockland
134-135

INTRODUCING

A Fine New Line of
ELECTRIC BULBS

“Hub Economic”

LOG CABIN

Elmer Rising of Rockland, a stu
dent at the School of Practical Art
on Boylston street, Boston, has just
been selected to illustrate a book
written by Dr. E. A. Hooten, profes
sor of anthropology at Harvard Uni
versity. Mr. Rising will make the
drawings and sketches for the boot
Last year he illustrated a book oh
Albania written by Dr. Carleton
Coon, professor at Harvard Uni
versity.

Priced

$7.45 and
$9.45

AT THE

Park Street

Women’s

All That The Name Implies
The Hub Line is Complete—Standard—No

Glare—Long Lived and Economical in First
Cost.

Rockland

TRY A CARTON

Extension Service To Give
Weekly Radio Broadcasts

On Rural Home-Making

Every chick has a right to be well
born and 204 Maine poultry raisers
are to have at least 102,000 hens test
ed for Pullorum disease, according to
applications already on file in the
office of Dr. F. L. Russell, head of the
department of bacteriology and vet
erinary science, University of Maine.
This figure, 102,000, is at least 30.000
greater than for a similar period last
year and it is also 3000 more than the
total tested in 1930. "In view of this
fact,” Dr. Russell continued, "it is
probable that the number of birds
tested this year will reach the 125,000
mark.”
Pullorum Disease, formerly known
as bacillary white diarrhea, is trans
ferred through the egg to the new
born chick If the hen that laid the
egg has the infection. A blood test
of the mother hen is an accurate
method of detecting the disease ac
cording to Dr. Russell.
Applications by counties to date (
are: Androscoggin-Sagadahoc. 7 ap- ,
plications for 3300 birds; Aroostook,
one for 225 birds; Cumberland,
|
for 9100 birds; Franklin, 8 for 2000
birds; Hancock, 8 for 5200 birds;
Kennebec, 18 for 4700 birds; KnoxLincoln, 27 for 17,300 birds; Oxford.
10 for 4500 birds; Penobscot, 26 for
13,500 birds; Piscataquis, 19 for 4000
birds; Somerset, 14 for 3500 birds;
Waldo, 14 for 13,700 birds: Washlngjton, 9 for 3400 birds; and York 22
applications for 17,000 birds.
Radio Broadcasts Each Thursday
? Weekly radio broadcasting pertain
ing to agriculture and rural home
making will be given each Thursday
over the three Maine stations by
members of the Extension Service.
Present exact periods for broadcast
ing are; WCSH, Portland, 12.30 noon:
WLBZ, Bangor, 12.45 noon; and
WABI, Bangor, 7.15 in the evening.
Nov. 6, A. K. Garllner, president of
the Maine Pomoiogical Society, j
will speak of the fruit show to be held
in Portland, Nov. 18-20. The follow
ing Thursday, Nov. 13. Mildred
Brown, assistant state club leader
will speak on the progress of Maine
4-H clubs.
In addition to talks by extension
service workers, occasional programs
will be given by prominent farmers,
home-makers, and others who have a '
message of interest.

We are pleased to announce the opening of our 17th
filling station in Maine on Park Street, Rockland—We
believe you will agree with us that our station is a dis
tinct addition to this fast growing business thoroughfare

CRIE HARDWARE CO.
408 Main Street

Tel. 791
1258137

Airplane Ride Tickets Free with each dollar purchase of Sin
clair Products. Each ticket is good for one
pound toward a ride

1

Are You
'urning Oil?

Does your range burner carbon up?

*

Have you ever tried the SHELL OIL?

We Are Selling the Very Finest Quality Products of the

SHELL FUEL OIL is to your beater what

Shell Gas is to your car

SINCLAIR REFINING CO.
Sinclair Gasoline
Sinclair H. C. Gasoline

Rockland

Sinclair Opaline Oil
Sinclair Mobiline, Pure Penn.

You know, more heat waves to the gallon

Geo. H. Thomas Fuel Co.
"AH’s Well If You Heat With Shell'’
Call us up—370-11
131Stf

Now that cold weather has arrived, you will
appreciate these superior products

Suit? and Overcoats
v

GAS THAT INSURES QUICK STARTING

An easy way to get a Suit or Overcoat

.

Telephone 986-J and I will call on you with samples,
measure, deliver and guarantee a fit

Also Save You $5.00 oh a Suit!

- WE ARE NEVER KNOWINGLY UNDERSOLD -

C. A. HAMILTON
29 CHESTNUT STREET

TEL. 986-J

ROCKLAND. ME.

READTHE CQURIER-GA$TTE WAN1 ADS

’
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WALDOBORO

munity life. Dr. G. H. Coombs and
W. R. Walter made brief remarks
A local orchestra furnished excellent i
music. There were 120 present.
Much sympathy is expressed for
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Boggs in the
loss of their little son, Paul, who
died Friday morning after an illness
of a few hours. Funeral services
were held Sunday afternoon at the
home on Friendship street, with Rev.
Alexander Stewart officiating.. In
terment was made in Riverside
cemetery.

•'

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

OUR HOME SERVICE COLUMN
Miss Edith Levensaler has been
serving as bookkeeper in J. T. Gay's
store during the absence of Miss
1
7
6
0 9 IO II
2. 3
3
Minnie Light who has undergone a
(By Florence Foreman Ellis of the Home Service Department of the
tonsil operation.
-X
Central Maine Power Company)
13
12.
Wiwurna Chapter. O.E.S. held an
all-day session Wednesday in Ma
18
16
sonic hall with dinner at noon.
IQ
'5
7
Dr. D. B. Mayo of Danforth has
The commonest kind of cheese in
Cheese
22
1
20 J
21
been a recent visitor in town.
use ln our country is American or
19
It is no wonder Cheddar cheese.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Magee have re
that cheese has
29
23
Cheese constitutes a valuable ad
turned from Massachusetts and have
• » * •
been one of the dition to our American dietary. It
as their guest Mrs. Carrie Cassell.
High School Notes
principal foods of supplies protein in a concentrated
31
29 30
_________________________ Dominic Fossa is visiting in Dan
x’b
26 27
A Halloween ball was given by the
civilized people. The form, as well as fat, and vitamins
vers. Mass.
1
class Friday evening and was
early nomadic in appreciable quantities. The mis
11
fields in the hot sun for $9 a week.
Miss Lois Hagerman gave a bridge senior
32
The Magic Valley of Texas.
well attended.
tribes of Asia and understanding relative to the di
W
“My name, sir, is Christophe Mar They just won't do it, that's all. The party Tuesday evening in honor of
Rehearsals
of
the
operetta
which
Africa
were
among
gestibility
of
cheese
which
used
to
35
3Q
tinez," said my little Mexican Gooda- union won't allow it, there is fruit Mrs. Grace Mayo Belden. There will be presented by the High School
the first extensive be prevalent has been corrected to a
•
news boy, as a pink glow lit up the on the trees, and one can sleep out were three tables in play and the are being held regularly. It is being
users
of
cheese.
Ml
1
considerable extent. Part of this
11
eastern horizon at 6 this morning. He of doors without great discomfort— guests included Misses Betty Weston, directed and coached by Miss Don
36 37
MO
38
1
These people who reputation can be traced to the fact
Jumped from his ancient bike, after although I have over 300 mosquito Lalia Brooks, Gladys Bailey, Dorothy nelly and Miss Glidden.
w
had
no
permanent
1P
that
cheese
used
to
be
eaten
as
an
speeding for two blocks along South bites on one ankle. Am afraid to Donnelly. Alma Glidden and MesAt a weekly assembly Friday the
Mb
homes were c o m - addition to other foods which were
V2 M3
M5
dames Neva Redman. Gladys WinBroadway, his keen, youthful eyes count the other one.
presented a program on
pelled to carry their perhaps already too rich in them
A well-educated Mexican, man or chenbaugh, Frances Storer, Louise school
having sighted me in the distance.
Manners and Conduct," in charge of food supply- with them on their
M/
Mft
selves.
I asked him his name and how busi boy, is the most polite human you Miller, Rose Clarke and the guest of „ „
wanderings,
Naturally, they seCheese, of course, can be rendered
ness was prospering, and after giv would care to meet. Graciousness honor. Mrs. Belden.
The
school
library
is
being
eataThe Mexican children The woman’s Club met with Mrs.
lected the food which furnished the indigestible by over-cooking. In
6M 5S
5b
62
53
30 31
ing me his name he said that busi personified.
09
going "to'schools on this side of the s H. Weston Tuesday afternoon as
nf* the work ^t
rt greatest amount of nutriment in the
ness was very good. I might remark S
are as gentle and wellbrec1 as the meetlng wlth Mrs.
Jackbe us£l to^ smallest space. Goat's or camel’s tense heat hardens the protein so
that it is almost impossible for the
GO
that it is good because he gets out
59
58
57
any American children you will find son was postponed until later in the
,
, , j. ,h students aft„r milk probably served as the source digestive juices to break it down.
and goes after it.
anywhere
in
the
United
States.
They
season
.
A
number
of
business
mat\
«
rea
‘
er
™
b
>
‘
he
_______________
_
____
__
of supply of the curd from which Cheese for cooking purposes is seIn his left hand, dangling from the
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handle bar of the bike, was a small say “sir,” “please," "thank you; they ers were discussed and the report of book; hTsrecenUvbeengweivedftom the cheese was made hl the early lected according to flavor and contip their hats: the boys are lit- tbe Federation meeting read by Mrs.
chorev and thp school takes da>'s' the cheese often being «™nn«i I ....-------------- -« ——
paper bag. I asked about it and he bow.
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The members ®his opportunity of thanking him.
alld a«ed «>
bags,
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told me it was his breakfast. It tie Chesterfields; the girls are shy Maude Clark Gay
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for
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and
modest.
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— - — — ------- amount of | one. for melting or cutting, softness
This has all happened in .recent memory of Mrs. Mabel G Sanborn
iRon presjdent. Donald
cheese made in Isolated countries, ls a desirable quality,
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Edward
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milk now supplies all of the . individual
HORIZONTAL
bun and a cookie, put them in a
Individual tastes
tastes tare responsible
11-To conduct
for over 30 years^ Mrs ^ena Crowell secre
. AJbert Hoffses treasurer cu.d for the manufacture of cheese. for the choice between a strong and
49-OiscovereS of
1-To box ,
paper bag and without wasting time still a very tough dUS‘°™;n
16- Same as Odin
many brigands and outlaws now was elected secretary and Mrs. H. H.
officers- Stanton
Greenland
5-Odor
mounted his bike and started for are
in ‘be mountains of that country Kuhn appointed chairman of the '
class offic^^Stanton The simplest illustration of the, mild flavored cheese. Some people
17- Anger
52- Channel Islands
8-An inland seg in
business. That gave the opposition
manufacture of cheese is the ordi- , prefer the stronger, some the milder,
is not a bright spot in the Federation Newscommittee. Mrs.
id
?? Mildred Brooks secre nary household process of mak- j unless otherwise mentioned, Ameri23- Love
(abbr.) •>;
Russian Turkestan
no opportunity to get his customers— There
whole past history of Mexico-just Ida stahl. Mrs. Sace Weston and i P^^dent. Mildred Brooks swre
24-To become very
53- Egyptian sun-god
12- A lessee
but the interesting point in this case
mg cottage cheese. The case- can cheese is meant when cheese
pCnrollment of the
long and slender
54- Eagles
13- To present
is that there is no opposition. He war. murder, outlaws, bandits and Mrs. Kuhn were appointed on the
in is pressed out of the milk by the dishes are referred to.
25- Uncertainty
have no past civ.li- membership committee The meetScHool is 114
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inducement
has thc down-town early-risers sold more war. They
natural
process
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i next
The honor lis-t for the Senior High with heat, and the liquid drained off.
14- A metal
before any other boy is out of bed. zation
Over a whole cooked cauliflower
* Thp caseln or
27-Latin for “and”
by Indians
15- To wait for
He is just a little shaver, but he has Greeks the Romans, th^‘tans. Gay and Mr . WUllam EUu.,wowi o
pour
the
following
sauce
and
bake:
29-1nto
^nd ‘bem mw. they are be Rockland will speak on Po
ofjcludes. Jane Rider. 96.25; Evelyn tion is called the curd and the
18-Short for Henrietta SO-To frustrate
inherited something from some As
Two tablespoons butter, four table
3C-An evergreen tree
61- Artist’s Workroom
19- A stunted animal
riarn Wallace of Union is i Lovejoy 94.5: Dorothy Lovejoy 94.25: liquid is referred to as the whey.
where. and the chances are even he ter off than they ha
spoons flour, two cups milk, one31-Cavalry sword
I
62- Shrewd
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is better business man than his for.e.. xu.
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Mrs
Winfield Elizabeth Mank 94.25; Lucille Colwell
All cheese manufacture is based half teaspoon salt, few grains pep
37-Doctor (abbr.)
•,
63- To relieve
21- Musical note
father. Maybe he gets it from his
A ^^erchanKtrfvetoinan
I 93.25: Oriana Barter- 925: Vlr^ia °n this very slmPle P^clple. The
per. one cup American cheese,, 22-Author of "The
33-A traction engine
C4-A native ef Rome
grand-dad. I am going to watch him Turkish merchant
ft
Davis.
. _
------ Brown. 90. The highest ranking stu- great variation in kinds of cheese grated.
Melt butter, add flour mixed
as long as I remain here. Surely he out-of-the-way-part of Mexico, reMiss Gladys Flint of Portland has
senior class is Oriana | is due to differences ln flavor ac
CS-To boil slowly and 39-To frighten
Scalp Hunters"
with seasonings and stir until well
41-A maiden loved by
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can
m. « Up.
J?*-™,
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Bar..,.
925:
In
,h,
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ing in inaccessible mountains speak- , Mrs w c Eiint, Mrs. Flint re- Rider. 96.25; sophomore class, Eve- quired through the action of bac- . blended. Pour on the milk and stir
Jupiter
door to door
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<§> <s> ®
tena on the casein. Each of the constantly until thick. Add cheese
ing an Oriental language resembling turned with her.
43-Plural of erratum
25-To die
lvn Lovejoy, 94.5: freshman class,
varietles of cheese represents and cook slowly until melted. Ad45- A Cossack chief
Christopher or Christophe is a Arabic. They have Oriental customs
The susannnah Wesley Society- Elizabeth Mank. 9425. The honor
1-To move
•
28-Plural of apex
46- To set on fire
common name among Spaniards, and and no trace of Mayan civilization ' and gUests were entertained at sup- roll in the Junior High School i-n a different process of curing or ditional cheese over the top and a
32- Posscssive pronoun 2-To read
48- Capital of Brazil
so is Christ. In many parts of And remember, this country is still per by Mrs. Frederick A. Brummitt eludes Annie Ellis 95.6; Barbara ripening ' to produce the desired touch of paprika make the dish at33-To arrange in a row 3- Presently
i tractive.
(short)
Spanish South America the namp rather wild in spots.
and Mrs. Earle Benner Monday eve- Benner. 95.2; Genevieve Creamer. flavor and consistency.
4- To rave
34- German for “and"
49- Latin for “to be”
ning in the Methodist vestry. Next 94.4 and Esther Reed. 90.6.
5- Steps or degrees
Christ is as popular as Frank or John
35- To smear
50- Reputed founder ofl
Monday Mrs. Florence Flanders.
6- Time—period
in Rockland. Of course all of South
ROCKVILLE
36- Conducts, as a
WASHINGTON
CLARRY* HILL
Ilium
Mrs. Eudora Miller and Mrs. Rose
7- According to the
America is not Spanish. Portuguese
periodical
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51-To yield or give ufl
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ls the language of many of the
40-Prefix—through
Ernest Perrv has returned from a Scott will be hostesses.
Mrs.___Lizzie Wellman of
54- Small lizard (pi.)
- West
----- 1 Willie Burgess of North Warren
8-To affirm
countries. A Mexican is a mixture few davs in Lewiston.
Charles H. Howard of Augusto has
42-Extreme fear
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Black of Bel- »asning.on recently spent the day j was a business visitor here Tuesdav
55-To put to flight J.
of an Aztec Indian, Yucutan Indian,
44-Different spelling of 9-A religious
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,59-A male turkey
ford Wellman.
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'
daughters Dorothv and Ruth Clarry
found the Mexicans they were really
47-To relate, as a tale 10-Costume »r dress
N Y and Ellsworth Harris of
George Gracie and family of Mas- Several from this place attended ; visited her son Ralph in Warren
Aztecs who had come down from Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
----------------------------------- —------------------(t
(Solution To Previous Puzzls)
Arizona and mixed with the Indians Hunterx rt x
Montclair, N. J., have been in this sachusetts were recent guests of his I the session of Trinity Union at Sunday
sister
Mrs. Allen Young.
Chelsea last Sunday and report a
PALERMO
___________
Bertram Gardner motored from pjace
a few days. Mr.s Grace
of
Central America. They speak
and Mrs Roland Payson were large attendance and very inspiring i
t0 *Jer ’
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Spanish now because of the many ' Augusto Wednesday for a short stay Belden and daUgter Priscilla re- in Mr.
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visiting her niece Mrs. Clarence
E
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L L A mJ a
French were in control for some
Miss Harriet Parmalee of RockWalter Castner of Cambridge is
working for I. N. Quigg at his mill.
u
Mrs. Ida Watts has returned home members of 'Evento'^Stor Gra^iov^at7 whitneyL E E
years. You do not hear much French iand spent Mondav and Tuesday visiting his parents Mr. and Mrs. from Rockland.
E T U D E
G E n
Merritt Tibbetts and Clarence
tond«i the regu™ meX? o Seven W' L' GraCie' Walter Feyler' Donald
T A E
in Texas, but you do hear a lot of j with Mrs F w Robbins.
Anthony Castner. .
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Farm Bureau met Tuesday at Tree Grange of Tlninn hv^npniai6 in” I Mank and Everett Lamont attended Hannon of Long Island, N. Y., are
jargon French in Louisiana.
Roxie Maddocks of North
H. H. Donkersley of Naugatuck, Grange dining hall, subject “Christ- Vltation an8d
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, Grange in East Union Tuesday eve- visiting relatives in town.
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Misses Thelma Day and Evelyn
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Edgecomb visited Tuesday with Mrs. Conn., has opened a studio in the
Texas country, and north of here, D. A. Sherer.
and famlly of Ba‘h Scates from Cony High spent the
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__ o PIE
large colonies of them, and a tele
B L A D e
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laat visited his mother Mrs. Gussie Ross weekend at their homes.
Miss Olive Tolman is further im which he will occupy for music daughter Helen of Hope were Sun- s , d ? ?
phone directory of this city will show
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Parkman
teaching.
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day visitors of Mr. and Mrs. C. M. ®atarday by E'en>n« Star Grange. I s d
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more German names than any other proving her house by having it
( There were present about 20 chil- |
Mr and Mrs. E. R. Hunnewell of payson
and famiy of Lynn, Mass., were last
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nationality. Germans, Danes, Nor- painted.
Sadie Kelley was recently guest of weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. A.
Pioneer Grange entertained 22 dF.^n fr°m, the 2?llage and Razor'
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Helen Andrews, a former resident Nor‘b Anson have been guests of
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members from Good Will Grange. ville
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The entire
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back far enough, and they are all to fall and break her shoulder She
There were also present members Pleasin& manner under the efficient
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Ross of Round men from Portland are enjoying a
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thrifty farmers, good dairy and cat is now at Knox Hospital in Rock- Eudora Millers.
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Wentworth in honor of his 28th Pioneer the degree work so beauti- whlch cakes, doughnuts and candy Edward of Union were at the home j M. Hannon.
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Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Bryant are copies ot The Courier-Gazette, wltb tha
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’ in Pownal spent last Sunday with ant and child are being cared for
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1 by her mother Mrs. Silas Hannon,
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Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Cooper of
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served. Mr. Achorn was the re-* meeting was an especially interest school:
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Johnston;
song,
Springtime
in
---ing
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and
the
first
to
be
held
in
cipient of many gifts.
Rockies, Schools; recitations, Oc- : The officers and teachers of the | dayIf you have been waiting for
: Miss Elizabeth Weston was host- the net^Iy renovated hall which has the
tober Sounds, Eleanor Neale; The ■ Sunday School are hoping to have1 Frances Tibbetts of Windsor is
j ess at a charming Halloween party been made very attractive and cheer Squirrel, Alvah Hibbert; Earth's Va- I a record attendance next Sunday I visiting her grandparents Mr. and price* to reach bottom—come now
Quality
for ourt are already therel
Thursday evening. Decorations and ful with its new paint and furnish cation, Marjory Johnston: Chippy's ; when the annual school picture will Mrs. A. J^ Tibbetts
~
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Let
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Durability
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everyone
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in—nose around and you will see
Misses Lois Hagerman, Dorothy being much appreciated by visitors as zorville school; recitations. The
The
C.
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meeting
at
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o'clock
;
Quigg
Beauty
j Donnelly Alma Glidden, Gladys well as the home grange. The oc Friendly Cow. Junior Marr; Two
A. M. Andrews of Jefferson, the a lot. It will give you an idea
I Bailey, Helen Boggs, Louise Miller, casion will lgng be pleasantly re Yellow Pumpkins. Talbot Johnston; Sunday evening will be in charge of Watkins dealer was in this place of the unbelievable value offered
the young men's class. The topic
here. We have a fine selection of
Helen Boggs, Louise Miller, Nwneo membered.
** Tuesdav
In beauty of line and
Avis Pardoe; Charles Austin; sing is “Brotherhood.
John Reid, who
Raymond Hannon was in Augusta Kitchen Stoves, Parlor Stoves and
Laila Brooks and Mesdames Nan
ing,
America.
It is said that bank managers prefer
finish, the Clarion is sur
Special Stoves, in fact everything
served with the Canadian army in last Saturday.
i Weston, Grace Belden, Alcie Glid- clerks
who are tall. I’ve noticed that
the World War, will relate some of
to make a home. We also carry
i den and Mrs. John Redmand. The mine has
passed by none. We make
Mrs.
Forrest
Tibbetts
and
son
VINALHAVEN
not much time for any one
his experiences with the allied Arthur visited in Augusta and Win-! a complete line of Store and
) prize winners were Mrs. Belden and who is short.
numerous range combi
—The Passing Show
Office Furniture.
armies in France.
Miss Hagerman.
throp a few days recently.
(London).
Mrs. E. L. Glidden entertained at
Mrs. Emma Torrey is a guest of
nations.
The banquet arranged by the
ROCKLAND
bfidge Wednesday at the Calder her daughter Mrs. Wesley Comstock
: Board of Trade and given in Odd
wood
cottage
Lumina.
A
picnic
FURNITURE
CO.
PLEASANT
POINT
in Rockland for a few weeks before
i Fellows hall Wednesday evening For RHEUMATISM take
Wood &. Bishop Co.
dinner was served.
Formerly occupied by Rockland
going to Massachusetts for the
i was an unqualified success. Charles
Established 1839
Produce Ca.
A Rebekah sewing bee was held winter.
Leslie Seavey has had a one-pipe
BUXTONS
Rowe officiated as toastmaster in a
4Z7-R
pleasing manner and introduced
BANGOR, MAINE
RHEUMATIC SPECIFIC Wednesday at the home of Mrs. Wil Mr. and Mrs. Earl Barter enter furnace installed in his house which 41 TillsonTalephona
Ava.
Roekland
Prof. Herbert Libby of Colby College You will not regret it. For sale at all liam Lawry.
tained at a dinner party last Sunday he bought of A. T. Norwood of WarllOSTtf
i who was enthusiastically received. leading drug stores. Let us send you Union Church Circh held its in observance of their 19th wedding reu
Sold by VEAZIE HARDWARE CO.. Rockland
Walter Pinkham of Waldoboro ts
He spoke eloquently of the qualities a booklet. Buxton Rheumatic Medi usual supper Thursday night with anniversary the following guests:
the attendance larger than usual. Mr. and Mrs. Obadiah Kalloch and staying with John Maxwell for the
A. T. NORWOOD, Warren
! of good citizenship and their com- cine Co., Abbot Village, Me.
The housekeepers were: Hilma Web daughter Eleanor, Mr. and Mrs. winter.
Work Done Anywhere
Mr and Mrs. W. G. Maloney of
ster. Dora Boman, Sadie Robbins, Charles Taylor, Mr. and Mrs. Isaac
Edith Vinal.
Hooper and sons of Rockland and Thomaston are occupying the house
Prompt Service
which they recently bought of Mrs.
Mrs. F. L. Roberts visited Rock Mrs. Willis Wilson and son Ralph.
Annie
Creamer.
land Tuesday.
Water pipet Repaired and Relaid.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Messer of Inside and Out. Digging included.
E. C. Macintosh returned Tuesday
FRIENDSHIP
Union
were
Sunday
visitors
at
B.
from Rockland.
Pipet Wired Out. Sewers Dug,
L. Stevens’s.
A rehearsal of the work was held
Laid Out and Claansd whan
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Louville
Pottle
and
Mr. and Mrs H. L. Nevens of La- Plugged. Cettpools Dug and
Friday night by De Valois Com children of Thomaston visited Mr.
moine were guests of Charles Gould Rocked. Shallow Cellars Dug
mandery, K. of T„ to prepare for
and sisters last week at Gull Rock Deeper. Floors Cemented and
inspection Nov. 19. Grand Gener and Mrs. A. G. Pottle Sunday.
Capt.
I.
E.
Archibald
of
Thomasfarm,
alissimo Isaac Jones of Calais will
Walla Repaired.
ton was in town Monday.
j The supper which was served in
be present on his official visit.
Mrs. Lew J. Wallace of East I the schoolhouse last Friday evening
Mrs. H. W. Fifield has returned
S. E. Eaton
from a visit of several weeks in Friendship visited Mrs. Leslie Burns was largely attended, and the pro
TEL. 534-J
ROCKLAND, ME.
last week.
j ceeds were $18.35. After the tables
Boston.
44Stf
Mrs. Flora Ames is convalescing
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Morse. Mr. and had been cleared away a very interat Knox Hospital where she recent Mrs. Ellis Lawry and Miss Eda ““"B Program was enjoyed.
ly underwent an operation for ap Lawry spent Sunday at Mr. Morse's WHEN IN BOSTON—You can buy
YIELD TO
pendicitis.
farm in Warren.
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
CHINESE
O. P. Lyons was in Rockland Mon
home
news,
at
the
Old
South
News
Monte Blue in “Greyhound Ltd." Agency. Washington St, next Old South
ERB
day.
will be the feature picture at the Church: also at M. Andaman's, 284 Tre
Don’t suffer another minute from
The date of the next sewing bee Playhouse Saturday. The fourth mont St.
blind. Itching, protruding or bleed
[ and tacking at Union Church ves chapter of the serial "Queen of the
ing plies without testing the newest
and fastest acting treatment out Dr.
try under the auspices of Union North Woods" will be shown, also
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
.
Nixon’s Chlnaroid, fortified with
Church Circle is Thursday, Nov. 13, Aesop’s Fables.
STEAMBOAT CO.
4 rare, imported Chinese Herb, with
and all are welcome. There will be
amazing power to reduce swollen
WINTER
ARRANGEMENT
A. J. Sterling has been doing jury
tissues, brings ease and comfort In
(In effect Oct. 1. 1930)
a picnic dinner and those who have service in Rockland this week. W.
a few minutes, enabling you to work
Vinalhaven
Line
not been solicited please take cakes W. Wotton was excused from duty.
Steamer leaves Vinalhaven dally ex and enjoy life while It continues Its
or pies.
healing action. Don't de
The marriage of Miss Hanna E. cept Sunday at 8 A. M. Arriving ln soothing,
Act in time to avoid a danger
TTie American Legion will present Arneson of Worcester, and A. W. Rockland at 9.20 A M. Returning leaves, lay.
ous and costly operation. Try Dr.
Rockland
at
2.30
P.
M
direct
for
Vinal

a picture at Memorial hall, Nov. 11, Carlson of Gardner, Mass., takes haven. arriving at 3 45 P M
Nixon's Chlnaroid under our guar
antee to satisfy completely and be
to be followed by a dance. Music place in Worcester today, Saturday,
Stonington and Swan’s Island Line
Steamer leaves Swan's Island dally ex worth 100 times the small coat or
by the Fakers.
at 5 o'clock. Mr. and Mrs. Carlson cept
Sunday at 6 A. M. arriving at Ston /our money back.
Mrs. Lora Hardison entertained at will reside in Gardner. The bride ington at 6.55 A M.. North Haven at 7.50
C. H. Moor & Co., Rockland
bridge Tuesday evening at her home. will be remembered as a summer A. M„ due to arrive at Rockland about
„»clJ?ck Returning leaves Rockland at
C. S. Roberts of Rockland was in resident here 20 years ago in the ?130
P. M., Northeflaven at 2 35 ” M
town Monday and attended the ban family of the late Congressman Wil Stonington at 3.40 P M due to ar lve at
Swans
Island about 5 o'clock.
quet of Marguerite Chapter, O.E.S. liam H. Wilder.
B. H. STINSON. General Agent
While in town he was the guest of
Postmaster and Mrs. Freeman L.
The plans of this fine home may be obtained at our office together with cost estimates and
Roberts.
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CLEARANCE SALE
2nd-Hand Furniture

Clarion Paramount Features

PILES &'

BURPEE

complete building information

W. H. GLOVER & co.
*
LUMBER

BUILDING SUPPLIES
SHINGLES

ROCKLAND, MAINE

PAINT

CONTRACTORS AND BUILDERS
TELEPHONE 14

WONDERFUL FOR CHILDREN

Watch for the opening date of Ye
Olde Mille Miniature Golf Course at
Vinalhaven.
131-tf

Advertising on the back of postage- !
stamps, as suggested by one ingenious
Congressman, would be grand, of
course, for any one who wanted to
get his product on every tongue._
Boston Herald.

An Old Family
Doetor'a Favorite
Prescription.

A Pleasing Characteristic of

Ballard’s Golden Oil
Is that It ls a remedy Verv Mild But
Effective for Children. Pleasant to
take. No danger from an overdose.
No griping. A specific for Croup.
Colds.
Coughs.
"The
Mother's
Standby" for Generations Keep It
Handy.
•

UNDERTAKERS

Since 1840 this firm has
faithfully served the famlllea
of Knox County
LADY ATTENDANT
Tel. Day 460 ;
7»1-1
AMBULANCE 8ERVICE

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.
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SECURITY TRUST COMPANY
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Warren, Vinalhaven, Rockport. Union, Camden

ROCKLAND NATIONAL BANK
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One of our greatest community assets is a “smile—a
smile for every one’1 at all times.
Science teaches us that it takes less energy to produce
a smile than a frown. But when things go wrong we
are tempted to doubt this teaching, and to believe that
a smile is the most difficult thing in the world to
achieve. But remember . . ..

make friends; SMILES bring people bac\; SMILES
ma\e business; SMILES mean good times; SMILES ARE

SMILES

WORTH DOLLARS!

Let's develop a smiling, cheerful Municipal Personality!

C.M. BLAKE

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

ANTIQUES, WALL PAPER, PAINT

KNOX COUNTY’S HOME NEWSPAPER

KNOWLTON’S MARKET

W. H. GLOVER & CO.

FREEMANS. YOUNG

F. J. SIMONTON CO.

ROCKLAND, MAINE

CUTLER-COOK CO.

‘

t ■

THE SPECIALTY SHOP ■
COR. MAIN & ELM STS. TEL. 2BS

ROCKLAND

. , *
Senter Crane Company

LIVINGSTON MFG. CO.

PERRY’S LAUNDRY
IVORY SOAP EXCLUSIVELY
ROCKLAND

578 MAIN STREET

REAL ESTATE
THE CORNER DRUG STORE, Inc.

Rockland & Rockport Lime Corp

COR. MAIN A PARK STS.
ROCKLAND
Established 1868
Incorporated 1926

I. L. SNOW CO.
MARINE RAILWAYS

ROCKLAND, MAINE

ROCKLAND, MAINE

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

<

M.B.& CO. PERRY

DYER’S GARAGE

FUEL AND GROCERIES

DODGE SALES & SERVICE

ROCKLAND PHARMACY CORP.

COR. MAIN A LIMEROCX'STS.

ROCKLAND

TAVERN STUDIO
Antiques Bought and Sold
15 HIGH STREET

CAMDEN

ROCKLAND, MAINE

STUDLEY FURNITURE CO.
THE THORNDIKE

ROCKLAND

PARK STREET

HOTEL ROCKLAND
T. F. KEATING. Prop.

McDOUGALL-LADDCO.

AND EAT

“HOME TOWN BREAD”
IT IS THE BE8T

INSURANCE

Knox County Motor Sales Co.
Authorized Dealers in

FORD PRODUCTS

THE FLINT BAKERY
MUNSEY MOTOR CO.
Fuel and Furnace Oil Our Specialty
ROCKLAND, MAINE

A. C. McLoon & Co.

ST. CLAIR & ALLEN

LOBSTERS

Manufacturers and Jobbers ef

Agents for The Texaco Co.

il H

FINE CONFECTIONERY

Moody’s Gas & Oil Station
Gulf Products Exclusively
Try Our Fuel Oil for Economy

£ wira
TEL. 966

“GOOD CLOTHES”

HAVENER’S FINE SODAS

ROCKLANO, MAINE

TEL. 727

ROCKLAND

THE REXALL STORE

FIREPROOF GARAGE

SHELDON’S DRUG STORE
444 MAIN ST.

TEL. S4S-W

ROCKLAND

Rock. Marble & Granite Works
W. H. GLENDENNING

Central Maine Power Company

ROCKLANO

LAWRENCE PACKING CO.
G. A. LAWRENCE

“GREGORY’S”

A ROCKLAND PRODUCT

THURSTON OIL CO.
D

ALFRED P. CONDON
75 PARK 8TREET

DRINK “HOWPY" AND SMILE

741 MAIN STREET

BOOST FOR YOUR HOME TOWN

«'+
++++W
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:

CRIE HARDWARE CO.

A

’

Another stranger is greeted with a hearty smile and
a handshake. He carries a lasting impression of a
cheerful, charitable town. • 1
* ».
And so it goes. Our town thus gets its reputation and
character from each of us individually.

There are cheerful towns, grouchy towns; carefree
towns, careworn towns; accommodating towns, surly
towns; charitable towns, stingy towns; beautiful towns;
slovenly towns; towns of all sorts and descriptions.
These town characteristics are known as MUNICIPAL
PERSONALITY. And the personality of each town is
made up of the collective personalities of the people
that live in the town.
;
The peculiar part of it is that a town displays dif
ferent personalities to different people.
A stranger coming into a town may be unfortunate
enough to be greeted by the “town grouch’’ with a
surly reception. This stranger then is impressed with
a grouchy personality for the community.

FURNACES CLEANED AND REPAIRED
Tanks and Sheet Metal Workers
Locks Repaired and Keys Made

" i.t. '

\

VEAZIE HARDWARE CO.

NORTH NATIONAL BANK

►+++F+++-M

. 1 •'
OWNS are like people Each one has a distinct
' >1 c - personality, different from all the rest. People
, zJ coming into a town feel this personality at once.

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, November 8, 1930
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CAMDEN

UNION

POULTRY PROFITS

Mrs. Laura Daniels is in Boston Proportionately, the raising ot
Herbert Kenniston has a new Gen
At the annual Megunticook Grange
The Men's Community Brother
fair to be held Dec. 5 and 6 fancy called by illness in her brother's poultry has brought more profit this
hood which meets in the Congrega- j eral Motors radio.
year than most other farm operaRobert Connell brought home a work, aprons, home made candv, family.
tional vestry next Tuesday evening
Pastor Howse gave a fme sermon tions and this in spite of the lo*
will listen to an address on an auto prize in the form of a six-point buck canned goods and vegetables will
mobile trip to Nova Scotia by Rev. which he shot Thursday forenoon be on sale. There will be a baby Sunday from Jeremiah 14:3-4. Prices generally prevailing, accordnear the Clarence Spear place on the show Friday afternoon and in the There was a good attendance, and
reP°rts emanating from the
A. E. Luce of Camden.
Services at the Baptist Church South Warren road. Bob'' denies any evening a play by local talent, the excellent music by the choir was niiddle western states. As a conseattack
of
“
buck
fever"
and
brought
"Saved by the Grange.” Saturdav much enjoyed. Next Friday there <luence; /“mers °f the ce,ntral
Sunday will be: 9.45 a. m. Sunday
are tP‘anmfn*
night a public supper will be served, will be an all-day session of the tion of the
school; 11.00 morning worship, topic his quarry down with a shot gun.
Mrs. Percy Kenniston and daughter with a dance in the evening.
Ladies Aid with basket lunch.
^In Tver"before
"The Great Change;'' 6.15, Christian
Endeavor meeting; 7.00 union Ar Elizabeth and Mrs. Howard Kennis
A. B. Bennett and sons. Albert and
Mr. Knapp of Bucksport is in town They are being advised by poultry
mistice service at the Methodist ton spent Thursday with Mrs. Her Steven and Hartford Talbot left , buying fur
authorities not to be frightened by
bert Kenniston.
Church.
Thursdav for a gunning trip at j jjrs. Henry Ames and Mrs. the present season of low prices.
Miss Katherine Scott and friend j Mrs. A. T. Norwood. Mrs. Lerov Toddy Pond.
Clarence Leonardentertained a They are being urged not to do as
are here from Boston for the week Norwood and Mrs. H. D. Sawyer of
meeting of Seaside Chapcompany of about 20 Wednesday generally has been done in the past—
Warren with Mrs. Hampton Robbins ter,Regular
end and holiday.
O.E.S.. Monday.
, evening at their home.
stock up heavily after a good season
Miss Clara Spear was the honor and Miss Gertrude Robbins of Union
The regular meeting of the United
A special meeting of Knox Po- and turn loose of everything after a
guest at a supper given by Mrs. W. motored to Portland Thursday.. Mrs. Order of the Golden Cross was held mona will be held with Seven Tree season of low prices, such as the presB. D. Gray, Wednesday marking the A. T. Norwood accompanied by Mrs. Thursday evening with supper at 6 1 Grange Nov. 22.
ent. A Government bulletin states
birthday of Miss Spear. Bridge was Robbins will continue to Beverly, o'clock.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbert Mank that "extreme reduction does not apMass.,
where
they
will
visit
friends.
played, Mrs. Carleton Simmons hav
Mrs. Charles O. Montgomery will (Laura Calderwoodl were recently pear to be necessary" and warns that
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Conant spent
ing the first honors. Other guests
entertain the Mondav Club next given a big surprise at their home it might be "a mistake to reduce
the
weekend
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ev

were Mrs. Lawrence Leach of Rock
week at her home on High street.
when more than 100 relatives and poultry numbers radically now.”
land, Miss Anita Wyllie, Mrs. Donald erett Whitney at Appleton.
The Philatheas enjoyed a birthday friends gathered to give them a
Flock owners are being informed
Sidney
Stevens
has
had
as
guests
P. George and Miss Kay Turner.
The party was that the best way to cut down flocks
and covered dish party at the Bap- ' utility shower.
his
sister
Mrs.
Hattie
Milliken
and
The annual roll call of the Baptist
tist Church last evening.
planned and arranged by Mrs f°r the fall and winter is to cull out
Church Thursday evening was a son of Farmington.
Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge meets J Eugene Calderwood and Mrs. Dun- rigidly all “boarders,” or non-proMr.
and
Mrs.
O.
B.
Libby
accom

successful occasion. Old and young
Wednesday evening. Picnic supper J can Starrett. The guests assembled ducers. It is pointed out that there
gathered to the number of a hundred panied by Mr. and Mrs. George at 6 30.
I at the Starrett hofne and went to is no sucli thing as a poor poultrj’
and made much of their coming to Counce motored Sunday to Hallowell
Mrs. Albert Decker will entertain the Mank home blowing their auto season when birds of real laying
where
they
visited
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Rol

gether. The church may well have
the W.C.T.U. Tuesday at 2.30.
horns to let the newlyweds knoy, ability are reta.ned and fed, housed
pride in those who are to fill thc lins.
Mrs. A. W. Rich entertains the there was something unusual in the and^cared for in the proper^ manner.,
places of the elders who are going off Mrs. Susie Jackson of Auburn was Friends-in-Council Nov. 18 at her | air. The couple were much sur
The authorities declare that one
thc active list. The program in the guest last wcek of Mr. and Mrs. home on Elm street. Miss Anne Kit- ; prised but promptly greeted their ®ure wa>' 01 realizing a profit from
charge of the pastor consisted of the O. B. Libby.
of Belfast will be the speaker. friends in a very cordial manner. farm poultry is to increase the egg
singing of hymns, prayer by the pas Hollis Starrett has bought the tredge
The
ladies
of the Methodist Society In the receiving line which was production of the entire flock. By
tor and two of the deacons, calling of George Stevens' place and expects hold a Thanksgiving
pie sale at A. formed was besides the bride and obtaining good stock in the spring to
roll by the clerk, a sermon by Rev. to move there soon.
the old hens, the productivity
Prince's store Nov. 26.
groom her parents Mr. and Mrs. replace
George W. Collins of the Baptist Mrs. Flora Peabody entertained S. Mrs.
of the entire flock can be raised
A.
L.
Worthing
entertained
Church of Waldoboro, followed by a eight friends Wednesday at a chicken the Friday Club yesterday afternoon. Jesse Calderwood and the groom's Hatcheries thcmseives furnish “the
social hour during which refresh dinner.
,MrvS,^USUmS£
and logical method of building
brother Z. Mank. The evening was up *the farm flock to a profitable
ments were served. Eighty-seven Ralph Spear is painting the build Mrs. Harry Wilson was the reader.
Camden
High
School
football
team
very
pleasantly
passed
with
readmembers -responded to their names; ings belonging to Mrs. Mary Shorlevel, particularly
p’.ays at Bar Harbor today. Satur- ' jngS, recitations and songs: solos by egg-production
17 letters were read in response to telle.
since the leading ones of the country
day.
The
Boys'
Band
will
accompany
;
Mrs
Albert
MacPhail
and
Charles
other names called. The total mem Wilder Moore is doing some pa
are organized under the slogan
i Wilson; reading, Mrs.John Burbership is 234; resident 129, non pering and painting at the Baptist them.
"Hatchery Chicks for Greater
Mr.
and
Mrs.
B.
F.
Mathews
and
j
gess
.
recitations.
Mrs.
T.
Carroll.
resident 105.
parsonage.
Profits," to insure better flocks and
Miss
M.
E.
Bartlett
are
motoring
to
Mrs
A
Russell.
Mrs.
Erickson.
The
Esterbrook Pease, a veteran of the The Farm Bureau meeting that
square dealing.
newlyweds received many nice gifts
Civil War, who resides with his son took place Thursday at the Mont Bar Harbor to spend- the wee
Higher egg production per hen and,
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar H. Emery.
sjjver nnen. bedding of all kinds. at the nroDer t’me increased size of
on Gleason street, fell upon the floor gomery rooms was well attended 27 with
th^G
AR
ay
crfebe™^
n
AraisUce
e
Day
glassware
'
china
and
aluminumXm
XT off™' “n^ oTthe
Thursday and broke his hip. He was being present.
Lction hallb The program was The bride was Presented with a large farm poultry problem, regardless of
taken to Knox Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. L. J. Saucier and at
at Legion hall. Tne program was wpddi
cake j
a ..bridaI- cake
.
Mrs. Alma K. Hamilton of Win 'amily of South Warren have moved furnished
by pupils of the fourth ; which »cjjt an<J sprved tQ
Pnces.---------------- ---------------------chester, Mass., is visiting her daugh to the Lester Young place.
grade Elm Street school. In
ter. Mrs. Oliver Hahn.
guests. Ice cream and cake were
Mrs. Leroy Norwood and Mrs. A. T.
Notices ot Appointment
Mrs. Norman Simmons and infant Norwood attended a supper and evening the order was inspected by also served. The company included
Department
President
Annie
Silke
daughter have returned from Knox bridge party at Union Wednesday
friends from Rockland, Warren. I, Charles L. Veaeie, Register of Pro
of
Bangor.
Supper
was
served
at
Hospital.
West Rockport. Waldoboro, North bate for the County of Knox, in the State
evening with Mrs Henry Ames as 6.30.
of Maine, hereby certify that ln the fol
Rodney Feyler reports the scallop hostess.
Waldoboro and Union.
lowing estates the persons were ap
Mrs.
Frank
Robinson
is
spending
a
business in New Bedford this season Mr. and Mrs. Eldridge Soule and
pointed /.dmlnistrators or Executors and
few
days
in
Boston
and
vicinity.
She
the best he has ever known. He has daughter Barbara of Waldoboro were
the datesMcNAMARA
hereinafter named:
M
9
*^99^? u h onHANNAH
late of Rocknot got started on his winter fishing Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. L. D. will attend the Harvard-Michigan
football
game
Saturday.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Dewey
Winchenbach
land, deceased. October Hth. 1930. Timoin Maine.
Gammon.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hanley and ; and daughters spent the dav Sundav ,
E McNamara of Rockland, was apMr. and Mrs. L. Bliss Gillchrest Mrs. Rilda Post spent Thursday
and Mrs. Harry Pendleton mo- ; with his parents Mr and Mrs. c A '“‘ated Admr. with bon<L
will close their summer home here with her daughter Mrs. William Par Mr.
tored Monday to Veazie and were winchenbach of West Waldoboro.
Charles deceased.
a. overlook late of
and leave next Wednesday for New tridge.
October 21st, 1930,
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. O. A. Mr and Mrs. Aifred waltz were in Thomaston,
Ella M. O.erlock of Thomaston, was ap
York city.
B. B. Harding is working for Vir Harkness. In the afternoon Mrs. R0Ckiand last week.
pointed Exx. without bond.
Willis Spear and Frank and Ralph gil Hills.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Jones of MATTI KANKAS late of South Thom
Richards returned Thursday from a Mrs. Howard Kenniston was over Hanley and Mrs Pendleton visited
aston. deceased. October 21st. 1930. Hilma
hunting trip up State. A doe to each night guest Thursday of Mrs. Her Mrs. Eliza Waterman and daughter ROund pond have been recent guests Kankas of Thomaston was appointed
Miss Georgie Harkness. Mr. Pendle- of Mr and Mrs. prankje simrnOns.
Exx. without bond.
was the spoil of the chase.
bert Kenniston.
____ _A.________
......... ......
TEEL late—
of......
Matinicus
Isle
An alarm Thursday forenoon with C. B. Hall is foreman of the grand ton started for the Moosehead re- i Mrs. Carrie Wallace of Broad Cove JAMES
gion Tuesday morning on a hunting spent Tuesdav w-ith her aunt Mr1- Plantation, deceased. October 2ist. 1930
a high wind blowing sent the fire de jury this term of court.
.the
others
returning
home
late
;
A
\i
nie
Creamer
*
•
Eugenia A. Teel of Matinicus Isle Plantrip,
partment on a quick run to the house George Martin is helping Harry
tation was appointed Exx. without bond.
Mr and Mrs. Freelon Vannah of W. L. JOHNSTON late of Rockland, de
of Calvin Marshall on Wadsworth McIntyre of Waldoboro build a gar- Monday afternoon.
South Waldoboro were visitors, at ceased. October 21st. 1930. William A
street, where a hot chimney fire was are.
Johnston cf Rockland, was appointed
Charles Geele's Sunday.
i n progress, and was quickly put out Mrs. Edwin Emerson and daughter
ROCKPORT
Exr. without bond.
•
___
1
Bernard
Fitzgerald
of
Rockland
is
without material damage.
CHARLES M. LOTHROP late of Union,
Raychel have closed their summer
Mrs. Minnie Crozier and Mrs. | the guest of Harry Creamer.
Mrs Marie Ingraham who resides in home and are away for the winter.
deceased Oct. 21st, 1930. Wilbert S. Loth
H. B. Shaw's house on Gleason street Harold Drewett expects to go to Georgia Snow attended the U. S. j Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Creamer of rop of Hartford. Conn., was appointed
Admr c.t.a. without bond. Edward C.
is better of a severe illness.
Army
Band
concert
Wednesday
eve!
Waban,
Mass.,
were
in
town
last
Payson of Rockland was appointed Agent
Boston Saturday.
Miss Alice Maxey is improving from Mrs. Herbert Waltz, Mrs. Wendell ning at Strand Theatre, Rockland.
week.
ln Maine.
dora f. metcalf late of Rockland
an appendicitis operation at Knox Studley and Miss Bertha Storer Mr. and Mrs. Ira Wotton, son Gorden ! Mr. and Mrs. John Burns of Back
with
M
’
and
Mrs
Nickerson
and
I
Cove.
Mrs.
Pearl
Delano
and
Mrs.
October 21st. 1930 Harrv T.
Hospital
were at Mrs. J. O. Jameson's Thurs daughter of Rockland were enter-’ Charles Collamore and son of Lawry deceased.
Sukeforth
Orand^ Valley^Colo^waa
Mrs. Matie Spalding entertained at day at a meeting of the Social Club.
a bridge dinner Thursday. The play The Rebekah committees have met tained Wednesday evening at the (were visitors Sunday 0. Mr. and Mrs. jj fngraham of Rockland was appointed
,
Melvin Genthner.
Agent in Maine.
ers besides the hostess were Mrs. and planned their annual fair for home of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Rider.
Miss Earbara Richardson has en- | Mr. and Mrs. Charles Geele and • albert f. vose late of union, deEdna Currier, Mrs. Hazel Young, Mrs. Dec. 14.
Katherine Crawford. Highest honors Things are beginning to disappear roled as a pupil of the Gretchen (family were in Rockland last week j
went to Mrs. Crawford.
Mrs. William Gross, Mr. and Mrs. without bond,
ln a mysterious manner lately. One Fletcher dancing class which opens
Benjamin Smalley has moved his person
K. Winchenbach and two chilOSCAR ROSS late of Rockland. de
reports his cellar entered and today at the Copper Kettle, Rock-!W.
ceased. October 14th. 1930. Erick Harjula
dren
motored to Bangor Sunday.
family from the George Frisbie tene four bushels of potatoes taken: an land
of South Thomaston was appointed
ment on Green street to the house of other, the loss of several feet of
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Rackliffe of j
j Admr. with bond.
his uncle, Clarence Robinson, on brand new clothesline.
Worcester and Mrs. Frances RackST. GEORGE
DELLA LADD otherwise known as
Knox street.
Mrs. Marion Barnes gave a Hal- della morton late of Vinaihaten. deMr. and Mrs. Perley Brackett of iffe of Bangor have been guests this
Mrs. Sanford Hyler paid a visit Peabody, Mass., are spending a few week of Mrs. Edward Walden.
loween party Oct. 29 in the church gX ^“^ocMand ’ wt
Thursday to her daughter Mrs. Rob days with Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Post.
Mrs. Georgia Snow was a recent vestry for her Sunday school class. Admr. with bond.
ert Davis in Rockport.
Aimo Lanke, a pupil of the gram guest at the home of Stanley Greg- j Mrs Madolin Baum acting as fortune I benjamin k. ware late of WashingMr. and Mrs. A. D. Grafton ol mar
i te]ler caused mUch merriment for the ! ton deceased. October 21st. 1930, Forrest
school, was so unfortunate as orv. Glencove.
Friendship were guests Thursday of to have
Mrs..J.^,C.JWacpon£djf__RoctondjChildren The first prize for pinning ^dmr with bo^d
n' Was appolnted
his
left
arm
broken
Tuesday
Mrs. Aletha Thompson.
will be the Sunday morning speaker | on the donkey*s tail went to Kendall
in
a
football
skirmish
at
school.
He
•
MARION A. COLBURN late of Camden,
Millard Gilmore came from Union
taken to Knox Hospital where at the Baptist Church. In the eve- Hawkins- second to Shirley Barnes, deceased, July 15th. 1930. Duncan R
Thursday to attend the annual roll was
of Camden, was appointed
it
was
found to be a compound frac ning the parishioners of this church ■ pirst prize in the pcanut hunt to Colburn
without bond.
call of the Baptist Church. He will ture. Aimo
will motor to West Rockport and , ghirley Barnes; second to Doris Rob- Admr.
had
his
right
arm
broken
Attest:
return home Sunday.
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register.
two winters ago while helping to unite in the service there which Mrs. | jnson The table cover and favor
Mrs. Dora Comery who spends her crank his father's car.
131-8-137
MacDonaid will also address.
| CUp5 were of Halloween colors, and a
summer in Thomaston and winters What might have been another
An all-day session of the ladies : iuncb of toasted marshmallows on
in Belmont. Mass., gave a bridge tragedy hoppened on the South War aid will be held at the Methodist j crackers brownies, punch, popcorn
party to
few friends at her home ren bridge Wednesday when a car vestry Wednesday with a picnic lunch I and candy was served. Those pres
Thursday evening. The guests were bearing a Connecticut license crowd it noon.
ent were Sally Robinson, Shirley
Time to think about that Christ
Mrs. Cora Currier, Miss Eliza Whit ed a Waldoboro truck loaded with
The B.Y.P.U. meeting at the Bap- Barnes, Arthur Kinney. Doris Robin
ney, Miss Mary Hanly. Mrs. Currier coal, on the draw. The Ford truck tisF Church Sunday evening will be- son, Louise Kinney, Edith Daniels, mas present for her!
Have you thought what a won
had the highest score. Mrs. Comery
suspended over the river having gin at 5.45 instead of 6. in order that Kendall Hawkins, Barbara Robinson derful presen' an Electric Sewing
expects her son Saturday to take her bung
the
young
people
may
attend
the
and
jj
ona
i
d
Hawkins;
also
three
of
broken the rail, and the two men oc.Machine would be?
to Belmont.
the cab were unable to get union service at the West Rockport ; jbe motbers Mrs. Gladys Robinson,
Special Christmas Discount
Rev. Benjamin Eeatty, director of cupying
i Mrs. Alice Daniels and Mrs. Dora
until the doors were opened for church.
Call and let us explain our plan.
evangelism of the Baptist Conven but
Mrs. A. T. Carroll returned Wed- i Hawkins
them.
Had
it
not
been
for
the
heavy
tion, will spend two weeks with the 'oad of coal that counter balanced nesday from a three days’ visit with 1
’ ___________
Open until 10 ohfock Saturday
local church, beginning Jan. 1.
Nights
Winslow.
Mrs
'
Clarence
Howard
’
in
SOUTH
THOMASTON
'
the
weight
of
the
engine
and
the
men
Services at the Federated Church it probably tvould have toppled into
Gentlemen's night will be observed i An effort is being made to start Singer Sewing Machine Co
Sunday: Sunday school at 9.45 a. m.;
Tel. 803-W
morning service at 11; the preacher, the water. The Connecticut car es by the Johnson Society Wednesday services in the church again. The 10 Limerock St.
caped
with
a
bent
bumper
and
flat
134*lt
when the members will entertain | first of a series of praise services
Rev. A. I. Oliver, superintendent ol
tire
but
the
truck
was
more
seriously
their husbands at L. E. Upham's camp J will be held Sunday evening at 7 30.
the Rockland district. At 7 o’clock a
damaged
and
had
to
be
towed
in.
at Hosmer Pond. Supper will be i Everyone is urged to be present and
union armistice service will be held
at which there will be present repre This is the second accident on the served with fish chowder as the prin- ; prepared to give a verse of scripture.
bridge
within
a
month's
time,
as
a
POULTRYMEN
cipal feature of the menu.
An attractive musical program of j
sentatives of the Legion, Auxiliary,
A meeting of the Farm Bureau was duets, solos, etc., will be given under
the Army and Boy and Girl Scouts party of young people returning to
ATTENTION!
All services will be held in the Metho Rockland after Good Will Grange held Thursday at the home of Mrs. j direction of Mrs. C. S. Watts, with J
We Want Your
'air skidded and broke the rail be Minetta Paul with ten members pres- I Albert Davis as leader of music.
dist Church.
tween the draw and the end of the ent. Mrs. Annie Spear was in charge |
• * • ,
LIVE
POULTRY
----------------bridge.
And Will Pay Highest Market
The Nurse Association
and the subject discussed “Recon- 1
TENANT’S HARBOR
Price
Sunday mOrning subject at the
The regular committee meeting of If women are wise they will be ditioning the Wardrobe.” A very
the Nurse Association was held at come a growing power, but in the helpful talk was given by Miss Law- . Baptist Church will be ' Twelve Years Call or write and trucks will call.
COHEN BROS.
the selectmen's office Friday evening. bosoms of their families, not in in rence. home demonstration agent. | After the War To End War;” there I
Dinner was served at noon with Mrs. wil, be special music Sunday school I
Care CHARLES McKELLAR
Miss Winn's report gave the total dustry.—Henry Ford.
Nina Carroll and Mrs. Marion Rich meets immediately following the
WARREN, ME.
number of visits for October as 184.
ards as housekeepers.
Telephone Warren 2-3
classified as follows:
morning service: C. E. at 6 o'clock;
A special Armistice service will be evening song service and sermon at
Reference: Any poultry raiser
Nursing care of adults 103. of babies
held at the Methodist Church Sunday 7; subject, “Convinced At Last.”
109-tf
17; obstetrical, 2; maternity, 22; in
morning with a sermon by Rev. F. F.
struction, 31; miscellaneous, 9. Eeight
Fowle
and
special
music
by
the
choir.
visits were made to the schools and
GLENMERE
Other services for the day and week
230 pupils examined; 153 pupil^were
will be Sunday school at 11.45; Ep Capt. and Mrs. James Fales and
weighed and measured. Correction
worth League at 6; evening praise son Henry of Thomaston and daugh
of defects in school children were
and prayer service at 7, at which time ter Mrs. Leon Smith of New York
made—eyes 6, tonsils 4, teeth 10. Five
the male quartet will render several citv called on relatives-here Saturday.
calls were made on physicians.
selections; Tuesday evening the reg Mrs. John Hunt of Boston is guest
The automobile, a much p.ppreciatMiss Barbara Olmstead at the
ed gift which went into service about “Mighty Monarchs of the ular official board meeting; Thurs of
home of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Smith.
day evening, prayer service at 7.
the first of September, is proving a
Mrs. Frank Wiley entertained the
Air”
boon to the nurse in the saving ot
ladies circle Thursday afternoon.
time and strength and has been main
OWL’S HEAD
Mrs. Eva Covalt has closed her
tained at an exceedingly small cost.
Rally Day exercises will be held for cottage and is in New York for the I
Yet it is an extra expense which was
A Musical Instrument
thc Sunday school and church next winter.
ELECTRICAL SPECIALISTS
not reckoned on for this year and it
Sunday at 10.30. Mjis Maggie Young Leo MacDonald of Combridge was
The
Orthophonic of Radio
must be met from time to time by de
(Your Local Authorized Dealer
ar.d Mrs. Martha Maddocks are in weekend guest of Mr. and Mrs. Eu
vices for raising money. To this end
for Majestic Products)
charge of the music. Mrs. Ethel gene Smith.
several friends volunteered to con 585 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND, ME. Farrar will sing a solo and after Henry Shaw of Thomaston was at
duct a rummage sale at an early date
recitations and other exercises by the Capt. O. A. Andrews' Sunday.
with Miss Alice George and Miss
Sunday school, Rev. J. L. Corson of Mrs. Eugene Smith and guest Miss
ROCKLAND, ME.
Margaret Jordan in charge. All con
the renobscot Bay Missioni will - give ! vriiiiavcttu
124-tf
Olmstead ttiiu
and iviia.
Mrs. num
Hunt iiiULorea
motored Mto
tributions will be gratefully received.
brief address on the value of re- \yaterviiie Friday to visit Mrs. Hunt’s!
On account of this and of other ac
ligious education.
brother who is a student at Colby.
tivities for the month the proposed
The ladies’ circle met Thursday The ladies circle received the fol
card party has been deferred until a
with Mrs. Calvin Rogers. They voted lowing tno name signed) after ex
little later.
to havc a supper in the library for pressing their thanks through Thc
(the benefit of the church next Wed- Courier-Gazette for the poem en
Large Railway Insurance
; nesday, and Mrs. Paige. Mrs. Nellie titled “The Old Church On the
Reid and Mrs. Dyer were elected as Ridge” with contribution enclosed We want all your LIVE POUL
What is believed to be the largest
the committee.
Enrollments Every Day
group insurance policy ever issued
towards repair work. Let's hope they TRY. Highest Price* paid. Call
Mrs. Parker Merriam and Mrs. keep on coming.
for protection of railway employes
or write Charles Shane, care of
Helen
Carlson
were
guests
at
the
re_ ._ .
_ ,
has been purchased by the Illinois
. _ .
°
...
i So here s another dollar to help thc
R. E. Cutting, Warren, Me. Tel.
Evening School
cent D.A.R. guest day reception at the I
work along,
Central system. The plan combines
home of Mrs. Thurston in Rockland. : Let's be up ar.d doing until the debt ls Warren 3-3 and trucks will call at
accident, health and life insurance
Tuesday and Thursday
your door. References: Any poul
_______________
paid.
and the cost is to be borne jointly
.... , .
, .
.
... ! And let us all be faithful and help the
try raiser.
The po.itical beach is strewn with i
Ladies' Aid.
1
by the company and tire employes.
TEL. 994 or 990-M
the wrecks of those who took thc You can buy a quilt oi* apron or a
The plan eventually will cover about
CHARLES SHANE CO.
nice
things
said about
them to heart, Ij And all you ahave
Jly,. shto
,ad<Ldo. is
. to
.
, the
100.000 employes to a total approach
,_
,
. ...
122S143
J7-tf
'—Mayor James J. Walker.
Ladles Aid.
ing $250,000,000.

MEN, ATTENTION!

ELECTRIC RADIOS

House-Sherman, Inc.

VictorRadio
Maine Music Store

Rockland
Commercial College

FOULTRYMEN
ATTENTION!

Every-Other-Day
Probate Notices
To all persons interested in either of
the estates hereinafter named:
At a Probate Court held at Rockland.
In and for the County of Knox, on thc
21st day of October, ln the year of our
Lord, one thousand nine hundred and
thirty and by adjournment from day
to day from the 21st day of said October
the following matters having been pre
sented for the action thereupon herein
after indicated it is hereby Ordered:
That notice thereof be given to all
persons interested, by causing a copy
of this order to be published three weeks
successively in The Courier-Gazette, s
newspaper published at Rockland in said
County that they mav appear at a Pro
bate Court to be held at said Rockland
on the 18th dav of November. A. D..
1930. at nine o'clock in the forenoon, and
be heard thereon if they see cause.
LUCY A. ROBINSON late of Rockland,
deceased. Will and Petition for Probate
thereof asking that said Will may bt
proved and allowed and that Letters Tes
tamentary issue to Alan L Bird of Rock
land. he being the Executor named in
said will with bond.
ESTATE OF ADDIE N. FURBUSH late
of Lynnfield. Mass., deceased. Exempli
fied copy of the Will and Probate thereof
together with a Petition for Probate ol
Foreign Will asking that the copy of said
will may be allowed, filed and recorded in
Probate Court of Knox County and tha'
Letters Testamentary be issued to Fred
erick E. Furbush of Lynnfield. Mass.
he being the Exr. named in said will tc
serve without bond.
ESTATE OF FRANK C PERRY late of
Appleton, deceased, etltion for Admin
istration asking that Myrtle Perry Cul
linan of Dexter, or some other suitable
person be appointed Admx. w’ithoui
bond.
ESTATE OF WALTER A. ROBERTSON
late of Thomaston, deceased. Petition
for Administration asking that W J
Robertson of Thomaston, or some other
suitable person be appointed Admr
without bond.
ESTATE OF FRANK S. RHODES late
of Rockland, deceased. Petition for Ad
ministration asking that WllUam H
Rhodes of Rockland, or some other suit
able person be appointed Admr. withou
bond.
ESTATE OF GEORGE L. SPRAGUI
late of Washington, deceased .Petitior
for Administration asking that Harold
B. Enright of Reading. Mass., or some
other suitable person be appointed Admr
with bond.
ESTATE OF GEORGE H. HART late
of Rockland, deceased. Petition for Ad
ministration asking that Vernon L. Hart
of Auburn. Mass., or some other suitable
person be appointed Admr. without
bond.
ESTATE OF LENA A. NEWBERT lat<
of Cushing, deceased. Petition for Ad
ministration asking that Ernest H. New
bert of Cushing, or some other suitable
person be appointed Admr. without
bond.
ESTATE OF MARY COOMBS STAN
LEY late of Rockland, deceased. Petition
for Administration d.b.n.c.t .a asking thai
Stanley A. Snow of Portland, or some
other suitable person be appointed Admr
d.b.n.c.t.a. without bond.
ESTATE OF MARY E. MADDOCKS
late of Union, deceased, first and fina
account filed for allowance by Elbridge
D. Linscott. Admr.
ESTATE OF BENJAMIN CLARK late
of Rockland, deceased, flrst and final ac
count filed for allowance by Emma C
Dick. Exx.
ESTATE OF BESSIE J. YOUNG late ol
Thomaston, deceased, flrst and final ac
count filed for allowance by Harry R
Young. Exr.
ESTATE OF BARBARA R. WATTS late
of Boston, deceased, first and final ac
count filed for allowance by Gertrude
H. Watts. Admx.
ESTATE OF LUCY A. ROBINSON ol
Rockland, first and final account filet
for allowance by Alan L. Bird. Conser
vator.
ESTATE OF LILLIAN A. COLE of
Union, flrst and final account filed for al
lowance by Helen C. Lord. Guardian.
ESTATE OF E. FLORENCE ROGERS
late of South Thomaston, deceased. Pe
tition for Distribution filed by Myra S
Day of Bangor. Admx.
ESTATE OF BENJAMIN CLARK late
of Rockland, deceased. Petition to De
termine Inheritance Tax filed by Emms
C. Dick. Exx.
ESTATE OF HANNAH McNAMARA o’
Rockland, deceased. Petition for License
to Sell Real Estate filed by Timothy I.
McNamara Admr. asking that he maj
be licensed to sell at private sale certain
real estate belonging to said estate
situated in Rockland and described ir
said petition.
ESTATE OF MARIETTA STONE late
of North Haven, deceased. Petition foi
Confirmation of Trustee filed by E
Russell Davis of Lincoln. Mass., Exr.
ESTATE OF GEORGE H. LASSELL
JR . late of Rockland, deceased. Petitioi
for Widow’s Allowance filed by Beulah
E. Lassell of Rockiand. Admx.
ESTATE OF LUCIA A. ANDERSON late
of Rockland, deceased. Petition to De
termine In’.icritaace Tax flied by Man
Anderson. Exx.
ESTATE OF MARGARET M. ALLEY of
Rockport, first and final account filed fot
allowance by Alta R. Tassanirl. Guar
dian.
ESTATE OF GEORGE L. SPRAGUE
late of Washington, deceased. Petitior
for Administration asking that Alice A
Hilt of Union, or some other suitable
person be appointed Admx. with bond.
ESTATE OF FLORA E. SPEAR of
Braintree. Mass., flrst and final accoun*
filed for allowance by Sadie A. Rudderham of Braintree, Foreign Guardian
ESTATE OF ELIZABETH M. MAGEE
late of St. Paul, first and final account
filed for allowance by The Minnesota
Loan and Trust Company. Trustee, for
the benefit of Harry Cushman Magee.
ESTATE OF EVERETT E. SPEAR late
of North Haven, deceased. Petition for
Administration asking that Elizabeth C
Spear of North Haven be appointed
Admx. without bond.
ESTATE OF TILESTON F. WYLLIE
late of Thomaston, deceased. Petition
for Probate of Will, asking that said will
may be proved and allowed and that
I I.ett.ers Testamentary issue to Annie J
Wyllie she being the Executrix named
in the Will without bond.
, ESTATE OF MABEL F. BALDRIGE of
■ Rockport, tlrst account filed for allow
ance by Dudley F. Wolfe, Guardian.
| ESTATE OF FRANK G. NORTON late
of Camden, deceased. Petition for ProI bate of will, asking that said will may
be proved and allowed and that Letters
| Testamentary issue to Glenn L. Norton.
I he being the Executor named ln the Will
without bond.
Witness. MELZER T. CRAWFORD. Es
quire. Judge of Probate Court for Knox
I County. Rockland. Maine.
! Attest:
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register.

For Sale

In Everybody’s Column

Advertisements in this column not to! FOR SALE—Dressed Flemish Giant
“xceed three lines Inserted once for 25|Tabbtts. 25 cents pound. 25 cents extra
cents, 3 times for 50 cents. Additional' for dressing: also handsome 10 to 15
lines 5 cents each for one time, 10 cents pound breeders. JACK BEDELL, Cushfor three times. Six words make a line, lng. Me. _______________
_______ 134-It

I FOR SALE—Oak buffet, in fine coni ttitton, leaded glass doors. TEL. 186-J.
134-136
LOST—Hound pup. white, light tan I
FOR SALE—16 ft. Chose Tractor Saw
points. 6 mo. old. Tel. 7-6 West Apple- Mill complete, with or without tractor.
ton. J. B. GUSHEE. Union. Me. R. F. D. I Good condition. Also rotary bed planer.
134*136i R. W. BUZZELL CO.. Rockport. Me.
LOST—A
tapestry bag
containing! __________ __________________________ 134-tf
money and keys. Thursday at the!
FOR SALE—1924 Ford coupe, with small
Southend. Reward. GENEVIEVE BLOM., truck body, in very good mechanical
45 Pacific St. Tel. 106-Y.
134-136 condition, good paint, and six good tires,
of them new. Price reasonable. Tel.
LOST—From the Hoffses pasture ln, two
1-11 Warren or see M. W. PAYSON. WarCushing, one Jersey heifer. 14 months. ren. Me.___________________
134*136
old. Finder please notify A. M. MAYO. [
Thomaston Tel. 132-12
133-135]
FOR SALE—Farms large and small.
Good bargains on easy terms. Investi
NOTICE—Notice is hereby given of the i
loss of deposit book numbered 5081 gate. M. R. MI. LER, East Union. Me.
___________________________________
134*136
issued by the Thomaston Savings Bank 1
and the owner of said book asks for
FOR SALE—Strong, healthy, dark col
duplicate in accordance with the pro- ‘ ored R. I. R. cockerels, from Lindstrom's
visions of the State Law. GEORGES NA- j (Missouri >. State Accredited Royal Mat
TIONAL BANK. Thomaston, Maine. By; ings. Price reasonable; also some for
L. S. Levensaler. Cashier.
131-S-137 f table use. ROBERT BALD. Sr., Tenant’s
134*136
FOUND—Black
and
tan
hound.' Harbor. Me.
Owner have same by proving property1
FOR SALE—Parlor stove, in first class
and paying charges. ALBERT PITMAN, < condition. MRS. ANSEL SAUNDERS. 21
Appleton. Me.
134*136 j Orange St. Tel. 218-Y.__________ 133-135

Lost and Found

I FOR SALE—Two coon hounds. 3 and 4
] years old; one Bluetick pup. 7 months
pld also one female fox hound, 4’/
WANTED—Position as housekeeper ln
°ld' and three dozen skunk traps
small family or care of semi-invalid ^se<1 last
1* sold at once.
R. W.
Glencove, Me. Tel.
MABELLE P. CRONE. Rockport. Me
133*138
_____ 134*136 256-4.
WANTED—To buy small piece of wood^
FOR SALE—A combination carriage
land
hard
wood preferred.
LEON and stroller, in good condition; also a
CALLAHAN. Pleasant St. Tel. 1169-Y.
kiddie car walker. MRS. LLOYD SPEAR.
134*136 21 Lawn Ave.. City.
_________ 133*135

Wanted

“wanted—Correspondencewith

middle- I FOR SALE-Parlor stove. Senate Oak
aged or elderly woman liv ng alone, by , Price rlght
Apply qeorge RYAN, at
retired elderly man seeking: desirable Fuller-Cobb-Davls store or at 95 Park
boardlne place
CAPT. ALMON W. gt
133-135
RICHARDS. Rockport. Me.
134-tf j—FOR
SALE—Two
young Guernsey
WANTED—Local and long ----------- Apply
22 BEECHWOODS ST.,
furniture moving. Ail kinds of trucking £2 •
“
P
’onds
onds to
to Portland. R. W. JEWELL. 49, Thomaston
133-135
133*138 ;
Tillson
Ave Tel. 837.
FOR SALE—Nice
little
home
___________________________________
__
____
at
WANTED—Woman for general house-1 Pleasantville; building ln fine repair,
work
Apply 28 SPRING ST.
133*135 Would make a nice hen farm, man can
~w~AWTPnZ?htid tn hnorri---- Bahv nra- get a good easy llvln8
on the place.
5^7
Sw
w'pq ralfh
baFph Would bring $3000 in the city and will
ferred. TEtMother
s care.
AUtS.
i (,l*p
q omoii
n... —
tttpp TTninn r ?
133*135 ia,
wltn a sma11 payment down
LUCE. Union R. 3._______________ 133 j and balance ln rent. GEORGE M. SIM
WANTED—At Pleasantville school, sec MONS, 23 Tillson Ave., Rockland. Tel. 4.
ond hand Victrola in good condition; _ _____________
133-136
reasonable price. LINA SMITH. War I FOR SALE—Farm in Rockville. 175
ren. Me.
133*135 j acres right on the St^te road. Building
WANTED—Position as housekeeper, no in nice repair, good orchard, apples.
objection to children.
Address G pears and cherries; great blueberry land.
FLETCHER. Friendship. Me.
132*134 About 80 acres all plowed up to go to
WANTED—Load of football fans for ®‘?,rk Vou” cln'
“.‘i aILthe
Bowdoln-Malne game at Brunswick Sat-, Electric llahts mre
nr*
n® d°°rurday. Island fans please notice. V. P ,
Yatar or
~atLr'
HALL. Rockland.
132-1341
g°Qd trade. GEOROE M.
1 SIMMONS. 23 Tillson Ave., Rockland.
WANTED— Elderly woman as house- Tel. 4.
133-136
keeper for one ln family, a good home.
ELLIS B. DECOSTER. Waldoboro. Maine | ,aX know^ThePManh‘fa™; aU&
37 acres and building ln flrst class repair.
WANTED—Housekeeper with boy 11 all connected, nice cellar under barn,
wants position. MRS. EFFIE MERRILL City water and electric lights. Apple
Glencove. Tel. 256-4._____________ 131*142 ' and pear trees, blueberry pasture, raspWANTED—Radio repair jobs. Bring in j ^ry thrniiehlB^«u~
that radio which you can't get fixed I si;.yONS j.
a, OEOROE M.
elsewhere, we have an expert radio re-! |S4“ONS' 23 Tlllson Ave ' Boc*>a“d;
pair man who can fix it at a reasonable .----:—:------- -------------------------------------- 133-136
charge. HOUSE-SHERMAN. Inc. Next
FOR SALE—One place ln Belfast on
door to Ford Agency. Rockland.
130-tf 1 the Searsport road; 20 acres. Nice view
WANTED—Sloop thirty to thlrty-flve Siith^ir^^u^hin
?eW bunKalow
feet long, auxiliary power preferred must
lioo.rs n™Tnry *!oom'
be ln excellent coition
Give all de- a‘e.cvtr!'
a"d water. Will sell on
tails such as age. accommodations.
y
m hViMxvmws01?-?rn.Srop'
equipment, condition, price, etc., ln an- ...•' R 9^?? M. SIMMONS, 23 Tlllson
swerlng. J. L. BRAY Purdue TTni.er-1 Ave • «°caland. Tel. 4.___________ 133-136
slty, Lafayette. Indiana.
129-134 j FOR SALE—Cottages at Meguntlcook
WANTED—Old mahogany table tops Lake, also at Crescent Beach and cottage
for repair dept. Apply HAROLD RICH lots. OEORGE M. SIMMONS, 23 Tlllson Ave., Rockland.
133-136
ARDS. Cobb-Davis. Inc.. 562 Main St.
FOR SALE—Open grate parlor stove,
linoleum art. square, mahogany buffet,
home made I comforters, rocking chairs
and other things. CALL 618-R.
132-tf
TO LET—Five room furnished apart- ] for qat f
it
—777“^;-----mept. $6.50 week. V. F. STUDLEY. 69 rS
Pnrk St
TpI 1080
134-tf « iTi
engine. Can be used for either
bt. lei, logo.________________ 134 u fishing or lobsterlng. BYRON COOMBS,
TO LET—House on Talbot Ave., just; $outh Cushing, Me.
132-134
above Broadway. Large garage, elec
FOR SALE—At Owl’s Head 7-room furtric lights, flush closet, chance for a
arden
R?nt reasonable. Apply to A. ] NELSON^piuur
M. HASTINGS._______________
134-136 r,tLSON B COBB' at Puller-Cobb-gtvto.

To Let

TO LET—A warm, sunny apartment of
five rooms and bath, private entrance.
Inquire of ELIZABETH DONOHUE, gj'
Park St.. Rockland.
134-tf \
TO LET—Nice warm rooms with use
of kitchen, at 25 PARK ST.. Citv.
134*179'
-— —--------------------------------------------....
TO
LET—Apartment
at
Maverick ,
Square. 5 rooms, lights, toilet, garage '
MRS H. F HICKS. Tel. 988.
133-tf j
TO LET—Six room tenement. 15 Lisle '
St., electricity and flush closet. Apply1
at premises or phone W.
RHODES
-------- ------------133*135
428
TO LET— Furnished apartment, light
housekeeping, at 35 CAMDEN ST. Call
after 6 o'clock.
133-135
TO LET—House with 5 or 9 rooms.
EVA AMES. 28 Elm St. Tel. 1293
_ _____ _________ ___________________ 133*135 j
TO LET—Two stores in first class con- J
ditlon at 15 and 17 Tlllson Ave. GEORGE
M. SIMMONS, 23 Tlllson Ave., Rockland ‘
Tel. 4
133-1361
TO LET—Seven room house on Sim-'
mons St. V. F. STUDLEY, 69 Park St.
133*138 1
Tel. 1080.
TO LET—Several nice rents ol 3. 5 and
6 rooms each: some furnished; all mod
ern. Six room house, corner location.
$20 per month with garage.
H. H.
STOVER, ill Limerock St. Tel.1201
132-134
:
TO LET--100 percent indoor golf locetion ln Thomaston. 40x100, plate glass'
front on No. 1 Highway. For further ln- i
fo-mat.on write, or phone 1201. H. H
STOVER 111 Limerock St.
132-134 '
TO LET—Garage at 11 Grove St. MRS.
A. S. ATKIKNS. Tel. 84-W.
132*134
-------------------------------------------------------------TO LET—Eight-room house, all modern Improvements at 14 Shaw avenue.1
Inquire 10 NORTH MAIN ST. Tel. 787,.
132*134
TO LET—Garage at 49 Pleasant 8t.
Inquire of LILLIAN BICKNELL. 82 Lime
rock St.
134*136
TO LET—In Thomaston, furnished
apartment of 4 rooms for the winter.
MRS. E. D. DANIELS. 18 Wadsworth St.
131-tf
TO LET—Apartment. 5 rooms, kitch
enette and bath. MRS. COPPING. 39
Limerock St.
129-134
TO LET—Small house at 640 Main St.
Also large house on Camden St. MRS. E
1/ BROWN. Tel. 613-R.
129-tf
TO LET—6-room tenement on Spring
street, electric lights, gas. flush closet.
MRS. JOSEPH DONDIS. 69 Beech St. Tel.
42-W.
126-tf
TO LET—Modern apartment, fine loca
tion. Apply LUCIUS JONES. Tel. 639-J.
125-tf
TO LET—Unfurnished 5 room tenement
and garage. North Main St. ROBERT U,
COLLINS. 375 Main St. Tel. 77.
122-tf 1
TO LET—Tenement at 38 Mechanic St"..
MRS. W. S. KENNISTON. 176 Main St. i
Tel. 874-W._________________________ 120-tf |
TO LET—Two furnished rooms for
light housekeeping. Lights, gas. Adults
only. E. N. SYLVESTER. 23 Cedn* f* ,
Tel. 804-J.__________________________
TO LET—Five room furnished apart.'
All modern improvements. Inquire at
12 ELM ST.
131-tf
TO LET—Six room house on Grace St
ERNEST C. DAVIS, Fuller-Cobb-Davls.
131-tf

STATE OF MAINE
County of Knox
Probate Court.
In matter of ESTATE OF MILES SIDE
LINGER. late of Union, ln said County,
deceased.
In Court of Probate, held at Rock
land. on the twenty-eighth day of Octo
ber. 1930. Frank M. Sidelinger. Luella E
Jones. George L. Sprague. Jesse W. Side
linger. Goldie Reed and Annie Anthony,
heirs at law of said Miles Sidelinger. liv
ing ln different States, having petitioned
that Frank H Ingraham, of Rockland,
or some other suitable person, be au
thorized to sell the real estate of said
deceased (Including standing wood and
TO LET—Upper Hat, 12 Cedar St., four
lumber), situated ln the towns of Union rooms,
electric lights, toilet. MRS. J. A
and Washington, ln said Knox County, JAMESON,
41) North Main St. Tel. 436-R.
at public or private sale, and distribute
131-tf
the proceeds, after paying expenses,
among the heirs at law of said deceased
TO LET—Apartment in Bicknell block.
It Is Ordered that notice thereof be Apply to B. B. SMITH, Thorndike & Hix
given by publishing a copy of this order, Lobster Co. Tel. 208.
131-tf
for three weeks successively, prior to the
second day of December. 1930. ln The
Courier-Gazette, a newspaper published
Miscellaneous
and printed ln Rockland, that all persons
interested may attend a Court of Pro
25 ACRES NEAR STATE RD—$500.
bate then to be holden at Rockland, and A lew dollars stretch a long way here;
show cause. If any. why the prayer of 20 acres tillage, wood and fruit; cozy
said petition should not be granted
5-room house, 42 ft. barn, garage, good
A true copy—Attest:
water; only ’i mile state hway.. 2", miles
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register.
town. $500 for all; see pg. 25 Strout's
MELZER T. CRAWFORD.
catalogue. Write today for free copy.
Judge of Probate.
STROUT AGENCY. 813-DG Old South
Bldg., Boston. Mass.
134-It
DR. JOHN LUNT. Medium, will be at
7 Limerock St. Tuesday for readings and
treatment by appointment. TEL. 1068.
_ the diamond brand.
________________ _____________ 133-134
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your saws
poxes, scan
and repair your furniture at 216 LIMEROCK ST. Tel. 1010,______________ 131-tf
DUMOND 11KAND PllLg, f,5 *5
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods
yean known ns Bal, Safest, Alwsys Rclial.'- at the Rockland Hair Store. 24 Elm St
SOLDBVDRUGGISrSEVERYWMERE Mall orders solicited. H. C. RHODES

131-tI

122-tf
FOR SALE—One ton truck, ln good
running order, $80. W. F. TIBBETT8
148 Union St. Tel. 297-R.
122-tf
FOR SALE—Two electric motors,
5; pj ajd 2 h' p•• ln 6°°d shape; also
Standard computing scales. W. F. TIBBEVrS, 148 Union St. Tel. 297-R.

122-tf

—57-7,
J .. .----W£SR,r^L?HB"d wood. Fitted, 14; long
S°°,d'Jsa"e.d' V2! also lumber.
T. J. CARROLL. Tel 263-21.
122-tf
FOR 6ALE—The fine Stromberg-Carlradios, a Rolls Royce of all radios.
Can be seen and heard at 53 Tlllson Ave
SHAPIRO BROS., Rockland.
121-tf
- pQR 8ALB,^ wood 4 ft
stove length, $8; fitted wood. $14; also
hjrnber. L. A. PACKARD. R. p. D.,
Thomaston.
131-tf
FOR SALE—Fifty houses of all descrip
tions ln Rockland. A large list of sum
mer cottages. In fact all kinds of real
estate. Come and talk over my list if
you wish to buy. ROBERT U. COLLINS.
375 Main St. Tel. 77.
131-tf
RUG AND KNITTED YARNS—For
sale by manufacturer; samples free. H.
A BARTLETT. Harmony, Me,
123-134
FOR SALE—Penobscot Bay farms and
cottages for sale and rent, attractive
prices, ideal loactions. tea houses, and
shore lots. ORRIN J. DICKEY, Belfast.
Maine.
—
128-t.

AUCTION SALE
North Haven
TUESDAY, NOV. 1
At 1.00 o’clock P. M.
at the
CYRUS CARVER FARM
There will be sold

1 Good Holstein Cow,
Sheep, 2 Bucks, 30 Lai
LUCY A. CARVl

13

DR. E. L. SCARLOT
35 LIMEROCK ST.

ROCKL

Osteopathic Physiciai
Telephone 136

DR. PERLEY R. DAMC

Dentist
302 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND,

Telephone 915-M
____ ___________

CHICHESTER S PILLS

Tel. 519-J.

for aai f phuTTTTTTTTTZ----- 7------ 77“
DU,nD Tel 242 I TnmHrpB?«
KPa_Jel 242'J' Inquire 76 PARK ST
___________
122-135
mWl?ter
mns
htbb
lbS' tUL‘
?.lps'
“u - carrots, $1.50 bu.. squash.
fl.50 per 100 lbs., parsnips, 6 cents lb.,
beets. 2',i cents lb., delivered, all excellent quality. SAGE & CHATER Upper
Elm St.. Camden. Tel. 274.
130*135
FOR SALE—Dry slab wood, long fitted
$1.25 ft., also hard wood. LEON CALLAHAN, Pleasant St. Tel. 1169-Y. 134* 136
FOR SALE—A good used parlor cabinet
heater, a produce of the American Ra
dlator Co.
A. S. SIMMONS, Warren,
Me. Tel .122-11.
126-134
FOR SALE—Tower Oil Burners for all
heaters. The fastest starting burners on
the market. A. S. SIMMONS, Warren.
—Tel 12~n-____________________ 126-134
FOR SALE—Dry spruce slabs sawed
stove length, $1.25 per foot. R. S. JORDAN, 6 Kelley lane Tel. 522-M. 123-tf
• FOR SALE—Upright piano $60 W F
TIBBETTS. 148 Union St. Tel. 297-R: '

81

DR.LINWOOD T. ROGE

Osteopathic Physician
1

400 MAIN 8T. ROCKLAND

Telephene* 1295; Resideno* 2M

Every-Other-Day
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Seven

BUSY YEAR OUTLINED

ing Revolutionary Soldiers' Graves,
Hazel Parker; General Knox MeI r, r,
1 /-\ morial, Julia Burpee.
| By Progressive Kockland Ur- • t ady Knox chapter has these
Edith C. Bicknell, Grace A.
Public Interest To Be Fostered Through a Large and Active Every Citizen Is Among Those Present When the Roll of
ganization, Lady Knox members:
Black. Jennie M. Blackington, Julia
Municipal Personality Is Called
Memorial Association
W. Blackington, Ella N. Buffum, Ju
Chapter
lia Burpee, Anna G. Butler, Adelaide
Lady Knox Chapter, Daughters of M. Butman. Hester M. Chase, Alice
Cobb. Minnie M. Cobb. Ellen J.
5 '
I
Read the Community page in this week's issue of The Courier-Gazette. the American Revolution, has embarked upon another successful sea- Cochran, Mary B. Cooper, Anna F.
In addition to personal notes regarding i Mrs. Nancy Hall who has been with '
It’s good!
departures and arrivals, this department i M
Tpnnj- Robbins Gurdv strppt I
with programs prepared for the Conary, Delia K. Cross, Angelica S.
especially desires Information of social:Mrs- Jennie KODUins, uuray street,
We know what our neighboring towns think of us, we know that our son,
monthly sessions up to and including i Glover, Anna C. Haskell, Alice W.
happenings, parties, musicals, etc. Notes has gone to Union to spend the wintraveling
men
visitors
talk
of
us,
we
know
that
our
city
relatives
who
come,
May 4. The organization is officered Karl, Mary R. Ladd, Irene G. Moran,
sent bv mail or telephone will be gladly j ter with the family of Dr. M. C.
here for a short stay go out and tell about us. The biggest question is, thus for the present season:
Ruth McBeath, Ada H. Perry, Suella
tTlXoNE 2......................... 170 or 794-W 1 StC^henS°n'
_
Regent, Mrs. Suella M. Sheldon; M. Sheldon, Mabel S. Sherman,
' What do they say?”
,,,
j „
v.
.
j I Dr. Classon Mowry, who has been
Towns are like people. They have their personalities. We have possi Vice Regent, Mrs. Mary E. South- Annie F. Simmons, Anne R. Snow,
Miss Mildred Ryan has returned the
E j Davls {or several
ard; Secretary, Mrs. Ireng S. Moran; i Mary E. Southard. Mary W. Spear,
bilities
in our city of developing a personality that will stand out from our Treasurer, Mrs. Clara P. Thurston; Caroline H. Stanley, Anna J. Thornto her duties at Fuller-Cobb-Davis' weeks has returned to his home in
surrounding and competing towns. This does not mean the blatant, booster Registrar, Mrs. Hester M. Chase; i dike, Clara E. Thurston, Grace E.
having spent her annual vacation in proVidence R I.
Waterville and North Baldwin. She
spirit; it does not consist of bragging of our city on every occasion—it means Historian, Mrs. Mary B. Cooper; Au- Veazie, Lucie H. Walsh, Eva W. Wiswas the guest of Mrs Milton Wey
i ner.
merely looking on fellow residents and fellow business men not as competi ditor, Mrs. Alice W. Karl.
The
apron
committee
of
the
Uni

mouth (Iris Emery) at the latter
Since 1898 the Chapter has had
Non-resident members are: Euversalist
fair
held
a
successful
bridge
tors,
but
as
colleagues,
friends,
and
team-mates
in
this
community
competi

place. Mr. Weymouth has entered
these regents: Mrs. Eva A. Butler, retta E. Annatoyn. Myra H. Bridges,
party
Thursday
afternoon
at
the
tion
of
ours.
It
means
merely
an
occasional
smile
in
piace
of
a
frown.
upon his sixth year as principal of
Mrs. Jennie T. White, Mrs. Maude S. Calista T. Cole. Eva M. Gott, Ethel
the Potter Academy. While there home of Mrs. Eugene E. Stoddard,
' Personality” is acclaimed by great business men, politicians, statesmen, Smith. Miss Lizzie O'Donnell, Mrs. McCullagh. Elmira C. Merrick, Etta
The details connected with the only that they appreciate his help
Grove
street,
with
Mrs.
George
she attended the Halloween social
completion of the Knox Memorial at but also
their interest in the and others as important in the building of their careers. Their friends point Adelaide Farwell, Miss Mary Hitch- 1 Kittredge, Helen C. Lord, Sarah M.
given by the seniors at which Milton Palmer, Mrs. Ralph Smith and Miss Thomaston are moving steadily for- wtelfar? of ‘he *110x “em0”aL “ ?? to their “personality” as bringing their success. Towns have personality just cock, Mrs. Adelaide Farwell, Mrs. ' L. Hayden, Sarah L. Kaler. Cort E.
|
Mabel
F.
Lamb
assisting
Mrs.
Stod

Weymouth, Jr., played the drums in
Ada Blackington, Mrs. Julia Burpee, I S. Noyes, Amy P. Nutt, Carolyn G.
the orchestra. He is only ten years dard. There were six tables, with ward, having relation to the dedica- years ag0 when General Knox Chap- as individuals have. And in achieving success Rockland must develop a per Mrs. Ella Buffum, Mrs. Adelaide | Page, Bernice S. Parker, Hazel
honors
falling
to
Mrs.
George
L.
St.
sonality just the same as great individuals have.
Lambert, Mrs. Lucie Walsh, Mrs. Parker. Mary P. Rich. Mabel K. Rolold but is an expert.
Clair, Mrs. A. E. Orff, Mrs. A. J. tion which is to take place next year ter of Thomaston began its work.
Here and there, all over the country, are towns and cities which have Hester Chase, Mrs. Julia Blacking- i hns, Elizabeth C. Sellers, Georgia J.
on the General’s birthday anni- Beautiful Montpelier is finished, it
Crockett,
Mrs.
Ray
Stewart,
Mrs.
Miss Anna Povich who has been
ton, Mrs. Mary Cooper, Mrs. Mary P. Wardwell, Mary H. Wardwell, Millat‘,Tnox“‘Hospuk?‘7o7‘‘appendicitis!^ym°;t?‘S'
F, “w' versary, July 25. Meantime it is the is being furnished, the grounds are i developed personalities Towns and cities which have developed reputa- Rich and Mrs. Hester Chase.
nie T. Woolley.
haVin
?
a
T
3
'
planaed
a
*\
d
Pre
S
are
.
d
„
f0
L
l
Wh
x*
tC
L
e
I
tions.
We
hear
of
both
the
good
reputations
and
the
ones
with
bad
reputa
expects to return home tomorrow.
Mebel Thorndike and Mrs. W. , ciation with the Memorial to develop idevelopment is indicated. The Maine
°
_ _
The programs for the balance of
___
i H. Wincapaw.
OCR TEACHERS TRAINED
still further the spirit of community Daughters of the American Revolu-i tuns. Our town may not be big enough to develop a NATIONAL reputation, the season;
George St. Clair of 19 Trinity'
interest with which it is desired to tion will furnish a room, but it will but a smiling, cheerful, MUNICIPAL PERSONALITY will ease our nerves, Dec. 1—Hostesses, Irene Moran,
Out of 1,679 teachers functioning
street was somewhat surprised Wed-' Mr. and Mrs- dames Connellan surround the enterprise. To this end , take time. What can you do to help improve our digestion, increase and sweeten our sleeping hours!
Caroline Stanley, Carolyn Page; pro
nesday evening when he was called *Ida Carey) and two children of effort is to be made so as to enlarge , now? The Knox Memorial Associain Maine's 245 secondary schools all
gram chairman, Alice Karl.
into the home of his parents, Mr. P°rt'and were ln the city Thursday the membership in the Knox Me- tion exists and thrives by its paid-up
rv 11 *nn,nnT/Mk,
Jan. 5—Hostesses, Hester Chase, but 328 are normal school or college
GRANT-HITCHCOCK
and Mrs. S. B. St. Clair to find a “ guests of relatives. Mr. Connel- morial Association that from this membership. Every Maine Daughter DAILEY-HARKING 1 UN
Ellen Cochran, Della Cross, Anna graduates, according to statistics
party of friends to help observe his •lan was calIed herern conference,
source, at the small annual fee of one ' who can afford it should join the As---,
Conary; program chairman, Hester
Henry
and Miss
Miss Ruth Chase.
compiled by Harrison C. Lyseth agent
birthday. Refreshments were served,
y
dollar, a fund may be counted upon sociation. The dues are only $1 an- n -iin,„.rk W Gridina In «-7^
lry, Grant and
which
added
to
the
receipts
from
nually.
On
payment
of
dues
you
will
“
*
®
Hitchcock
of
Ossipee,
N.
H„
were
including a birthday cake with 33' Rev- Charles D. Crane who has
Feb. 2—Hostesses, Grace Veazie, I for secondary education. The stacandles. The guests were Mr. and been the guest of his son, Kennedy visitors will amply provide for run- ' receive a printed card, which certiJefferson, Mass. — Bride marned in this city yesterday by Mary Ladd. Edith Biqknell; program tistics, which show that 328 normal
Mrs. S. B. St. Clair, Mrs. Nora Ben- i Crane. Beech street, leaves today for ning expenses. The payment of one ' fies your paid-up membership and
r»
, i
• i
Rsv'
H' Welch, pastor of the chairman, Clara Thurston.
| sc|1Ool and 998 college graduates are
dollar will give to the member ad-I also admits you as a member any
Kockland Girl
j Universalist Church. The ceremony
ner and sons Everett and Milton,' Yarmouth.
March 2—Hostesses, ’Ella Buffum, I
..
.. . . .
, , ,
was
a
quiet
one,
witnessed
only
by
mission to Montpelier at all times time during visiting hours to the
Lucie Walsh, Minnie Cobb; program teaching in the high schools of the
Mrs. Effle Walsh and sOhs Ray
The
Chapin
Class
meets
Tuesday
Of
widespread
interest,
owing
to
a
few
friends
the
couple
have
made
state, will be used in a forthcoming
during the season, without charge. building. The cards are not transchairman, Irene Moran.
mond. Delia Jackson, Miss Lou Jackson, Eddie Gross of Worcester, evening with Mrs. Harold Marshall, It is the hope that in this region ferable, but we feel that their pos- the popularity of tlie wedded during their brief residence in this April 6—Hostesses, Mabel Sher report of the department of edu
9
Ocean
street.
surrounding Thomaston a very large session will not only help this patri- couple is the marriage of Miss I city. The bride was given in mar- man, Jennie Blackington, Anne cation, Lyseth said.
Hattie Heath, Levi Robbins, Mr. and
membership may in this way be de otic hand of workers, but will give the Margaret Catherine Harrington and riage by Capt. Joseph Young, the Snow, Anna Thorndike; report of
The total number of degrees held
Mrs. George St. Clair and sons
The
first
meeting
of
the
Universa

veloped.
j members a sense of personal owner-1 Alfred James Dailey, son of Mrs. | genial head of the State Highway State Conference; program chair by Maine high school teachers is
Arthur and Richard, Gertrude
list
Mission
Circle
for
the
season
will
As ls well known, the Maine Chap- i ship in this beautiful monument to 1 Charles Dailey of Brookline, and | Police.
1.005. of which 643 are bachelors of
man, Suella Sheldon.
Fenshaw and little Mildred.
take place Wednesday at the home of ter of Daughters of the American our great Revolutionary General,! well-known in the automobile inMay 4—Hostesses, Suella Sheldon, arts and 233 bachelors of science,
1 dustry in Boston,
regent and Board; report of Conti- Three bachelors, one master, and,
Miss Mabel Crawford of Warren Mrs. E. F. Glover, Claremont street, Revolution has taken great interest Henry Knox.
INGRAHAM SCHOOL
.has„ been the guest of Mrs. A.
> 'El*
Mrs.
H. O. Gurdy,
Mrs. L. R. in Montpelier, a room in which it has Montpelier will be open from 10 to At St. Mary's Church, Jefferson,'
nental Congress; reports of officers ! one doctor of philosophy are teachB. i with
_
.
nil..__ _
Hiws
Mrs. as
A. asslsting
J. Bates hoste
and Miss
Higgs. Talhnt
Talbot avenue
atenue. for
for aa few
few davs
days. |1 Campbell,
Myrt]e Herrick
sses. voted to furnish. That the Interest j 5 o'clock, daily, from May 1 to No-' the sacrament of matrimony was Miss Bowen's Charges Have a Happy and committees; annual election of ing high schools in Maine. Twentyof this body of patriotic and infiuen- I vember 1, after the formal dedication, I administered. .by Rev. John P. Me
nine other degrees are represented.
Halloween Party—Other School officers.
tial women may be still further de- July 25, 1931. The price of admis- Namara, pastor, and the nuptials,
The chairmen of committees are:
The statistics show the vast maThe flrst meeting for the season
Notes.
. ikn
totrhc1 Wlt" relief sewing following, and tne veloped a letter has been addressed sion will be 50 cents except to paid- 1 ?raced by the presence of Rev.!
Patriotic Education, Lucie Walsh; jority of college trained teachers to
J th w a
vFninp1 ottoFheibusiness and devotional meeting will to each of the 36 Chapters in the up members who will be admitted on j james Hayes of Ellsworth, Me.; Rev.
National Defense and Legislation in be alumni of Maine colleges. Bates
place Wednesday evening at; the be held at 2 3Q The subject {or the
Gladys E. Bowen, teacher.
State, by Mrs. Lois M. Creighton, who their membership cards. Because Francjg Cronin, Boston; Rev. John
S. Congress, Mary Rich; Student I has 250 graduates teaching Maine
®pw „r0?ms„ at 7 ■ii0Cl°c'L x .P'1 season's study will be "Our Japanese is chairman of the Knox Memorial Montpelier is built, does not mean p O'Connor Thorndike'; Rev. J. F.
A halloween party was given Oct. U.
Loan, Ellen Cochran; Ellis Island, ] ^ligh schools, Colby 212, University
Mrs. Faith Berry will conduct les- Misslons - Mrs George H. Welch Committee.of the Maine D.A.R. The that we can fold our hands and rest \rniurn,?FF,?r'wpWhi«rvnort- Rev T
Roosevelt
by the Ro
°seveR Improvement
1
Eva Wisner; Conservation and of Maine 209 and Bowdoin 50. Bossons in music appreciation and Mrs.!wi],
nt a
on „present
Hill School. Thrift, Grace Veazie; Historical and ton University, with 337 graduates,
Leola Noyes will have charge of the! Japa„ ., Mrg R Q Wentworth will
Thomaston, Oct. 30, 1930.
can citizen can best help is by join- ,
Rpatrtok ^Loiik 'jef- black cats; streamers, witches and Genealogical Research, Ella Buffum; I was the most popular out-of-state
programs
Children between the give a monologue “O Hama San,” in
Historical and Literary Reciprocity, Institution.
ages of 10 and 15 years who can costume and Mrs w E Morgan will Dear Madam Regent:
ing the Knox Memorial Association.!?
‘
’
1 pumpkin jack-o-lanterns. A short Mabel Sherman; Preservation of
Nearly 950 high school teachers
(pafffy reytrttog mUS1K hT8' IL
a grouP
Japanese songs.
Will you please read this to your Send $1 with name and address to
. '
--.tj--. were clustered! pro®.ram was ?iven followed by a Historic Spots and Old Trails, Mary attended 151 summer schools last
aJe « ?.b 6 f?.r IR®mbe”hiP' Fo*" , Response to the roll call will be with Chapter at the November meeting , Mrs. R. E. Dunn, Knox street. Thom-,
the r.-nnsi- !? .
st ®'J_and games were played Ladd; Burying Grounds and Mark-1 year.
this first meeting it is desirous to . Japanese proverbs
It is about the Knox Memorial, and aston, and receive a membership on the altar and bowered the reposi- by the chi]dren parents and friends
have all former members present, as I
___
tory; the pews fofr the families of were visitors. The program- Weltells the Daughters how they can card.
Chapter
were marked by laurel. oome Mary ------------------and Lucy Cassidy. A LU.
well as those who desire to Join.
Miss Marjorie Smith was ovenight continue to help along the fortunes of , May I suggest
suggcsi, that
uwt your
yuui
vnajwi
,
,couple
, . .....
y
white satin ribbons. Miss tip Pnmnvir,’?
—1
,
~
,
guest Friday of Miss Ruth Harper, this movement to honor a splendid ( Chairman of Knox Memorial
Com- srnrferi in
ln „.
“
. ,
e Pumpkin s Wish, Clifford GardMr. and Mrs. Lloyd N. Daniels are Gurdy street
MON-TUES.
patriot. The Daughters of the; mittee make an effort to procure iJorel?ce Rivers. °r®al’ ^
ner; I Have a Little Cat, Hazel Payon a motor trip to Boston, New York
___
American Revolution started it and members tJiis year, as appropriate church directed the mu c,
son; Tick Tack. William Nuppula;
Joseph Lemelin, soloist, und _t e jacx o Lantern and the Wind, Ruth
and other points.
Miss Della B. Bean of Brookline, they have consistently supported it work for tha^ committee?
~~~~ , ,,
. i Mass., was in the city over the week- and subscribed to it. Cyrus H. K. Thanking you all in behalf of Gen- junior choir assisting at the offer Cassidy; Two Ghosts, Louise Payson;
The Tango Club held its first jend
<
tory
and ablutions.
Halloween. Forrest Gardner; Her
Curtis by his generous gifts has made eral Knox for your warm interest, I
meeting for the season Thursday,
___
Leading the bridal procession were Fortune, Eleanor Payson; A Hal
BUT—When a chaffeur refuses
possible the building, and Maine1 am, faithfully yours,
evening at the home of Mrs. L. F.
___
the ushers, Walter and Leo Harring- loween Acrostic, Carleton Wooster,
Daughters wish to prove to him not
Lois M. Creighton.
to marry a million-heiress!
______________________________ ton, brothers of the bride; Edward Martha Cassidy .Myron Moffitt Helen
Chase.
The sewing circle of Winslow-HolI F. Gilbride of the Mt. Pleasant House Payson, Mary Payson, Robert Gupthe world wants to know
---' brook Post will meet at the rooms
Mr. and Mrs. George A. Wellman.
Edmund Sansom and sister Miss. and Major John BaUs, Boston. till. Dorothy Cassidy, Malcolm In
Miss Louise Harrington who has j Mondav at 1.30. Every member of
all
about it!
Thomaston
road,
were
hosts
at
a
re

Sarah Sansom have returned from ' p0nowing was Miss Mary Harring graham, Hannes Salo; Naming
been in Jefferson, Mass., several ( ^e unjt is a member of the sewing
weeks as the guest of relatives and cjrcie This is the first meeting of cent family party to observe the Waban. Mass., where they went the ton, sister of the bride, maid of Chestnuts, Maynard Ames; We Are
The answer's here!
to attend the wedding of her sister, [be year Mrs. Anne Alden, presi- birthdays of Mr. Wellman and his first of the week to attend the fu- ' honor, who walked alonc; Miss Goblins, John Guptill; Dividing,
of their cousin, the -late
Cor- 'Louise Harrington, a sister, as Charles Mitchell and Lyman Moffitt. I
Miss Margaret Harrington, to Alfred dent, has an active program outlined. daughter. Mrs. Ervin L. Curtis. J|neral
““
— —
Dailey of Boston is expected home to- prepare with a sewing kit and start Among the guests were Mr. and Mrs. nelius Austen. On their return Tues- ) bridesmaid was accompanied by the A display of penmanship in the
Wellman's other daughter. Miss Le day they were supper guests of their hrjrlp:_r„nm
while his brother, 1'lower grades, and posters drawn by
day.
the year right.
onaegroom,
ola Wellman of, Portland who mo sister Mrs. Harry Smith in Bath.
Charles
B. Dailey, as bert man, es- ! the upper grades, were posted on
The Methebesec CiV.b will meet j john Westlund underwent a sur- tored over for the occasion.
.scorted the bride to the chancel, j bulletin boards,
Mrs. Clara Guptill has a room at within which was seated the bridal' The officers of the Roosevelt ImFriday afternoon at the home of gicai operation of a difficult nature at
With
Mrs. Nancy Hall has gone to Union the home of Mrs. Alma Leo, Gurdy party
provement League are: President,
Mrs. Clara Thurston at The High-, Knox Hospital Tuesday. He is quite
lands, with Mrs. Thurston assisted ; comfortable and his condition is fa- where she will spend the winter in street for an indefinite period.
i Miss Harringtonwho. has won P°r°thy Vose, vice president. Mary
FRANK MORGAN
the home of Dr. Stephenson.
by Mrs. Orissa Meryitt^ Mrs. Le- > vorable at the present time,
! recognition throughout 'New Eng- Cassidy; secretary Mildred Payson;
ALSO
nora Cooper as leader will have as [
----.XMiss Mabel Crawford of Warren iand as concert, oratorio and radio treasurer, Charles Mitchell. A meetA Delicious Comedy
her subject “Outstanding Men of: The meeting of the BPW Club
fars. Helen Knowlton isvisiting ln was a visitor with friends in this city : soiost js the daughter of Eugene ing is held once in two weeks on FriAnother of Knute Rockne’s Football Series
America.” Miss Eliza Steele, ,Red I Thursday evening was very enjoy- Boston for several weeks.during the early part of
the week. Harrington of Rockiand, Me. Since , dayuaft<Lr"°on'
Cross nurse, will be guest speaker, 1 able, with good attendance and live
---*
—
i girlhood she has made her home at . Jbe. JhddrQe“ hav.e be,en «a«nlned
NOW SHOWING
lier talk devoted to the many phases ly enthusiasm for the winter's plans,
Miss Margaret Nutt
andMrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Austin W. Smith of ; the pjt. Pleasant House, with Mrs. y Ml;ss Bryant and Miss Lawrence,
of her work. There will be special! Supper was served under the direc- Herbert Curtis entertained at bridge Grace street quietly observed their , v/iHinm J. Prendergast, paternal a”? at P^?“n„tl?ere “
one six-1
BUSTER
KEATON
music.
y
I tion of Miss Ethel Payson and Mrs. Wednesday evening at the MaBelle 1 42d wedding anniversary yesterday. J rEiatiVe.
! p°mt cnua' Mabel Adkins.
It is |
in
.
__
_
hoped
to
have
more
during
the
year.
A ----Maude Hallowell. Mrs. Emma Dick beauty shop, with four tables in | having as a special guest Miss Mabel ;
bride was winsome in her A contest jn speIHng
a
“D-OUGHBOYS”
Dr. James Kent has returned from : was taken into membership. Mrs. play, honors falling to Mrs. Carl I Oxton of Rockville. The occasion gown of white lustrous satin, un ls being held between the Seventh
Boston accompanied by his mother, Lena Sargent introduced her course Freeman, Mrs. Marguerite McAlman, was featured by a special dinner.
\_________________
trimmed and fashioned in classic and Eighth grades
Mrs. Norah Kent, who has been the ’ in business English, a feature which Mrs. Irene Home and Mrs. George
mode along princess lines, giving Robert Goodwin, eighth grade, who
PubliM
guest of relatives for several weeks. I promises to provide interest and Parker.
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Stinson of El grace to the draped train. A veil has
_____________
_ school in White.
been
attending
---I profit. Miss Helen York was unable
Pacific street have gone to Brook of pont de venise lace was coiffed i Held,"has "returned. “ Richard Smith,
Mrs. Minnie Rogers and Mrs. to be present, but is to give a talk
Mt. and Mrs. E. C. Moran, Jr., are line, Mass., where they will spend the in juliet cap mode, with ear pen- j Wb0 has been absent from school six
Oeorge E. Dunton entertained Wed- on her recent European tour at a attending the Bowdoin-Maine game winter with Mrs. Stinson’s sister. dants of orange blossoms; she car- weeks with a broken arm, is exnesday evening at luncheon, sewing, later meeting. Mrs. Sara Lafflin at Brunswick today, after which Miss Della B. Bean.
ried a prayer book of white vellum; ] pected to return the coming week,
ar.d cards at Mrs. Rogers' home on , Hammons of Augusta, state presi- they 'will go to Concord, N. H., to be
and her bouquet was of marche neil Mr. Morse has made ten visits so
Amesbury street, with Mrs. Thomas dent, will be present for the Decem- guests of friends over the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. S. F. Copeland 01 roses wlth the shower fronds of far this term. Those not tardy nor
Sheehy, who is soon to leave for ber meeting.
Warren
are
occupying
the
Mrs.
Anmt
valley mies and bridal gauze.
On Armistice Day they plan to at
absent for two ranking periods are:
Portland ,as honor guest. The j
----tend the Colby-Bates game at Lew F. Simmons house on Talbot avenue
The maid of honor was in chrys- , Vera Payson William Campbell,
rooms were decorated in keeping
The Dilligent Dames were enter- iston.
anthemum yellow satin, with puffed Malcolm Ingraham, Carleton Wooswith halloween. Luncheon was; tained at the home of Mrs. Ray
Mrs. Elmer S. Bird has returned peplum, and turban of velvet with ! ter, Clifford Gardner, Forrest Oardserved from a gaily decorated table, mond Thurston Thursday afternoon, Miss Annie Richards of Rockport, from a trip to Louisville, on which shoulder draped bow in the same 1 ner, Russell Campbell, William Nupwith jack o' lanterns, owls, etc., used Mrs. Thurston assisted by Mrs. M. who was Tuesday night guest at the she was accompanied from Boston tint; she carried talisman roses withipula, Maynard Ames, Mary Cassidy,
effectively. Each guest had a favor, F. Lovejoy. Plans were completed home of her brother, Alton W. Rich- by Mrs. Bertha Glover Rueter.
TODAY ONLY
sunset ribbons. The bridesmaid Mildred Payson, Milton Wooster,
and Mrs. Sheehy was presented with for the cafeteria supper the com ards, Bay View Square, left by train
wore turquoise blue satin in godet Total enrollment of the school is
a desk set. The guests were Mrs. mittee is serving in the Congrega Wednesday for several weeks' visit
KEN
From the Camden N. J. hospital panel mode, with velvet turban in 148. Gladys E. Bowen is teacher,
C. E. Gilley, Mrs. George B. Davis, tional vestry Wednesday evening, with her sister, Mrs. J. F. Thurston in
selt tint; and carried la France roses
to
which
she
was
taken
after
a
MAYNARD
Mrs. Wallace M. Little, Mrs. Grover j beginning at 5.30. Tbe menu in Tamworth, N. H.
THE LEGION'S HELPERS
recent automobile accident comes scarfed in aurora pink ribbons.
In
«
Knight, Mrs. Herbqft Kalloch and cluding chicken salad, toasted lob
Subsequent
to
the
ceremony
the
word
that
Mrs.
Adriel
U.
Bird's
con

ster sandwiches, meat balls with
Mrs. L. N. Benner.
State
Anxiliary
Adopts
Budget
—
much better and that ap- nuptial reception wa# at the Mt.
mushroom sauce, and home-made The meeting of the Progressive dition _is_____
“SONG OF THE
Literary Club will be held with the parently there are no complications. Pleasant House, where the wedding Membership Week Is Now On.
Mrs. E. F. Glover entertained at pies and cakes.
CABALLERO”
president,
Mrs.
Lucia
Burpee,
Tues_
_
It
is
expected
that
she
will
be
a
hosbreakfast
was
served.
The
fireplace
dinner and cards last evening, with
alcove of the living room was trans- At the executive board meeting of
The children of the Tyler School day at 2.30. The resportse to the roll | pitai patient about six weeks,
eight covers.
formed into a bridal bower, with the State Department of the Amer5th grade are giving a benefit supper call will be thoughts on Armistice
Mrs. Mae Perry gave a party princess pine and autumn foliage. ican Legion Auxiliary held in Port
Thomas Sheehy who has been in at the Methodist vestry tonight for Day. The reading of Shakespeare's
PUBLIX
John will be the first on the Thursday evening at her home on and pendant from the ceiling a land recently at the Harold T. An
the city associated with the Metro the convenience of Saturday night King
program.
An
introduction
to
the
drews
Post
Home,
appointments
Grace
street
Mrs.
Milton
Frencli
bridal
bell;
the
mantels
were
banked
politan Life Insurance Co, has been shoppers, serving from 5 to 7.
play will be given by Miss Lois Keene, assisted in serving.
partridge berries. The dining room made by the department president,
promoted to assistant manager of
___
was garlanded with autumn foliage, Mrs. Agnes Bourisk of Sanford were
this district, with offices at Portland. The supper committee for the an leader. Current events will come last.
Miss Beatrice Bramhall of Friend- *ith( cut flowers as centerpieces for ratified by the Board. The poppy
He is to assume duties Nov, 15, and nual banquet of the Opportunity
Mr. and Mrs. William Lobley of
committee is of local interest as it
his family will* Join him shortly Class is to meet at the home of Mrs. North Haven are visitors in the city. ship is spending the week with her tne tables.
( saunt, Mfs. Myra Mank.
of ,the b"de includes in its membership Mrs.
thereafter. While congratulations Clara Gregory at The Highlands
TELEPHONE 892
___
played the reception music: Roder Anne Snow and Mrs. Susie Lamb of
are in order it is generally regretted Monday evening.
Mrs. Jennie Robbins leaves this
ick Ford, pianoforte; John Hobson, Rockland.
that he with his family are leaving
Home of
Clifford Young of Matinicus is a banjo; Albert Kane and Arthur The annual budget was adopted as
for Worcester, Mass., where she
The annual business meeting and week
town, where they have made many
Paramount Picturaa
will spend the winter.
visitor in this city, making the trip ( Growieyi saxophones; William Hob- presented by the finance committee.
election of officers of the Country
friends.
SHOWS AT
m his motor boat~
son
The board voted to sponsor a number
___
Club takes place Nov. 13. At 6.30 Mr. and Mrs. John Roden of Rox
2.00, «.30, 8.30
quartets, glee clubs and drill
g
t^recrtvl ‘g of
Mrs. Fred Veazie entertained with o'clock Mrs. Thompson wijj serve bury. Mass., have been in the city for , Mr, Charles Lewis of Orient
Saturday Continuous
teams.
luncheon the Thursday Auction one of her famous suppers, for which a
2.00 to 10.30
:treVh WiU be ficonflnedt 10 he; room Mrs. William j: Prendergast, gowned The week of Nov. 4-11 was desig
Club. Honors were won by Mrs. members are requested to make relatives.dayS CalUng °n friendS
for the next five weeks as the re ill black velvet with brocade of nated as “Membership Week." Miss
Louis Crockett. Mrs. Perley Damon early reservations with Arthur F.
sult of a fall sustained Monday as she
in the maple red tints; with Katherine Rolfe of Bridgton, State
and Mrs. A. R. Havener.
Lamb.
Frank Dailey of Portsmouth. N. H„ was entering her home. She dahlias
which
wa3
a tricorne of black mcmbcrshlP chairman, has planned
and Mrs. Margaret Gott of Glouces- _
__________
__ steps break- beaver, andworn
slipped
on one_ of the
a corsage of crimson an’maginary race to Detroit. Each
Ruth Mayhew Tent is to conduct
Opportunity Class was entertained ter, Mass., are guests of Capt. and : inga bOne in her right foot
district will be assigned a quota and
roses.
a Christmas sale Dec. 1, with the by Mrs. Hattie Richards Thursday Mrs. A. W. Hutchinson of The High
the first district that reaches its
Assisting
the
bridal
party
in
the
following committees: Fancy work. evening at her home in Thomaston lands.
Mrs. Ernest Young of Matinicus receiving line were the bride's par- quota before Nov. 30 travels by aero
Mrs. Eliza Plummer, Mrs. May with 18 members present. The time
who was in Pittsfield the first of the
plane, the next quota by train, the
Cross, Mrs. Bessie Haraden; aprons, was devoted largely to planning the
wool to
^ visit
vkiH her
Z son
nn Harland,
Mo riond aA stuct
Ml ' and Mrs- Eugene Harring° next by auto or bus, and the last by
The auxiliary of the Sons of Union week
tun
ton
latter
wearing
blue
princess
Mrs. Ava Jackson, Mrs. Robert -year's activities, particularly for the Veterans will have a bridge party aent at the Maine Central Institute,
boat.
f ~
,
House, Mrs. Mary Brewster; cooked banquet which will be held in the Tuesday evening at Grand Army hall Uoc
enrl ie
onort of
The program for Christmas in the
has rntiirnnd
returned and
is the guest
oi VelVCt, With Urban Of French blUC
,,
food, Mrs. Margaret 'Paladino, Mrs. First Baptist parlors Nov. 20. This with Mrs. Elizabeth Murray and Mrs. Misses Ada and Alena Young. She
sh, solei1 felt: and Mrs- Dalley. mother hospitals will commence earlier this
Carrie Brown. Mrs. Alta Blacking committee was chosen: Supper, Mrs. Anastasia Hannon as hostesses.
came to this city Monday by air- of the bridegroom, whose gown of year, according to Mrs. Laura Palmer
ton, Mrs. Josephine Lothrop; ex Hattie Richards, Mrs. Clara Greg
bronze brown velvet was worn with 1 of Woodfords, State chairman of reThe
Sunshine
Society
will
meet
Plane.
.__
hibit. Mrs. Lizsle Frenoh; grabs and ory, Mrs. Gladys Mills, Mrs. Evelyn
a tunic of lame cloth in pheasant habilitation and-child welfare,
candy. Mrs. Mabel Bowley, Mrs. Bes Qrockett, Mrs. Maud Grant, Mrs. Monday afternoon at the home of
brown tints; the hat of brown vel- 1 The next meeting of the First DisM»:
X
Robeson
6
a
B
nd
Mrs.
EdUh
?£
"and^aughtof
wfi
Tf
Wca3rsaJe°rned Wlth an 0Sprey and Itrlct Council wlli be held in Bridgton,
sie Sullivan; supper, Mrs. Susie Norah Stickney, Mrs. Emeline RawKarl; entertainment, Mrs. Lena ley and Mrs. Vona Mattatall; decora
was of red roses. The Wednesday, Nov. 19.
Shanghai, China, and Winslow
Merry, Mrs. Alta Dimick, Mrs. Stella tions. Mrs. Louise Ingraham, Mrs. Gray will serve refreshments.
"littlest” guest was Joan Dailey, The occupational therapy work at
(Maine)
are
the
guests
of
Mr.
Dun

McRae. Anyone having articles for Lena Rokes and Mrs. Lena Young;
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Togus is being continued this year
In honor of her fourth birthday bar’s aunts, the Misses Young, North B. Dailey of Brookline, who was having met with marked success. Silk
exhibit are asked to bring them in or entertainment, Mrs. Maud Grant. It
Main
street
for
a
few
days.
This
communicate with Mrs. French, was voted to do relief sewing during Eleanor June Hall entertained her is their third vacation home since dainty in a French frock of rose- stockings for rugs, and beads for
the winter; also to send a Christ little friends Monday at her home on
chairman.
broidered mull.
bead work, are greatly needed.
mas box to the Indian children at Ocean street. The table was festive going to China eleven years ago.
Mr. and Mrs. Dailey will make a 1 Anyone desiring information per
Mr.
Dunbar
is
engaged
in
the
pack

in
gay
pink
streamers,
pink
favors
The next
Special Sale—Percale House Dress Largegrass, Montana.
Southern sojourn by automobile, taining to Auxiliary work can secure
es $1.45, formerly priced $1.95. Siizes meeting will be Dec. 1, at the church and two birthday cakes. The guests ing of dried and frozen eggs, which For traveling the bride wore delft same by communicating with Mrs.
are
shipped
throughout
the
world.
parlors,
with
Mrs.
Norah
Stickney
were
Jackie
Mitchell,
Beverly
Mer

36 to 46. Fuller-Cobb-Davis. See
blue ensemble gown in tunic mode Anne Snow, Talbot avenue. Mrs.
and Mrs. Emeline Rawley as host chant. Bobbie and Raymond Bouwindow display.—adv.
with tulban of blue felt; and a Snow was present at the meeting
Continuous
service
of
steaks
and
gette,,
Louise
Smith,
Nancy
Parker,
esses.
jacquette of lapin fur. After Jan. 1 above described.
chops
and
supper
specials
are
now
Virginia
Parker,
Juanita
French,
Big reduction in odd lots of games,
Mr. and Mrs. Dailey will/ receive
stationery, leather goods, tallies, pads, Special Sale—Percale House Dress- Ruth Rogers, Robert Rogers, Albert featured at Mrs. Thurlow’s. The friends at their home, 138 Lake No dairy farmer ever makes any
______ pens.
__
____
__ and es $1.45, formerly priced $1.95. Sizes Hayes. Miss Barbara Griffin assist- 1 luncheon idea in connection with tlie
fountain
Books___
for old
Chestnut Hill.—From the money running a boarding house for
voung at prices to please all. Huston- i 36 to 46. Fuller-Cobb-Davis. See ed with the games and Eleanor made 1 ice cream parlors has met with high street,
Boston Post of Oct. 29.
unproductive cows.
a very charming little hostess.
favor.
109-tf
Tuttle.
133-134 I window display,-adv
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I have received several communi- forego the pleasure of writing ,
cations regarding the “ragged sailor" further of my beloved flowers and
‘WHY” OF ROCKPORT’S CARNIVAL
of my grandmother's garden and bugs, thinking such articles could be
most of those interested seem to feel of interest to but few persons, artd
Gov. Brewster Didn’t Ap
quite sure the plant I described is just about that time a letter—perHere,
There
and
Yonder,
point Buker—Prison Com
amaranthus, but the flowers of haps a handful of them—would
Touching the Alluring amaranthus are dark red while the show me that I am not the only
mission Appoints
old ragged sailor blossoms were crank in the world after all, and I
Thing* of Nature.
pink and white Among those who would immediately start another
Gladys St. Clair Morgan
The statement in Augusta dis- !
have written are two who seem to "ramble,” and so I have continued
patches on Tuesday announcing the ■
have hit upon the right plant. One until the rambling season is nearly
[Number Twenty-three!
from Providence. R. I., who sends over for this year at least.
resignation of Warden Buker of the
- i There is a plant in one of my
Adella F. Veazie
All who are interested in the de- son of D. W. G. Reed, oldest living
State Prison that he was appointed ; diuhes whose blossom much re a box of seeds with stem and leaves,
and the second, a former resident
velopment of music in this country alumnus of Bowdoin College. His
in 1927 by Gov. Brewster was incor- SCmbles that of gypsophilla or of Rockland, who used to raise them
APPLETON
should make it a point to read Henry musical Jalent is inherited from his
rect. says the Lewiston Journal. The babys breath which grows in my in her own garden.
NOTICE
T. Finck's most commendable book mother s people. He was appointed
Governor has no power of appoint- gar(|en, but the plant is of more
Appleton, Nov. 8, 1930
One
flower
lover
took
pains
to
"My Adventures in the Golden Age organist of the First Universalist
ment of the warden. This authority sprawling straggling growth, while
The owners of pews in the Union
of Music." It is rich with informa- Church at Southbridge. by unanimous
is with the Prison Commission and babys breath stands Up straight, send me a large cluster of amar meetinghouse at Appleton are retion. anecdotes gleaned from years vote of the music committee,
cruentus with seeds fully
it was this board which selected War- wlth stlff wiry stems which render anthus am
much pleased" with this, Quested to meet at said meetlngbefore the public as one of the fore- "I don't know why they picked me."
den Buker for the job. The prison 1 it very desirable to mingle with
most music critics, and reflections said William, "unless it was because
commission, composed of H. H. Hast other floral arrangements. The as I have tried vainly to procure it house Vlree weeks from today (the
that bring famous musicians to us in the church members had heard me
ings of Bethel, Phineas H. Gay of plant of the ditch is gallium, gener- from seedsmen who always send 29111 of. November) at 2 p. m. to
„
j ,
Kv w- nr hpri me amaranthus (caudatus) instead. declde for wbat PurP°ses the meetan intimate way. Here is one bit that play in the school concerts. I had led
Newcastle and A. W. Gregory of 'ally
called cleavers clivers or bed-, p
s here wou]d fae a
inghouse shall be used and to plan
impressed me greatly, particularly as the orchestra of the March street
Rockland—the same men who now straw, though why the latter name
I„n„r nflmp to
received so many I for repairing it
today music in the schools and col- grammar school last year and also
constitute its membership—at a was given is a mystery, for
is not letters asking and proffering infor
Fannie M. Gushee, Pew Owner
leges is a subject far from permanent- played in the B section of the North
meeting in the DeWitt hotel. Lew of a nature to be used as itbedding
134-lt
ly settled. Finck harks back to his High School orchestra. This year I
iston. in April, 1927, decided upon and bears no relation or resemblance mation that I find it quite impos- I
Harvard days, and writes:
was given a place in the A orchestra
sible to answer them all. so I take 1
Maj. Buker for the place and the an
to any kind of straw. I read and this opportunity to thank all who
"It is certain that music received of the high school, considered quite
nouncement was made of his ap hear
of a kind with colored blos have manifested an interest in my i
its first academic recognition in an honor. I play second violin there
pointment.
American colleges at Harvard under now; last year I played first,
Warden Buker took the place of soms but all I have seen have white “rambles” and to say that I have I
the fostering protection of President “I have taken piano lessons for
.
. t
, _ .
,
. t. . , i
.
1 Morris N. Fish of Hallowell, who suc- blossoms and one of these has saw befcn much gratified to find that so'!
Eliot. His father, who was Mayor oi , three years, but have studied the orThe members of the Senior Class of Rorkport High School in whose ;-eeded Warden Lester Eaton in De- like teeth along its stem which are many flower lovers and friends ‘ 35c stantly with one swallow of 80s
Boston before 1840, devoted part oi' gan only since the first of July. I interest, and that of the Scholarship Fund, the big carnival of Nov. 21-22 is cember, 1925, after the prison inves- capable of affecting tender flesh have considered my efforts worthy of
his time to promoting the introduc- love music more than anything else, being presented.
tigation of that fall. Warden Eaton quite painfully.
note.
A species of wild polygonum has
tion of music into the public schools and found the piano easy,
resigned while the investigation of
Often have I been tempted to |
of that city, so the matter of heredi- "I come into the church to practice
the prison was in progress and Mr. sharp teeth all pointing downward
tary. In an address delivered some for an hour every afternoon. I would
The annual carnival of Rockport play to be presented by the Camden
| wounte on the* S>n who® gathers
years ago Dr. Eliot said:
liketo practice longer, but there are
tation of the prison
commission
High
School
seniors
and
citizens
coBoys'
Band.
It
is
a
comedy
now
, . parplesg,v This D]ant alB0 Brows
•• When I became president ol I also my piano and violin lessons to
_
d
y
in low moist places but not being
Harvard University, there was no or- be kept up as well as my school work, operating will be held in the town running successfully in New York. . ‘
ganized department of music in it. and I must get a little fun, too, once hall Friday and Saturday. Nov. 21- Not only does it show the ability of accepted the wardenship Pwith ' the particularly attractive it is seldom
22. Plans are completed for the the^youngsters with “a>“- understanding thRt hp
remaln ! £andled J wounds from lt are not
and it was not customary in New in a while."
At ,. p_nirfltinn nf Pommon
England for highly educated, longAsked about his favorite instrument most successful in the series of car- ments but is delightful comedy as f
nivals and all the Rockport societies well. The kiddies will provide the the %ar7n Decm^r SS no
• • • •
trained men to adopt the profession and composer. William replied:
deCjded upon by the | Another plant with uncomfortof music. There were many ama“I really love both violin and piano, are co-operating with remarkable afternoon concert under direction cessor bad
teurs, but few professional devotees, bat the organ most. It's the same enthusiasm.
01 ~“elr tcact\ersi commission and he consented to re- ! able saw teeth is a kind of grass or
Not a little of the interest is cenThe proceeds of tne carnival will main until one was named wh,ch
whlch we
,, „cut
I remember that in the oldest curri- with composers; I love them all. but
(
. Jtg weapons are not percep.
culum known to us for the Bachelor's Debussy is my favorite. I don't like tered in the free 1930 Tudor Ford be devoted to defraying the expenses was not until the spring of ,927
degree—nearly 500 years old—there jazz at all. but the competition I have which will be given away in con- of the seniors to Washington in 1931
At the time Mr. Fish went to the tible to the careless eye, but they
stood among the seven subjects music, with' the Doctor and Fred is great. nection with the carnival. The ma- and to building up the Alumni prison the inability of the Governor manifest their power in a very effecRCA
I knew how fine an element in culture (Fred is an older brother and the chine is now on display at the Cam- Scholarship Fund whereby ambi-to control the appointment of a war- j tive manner when the eager collecmusic was, and I did my best with "Doctor" is Dr. S. M. Gibson, a young den Auto Sales Co. show rooms.
tious and deserving boys and girls den was made very clear.
. winter (boUQUets attempts to
admirable supporters to develop a de physician, whose office is in the Waite
A food fair will be held in con- from Rockport High school may be
it was well known that Gov break or pun the stem for the cut is
partment of music at Harvard Uni- home). They play jazz all the time. nection with the carnival and thou- enabled to obtain higher educa- Brewster favored the naming of Mott inre that of a knife onlv not so
versity, hoping that the influence ot I just sit down when they're finished sands of samples will be given tion. All citizens are cooperating Osborne, who had established a rep- ' dppD and t have often found blood
that department might spread through and play the classics,
away. There will be many attrac- | especially with these two objects in utation as a prison reformer in hls -J,’
freelv from mv fingers
all the walks of life: and in the 35
"My aunt, Miss Mabel Reed, my tive booths, grab bag, fortune teller,, view and liberal checks have been term as head of the New York | _.hpn 8 T p.-pipesiv Bothered this
years past the influence of that de- mother’s sister, started giving me balloons, etc. Mrs. Mildred Holmes received from interested summer State prison at Sing Sing and had —others without looking
partment has spread and associated lessons. I am going to make organ will have charge of the musical residents.
h„t
omers
withoutthelooking
but r^n.iv
recently ended a period as war- I Brass
p f amonk
,, before
erasnine
stem
itself with many other forces.’
playing my life work."
den at the United States naval
I?,. 7.
®
prison at the Kittery Navy Yard.
Th>s is only one of the ways which
"While President Eliot 'knew how
William is a normal boy in every
fine an element in culture music is' way, loves outdoor life and is way up
Mr. Osborne was one of the wit- PlaI?ts have ?f warVln« tresPa^ers
HER SUMMER IN EUROPE
he was not aware of certain import- on his studies. His favorite recreanesses at the investigation of the
keeP hands °ffvb
m°st othar
ant facts that have recently come to tion is golf He is a member of the
prison. The idea that he was to be ways are too wel known for me to,
mention them at length in an article
light and which show how shrewd. Cohassee Country Club of SouthThe finest Radiola Super-Heterodyne
of this kind. Almost all country
how very shrewd, indeed, was the in- bridge and plays a game every day. Mr,. Sadie Leech Vi.it. the Pelece Where Frederick the »'
ever produced—7 years in the making
stinct which made this chief ot He is husky and athletic. He says
had
been
appointed.
Mr.
Osborne
bo
>
s
an<
^
know
the
stinging
Great Dined Often With Voltaire
—at a price formerly believed impos
i a "i
American educators plead and fight the new miniature golf courses are
himself gave out a statement to that nettle, the prickly thistle, various
sible.
for music as a factor in general edu- great fun, but "you get around the
effect and. later, asked the legis- thorn bushes, etc At Onset, Mass,
14, /I I '
cation, and how accurately he hit place too soon; not enough exercise.”
lature to compensate him for dam- 11 found a vine running over an old
Yours for $142.50, less Radiotroos.
[Ninth Installment!
■
Xw;'
the nail on the head w’hen he wrote
«...
ages claimed to have sustained when stone wall which was beset with the |
Why accept out-of-date radios st seem
\ *♦ 4 4 ♦ '
that 'music rightly taught is the best
Those who remember the beautiful
hpfittinv hie rank The view the appointment did not go through, most cruel thoms I ever encounWe arrived in Pottsdam on July 27, more
ing bargains? You can own the newest
from the uX terrace is livelyT The
Comm^ion refused to tered These vines were so luxurimind-trainer on the list;’ adding that voice and winsome youth of Beatrice
■
— tbe finest —tbe best—it now costs
•wc should have more of the practical Belkin when brought here in a Chap- the trip involving an hour's ride by yond words
accept Osborne and .Mr. Fish was in- ant that they covered places as large
no more to own the best.
subjects like music and drawing and man concert some years ago will be bus to a steamer to cross Lake Wann
An interesting story connected with
,t0.,take “p t,he
tOp, as an ordinary ro°"} t"d?he
less grammar and arithmetic.’
interested to know that she promises See. The bus ride was very enjoy Sans Souci which was Frederick the
Come in today—hear the greatest radio
that time cbarles S' ”1tcuhb?rn
w,ere very. Lar8e and handsome, the
"Positive proof that music is ‘the to make good in the Metropolitan able as we could see along the bor
value we've ever offered.
Great's principal residence for more Augusta was chairman of the board vine reminding me of a gigantic
best mind-trainer’ has come from Opera Company where she was placed
than 40 years is that his clock, which _ PrFlopr
I S°rt °f SmilaX'
Magdalen College, where all the after "graduating" from Roxy's The- ders of the lake beautiful estates,
Carl E. Milliken the naming
the
hadofbeen
musical instruction at Oxford is giv- atre. Her operatic debut was made probably summer houses, with gor he always used to wind himself. warden at the gtate
I wanted a piece ot that vine, and
en. There are many prizes and as "Dewman" in Humperdincks geous gardens and other beauty stopped at the very minute death bv the Governor subject to confirms | without
any preliminaries I made
to
him,
never
to
go
again
scholarships. Only 10 percent of the ' "Hansel and Gretel." Judging from spots. On landing at Pottsdam we came
_
.to .,the old
,. king Aug.
.. 17.. tion of the executive council. At that a sudden sally into the midst of the
Death
came
students at Magdalen take music, yet the reviews she was miscast and not
1786 at 2J» a. nm; he had lived 74
Sphere wafa teard o'f ^^“the^o^her'wav w«Tv’e^mwe!
this 10 percent takes 75 percent ot given a role of sufficient length to took a bus to the Castle of Frederick
the
Great.
all those prizes and scholarships, display her ability—one critic said
jears and reigned 46 years. He is prison inspectors. Its duties were to
..
wnnlrt Iiave heen ennid
ison and various countysudden, o. would
have been could!
The city of Pottsdam is divided buried .in the church beside his vislt the
leaving only 25 percent for the other , “It wasn’t a fair debut, by a long
father
iails examinina them make reDorts 1 have freed myself ‘rom those un‘
90 percent of students. And this is shot." Yet the beautiful quality of into the old town and the new town. father.
Dresden was our next stop, indulg Jas to IS condit^s and reS | s“sP^ted tho™ wlthoufti , tearto«!
not the record of one year, but the her voice was mentioned, and in a It has four suburbs; the streets are
average of 30 successive years!"
later appearance at the Metropolitan, wide and there are fine buildings and ing in a shopping tour first of all—the mendations for their improvement, stockings as well as cuticle from
SMALL DOWN PAYMENT
Model 80. illustrated, has
andclothing
clothingvery
very This board had little real authority my Protesting legs I had to move
* • • •
she made a most favorable impres- many large squares, some of which shops are beautiful and
screen-grid—9 tuned circuits
LIBERAL TRADE-IN
reasonable.
After
a
city
drive
we
After
a
city
drive
we
over
and
of
the
correctional
institu!
very
carefully
and
use
both
hands
I
are
planted
with
trees
forming
pleas

Evar.geline Hart, soprano, of Ban- sion. Her number was “Una voce
— electro - dynamic speaker
tions
to
untangle
myself
from
those
—mtfnified illuminated dial
visited
the
Art
Gallery
where
the
gor, and Clyde Woodward, baritone, Poco fa" from Rossini's "Barber of ant public walks. Of the many large
ALLOWANCE
madtina—push-pull amplikGov.
Milliken
brought
about
the
cruel,
clinging
thoms
and
the
stockmost
wonderful
picture
of
all
to
be
of Pittsfield, were the winners of the Seville." and the review said: "Her and handsome buildings one of the
cstion-Tocal-distance switch.
EASY TERMS
Maine State contest in the fourth voice rang clear and true, the color- most noteworthy is the old Town seen is the Sistine Madonna of Ra- abolition of the board of inspectors ings 1 wore were never of any use
national Atwater Kent radio audi- atura passages neatly done, and Palace an oblong building, three I fael placed there by Augustus III and the creation of a board of prison to me afterwards. I had no way at
tion, recently conducted in Portland, twice her thrilling crescendo of unla- stories high, with magnificent colon- who brought it from Piacenza. Italy, commissioners, with control of the I that time of learning the name of
Miss Hart was No. 12 and Mr. Wood- mmar Rossini cadenzas drew salvos nades, facing Havel Bridge. The having purchased it for about $25,000. prison, even to the naming of the the plant but since that time I have
ward No 6, and will appear in the of applause. Anotner participant in rooms of this palace are beautifully i This picture is in a room by itself, warden. The thought back of this found in my Botany the description
ELECTRICIANS
semi-finals in New York Nov. 19-20. this operatic concert vas Afmand decorated, quite thoroughly in We were cautioned by guides not to legislation was that it would take of a wild vine called "green brier,"
The Great Elector i even whisper while viewing the j the selection of awarden andthe 1 belonging
to the smilax
family
Should they qualify for the finals Tokatyan, heard in a Maine Festival French style.
585-7 Main Sreet
Rockland, Maine
they will sing again in New York several years ago—almost his Ameri- died in this palace in 1688, and in a | picture. We were so awed by the ! management of the prison comwhichseems to fit exactlythe thorny I
room in the west wing died his beauty of the painting that we had ! pletely out of politics.
J plant which entrapped me at Onset. |
Dec. 14. when ten participants will can debut, if I recall correctly,
share cash awards of $25,000 and ten
....
grandson. Frederick William, the j no desire to whisper. The eyes of j “
music scholarships.
In the October issue of “Overtones" First, who was second king of Prus- the Madonna are particularly wonMiss Hart, a Bangor choir director, the Curtis Institute of Music publi- sia and father of Frederick the , derful. They are, indeed, living eyes.1 p
won the local audition m 1927. She j tion, there appears “A Letter from Great. He was the Prussian ruler j There are seats all around the room ! g
sings with the Schumann Club and Camden, Maine," written by James who introduced into Prussia the mil- j where one can sit and meditate. It I S
the Eastern Maine Festival Chorus: Bloom, which has local interest. It itary spirit that has prevailed to | is said that when Augustus bought1
she is a pupil of Wilbur S. Cochrane reads:
the days of the Great War.
! the picture, he wished it to be placed ,
Mr. Woodward is also a choir singer
"When a group of students who
• • • •
j on the palace wall, where it would ■
and a pupil of Allan Maycock of have studied incessantly for an exFrederick the Great rebuilt Tor 15ave tbe most favorable lighting, i
Bangor.
'
tended period of time pause finally Palace early In his reign and after V}6 on^f
it was
» • • •
for a breathing spell, it is but natural
Seven Year War built the new I
^ls ^rone stood, so he had
James O'Hara, who is now located that their thoughts should turn to the
with the Publix people in Boston'and i review what they have done. Thus, palace a mile or so away. He was 50 ithe throne moved.
vicinity as feature organist, recently j in the name of my fellow students years of age at that time. Meanopened the Oriental in Mattapan, one und myself, I am taking this oppor- time he had also built Sans Souci. There are also many other glories
of the most beautiful theatres in tunity of writing to the one who has the new palace which was frequented in this gallery—Corregios "Holy
Greater Boston, seating 2300.
guided and helped us through this most of all by the last Emperor and Night' and “The Madonna of St.
«...
| past summer—giving a brief resume his Empress, Augusta Victoria, who Francis;” Titian's “Tribute Money,",
Ignace Jan Paderewski who at-I of what we have accomplished, artf died at Doorn, April, 1921, and was “The Marriage of Cana" by Paul Ve
tained his 70th birthday last Thurs- at the same time expressing our heart- brought thither for burial in a tomb ronese; the "Madonna of the Cucina
day, is playing about 75 concerts in felt thanks to the ones who have In the garden north of the palace. Family" and "Adoration of thc Kings"
this his 17th American tour, which made this period of work possible for Others are buried there besides her. also by Veronese; Ribera's "St. Ag
It was the new palace we visited, nes;" Marlello's Death of St. Clara;"
unquestionably will be his final tour I uson this side of the Atlantic. How ! “We be8an the season with a flour- however. On entering, the first room "Portrait of an Elderly Man" bv Vel
much of a physical tax this will be is ■ ish—everyone buckled down to study is known as the Shell Room, the asquez; Van Eyck's "Little Altar Piece”
difficult to prophecy. His private care with an enthusiasm that was aston- walls being inlaid with all kinds of probably painted for Philip the Good
however, will enable him to escape ■ ishing. This spirit was buoyed up shells, among them many like of Burgundy; Holbein's "Madonna of
many of the inconveniences which b>' Madame Luboshutz who promptly mother-of-pearl. Rare stones and the Burgomaster” which was sup
confront the average traveler.
I adjusted her idea of 'class concerts' minerals are worked in, and to add posed to be the original but is now
On his first American concert tour 't0 a scries of 'musicales' given at her to the glitter from them there is a believed to be only a copy by some
which began in Carnegie Hall on Nov cottage every Sunday evening, and huge crystal chandelier. The re unknown artist, the original being
17, 1891, he made 117 appearances in ! "ho in this way not only held an in- ception room, bedrooms, guest rooms, at Darnstadt; Holbein's "Sieur de
six months, playing some times twice i centive for study before us, but en- dining room which is said to seat 300 Morette" which was once attributed
a day, and on one occasion three abled us t0 build a nucleus on which and where the service is all laid as if to Leonardo da Vinci; Van Eyck’s
times, with an afternoon concert at i w work. The concerts were invari- expecting guests, the big ball room, “Portrait of a Commander" and of
Carnegie Hall, an evening concert at ably attended by a large group which small dining room where Voltaire "Himself" with Saskia (his wifei on
the Brooklyn Academy of Music, and included Mr. and Mrs. Hofmann, often dined with Frederick the Great, his knee; the "Chocolate Girl." made
at a midnight performance at the members of the summer colony, and two music rooms—were all visited by famous by Walter Baker, in the orig
Freundschaft Club.
j students of the Curtis Institute. us. There are also card rooms, a pic- inal pastel, and many more interestPaderewski says’ that he has not, There were eight concerts in all, ar- ture gallery, and in the music room j ing and wonderful paintings,
noticed a decline in his ability. He ranged so that each student played on the second floor are music cabi- I The picture gallery is in the northpractices now about four hours daily at least twice. Madame Luboschutz nets. a piano, flutes, etc., that be- east wing of the Zwinger, the magnias against longer hours when younger performed also at two of the longed personally to Frederick the; ficent palace built for Augustus the
He was practicing fewer hours, he musicales. playing one program of 3 Great. In the palace we had to put Strong. It has a great courtyard
explained, not because he was wiser ] Mozart Sonatas assisted by her son, on felt sabots to walk on the pol designed for processions and other j E
but because he could accomplish thc Ror>s Goldowsky at the piano, and in ished floors.
displays. The Green Vault Treas- 1H
same results without long periods ot ber second recital presenting a long
ure House is the name given to the j H
study and repetition.
program which featured the TschaiAfter the tour of the palace we series of rooms on the ground floor | H
America. he said, in discussing kowsky Concerto Some of the corn- walked out through the Park and j of this palace, containing the most' H
musical appreciation, has grown more P°s*f'ons wblca were played by the saw the tomb where the ex-Kaiser’s I valuable treasures of Germany— H
receptive to good music in the last students included Concertos by Dohn
is buried. We walked from, precious stones, the crown jewels. H
30 years, and now is one of the most anyb Respighi, Elgar, Sibelius, Pag empress
to Sans Souci and saw the old' etc. We entered from the southwest H
appreciative countries in the world, anini and Brahms, as well as a num- there
at the entrance of the grounds,' corner of the great courtyard, where B
He declared this country exceeds even ber of sonatas and shorter compo mill
covered with ivy We did not go treasures of all sorts are kept— B
Germany in a diversified love of good sitions.
music in all its forms. The Germans.
"As a fitting climax to the sum- into the palace which has been dis- ivories, enamels, porcelains, gold and S
hc added, are more systematic, hav- mer's activities, five of our students mantled to a large extent. The pal- silver, jewels consisting of diamonds, D
ing their symphony concerts in al- performed at a benefit concert for the ace is set on a hill surrounded with; pearls, emeralds, rubies, etc., a gilt- ‘ H
most every city, but aside from these Rockport (Maine) Library. These marvelous grounds, composed of six tering array representing count-' ®
community manifestations, they dd "er? Celia Gomberg. Judith Poska, terraces, gardens, fountains, flowers, less wealth. Also on the ground floor ; B
not roam far to hear different instru- A iliiam Harms, Josef Levine and artificial lakes and trees—all in fine under the picture gallery is a collec- B
ments and different forms of music. Eugene Ilelmar. The concert was a shape. On the upper terrace are two tion of more than 500.000 engravings. B
. » - •
marked success and the audience garden or summer houses. Eleven The collection of porcelains is housed H
Some time ago a short item ap- "hich filled the Town hall of Rock- of Frederick the Great's dogs are in what used to be the electoral H
peared in this column relative to Wll- port was generous in its appreciative buried here; they have flat stones stables. There is also a historical B
ham Waite, 13. of Southbridge. Mass., demand for encores from each per- bearing their names. It was his wish museum which is almost entirely de- E
to be buried with his dogs, but it was ] voted to arms and armor.
who has earned the claim of being former.
the youngest salaried organist in the
"Lest our study be too continuous, deemed that he be buried In a place
(To be continued.)
country. Recently a more lengthy Madame Luboshutz and Mr. and
article about William came to my at Mrs Hofmann arranged dances and
tention. and feel that it will reach excursions for us which proved en whose inspiration and guidance has
THE FAMILY
many in interest, particularly those joyable in every way and really con made this summer not only one of
MEDICINE
who know Mrs. Joyce Littlehae Jones stituted a stimulant for the accom accomplishment, but also the most
wonderful vacation we have ever ex
who lives at Southbridge and has plishment of our work.
For Colds, Cnnght,
perienced."
“In conclusion we wish to express
heard the young organist many times.
Cuts, Scalds, Burns
Frank Bibb attended one of the
William's mother, who died last De our thanks to Mrs. Bok who has made musicales
when
Mme.
Luboshutz
cember. was a skillful physician, and this summer of achievement possible
Prepared by Norway Medicine Co .Norway ,M«.
attended Mrs. Jones when her little to us all, to Mr. and Mrs. Hofmann played, and he commented on her
YOUR MONEY REFUNDED
artistry
—
“
Only
one
word
describes
If it fails to benefit you when used at directed on
twins were born. His father is Ernest ! for their kind interest and help m
ihe iii’idewrapper T»
utile Sold by nll.lrelers yrher
playing
—
it
is
divine,"
Waiie. a druggist, and he is the grand- ”ur work, and to our dear teacher

SETTING 'EM ARIGHT
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HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc.

Them Well
and Happy

By Using Modern
Heating Methods
Use One of Our

Circulating
Heaters
They heat all the rooms
in all parts equally at all
times. Health counts in
winter!

$39.50
and up

There is no muss or dirt installing one of our Circulating
Heaters. No carpenters to cut the floors. Our heaters are
economical to operate, efficient in action and handsome in
use.
Let Us Set One In Your Home!
Your Old Heater or Range Taken in Exchange

STONINGTON FURNITURE COMPANY

Telephone 980
313-319 Main St.
Rockland, Maine
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